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Part IV: P HYSICAL PROCESSES

CHAPTER 1   Overview

Table of contents

1.1 Introduction

1.2 Overview of the code

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Figure  1.1   Schematic diagram of the different physical processes represented in the IFS model.

The physical processes associated with radiative transfer, turbulent mixing, subgrid-scale orographic drag

convection, clouds and surface/soil processes have a strong impact on the large scale flow of the atmosphe

ever, these mechanisms are often active at scales smaller than the horizontal grid size. Parametrization sch

then necessary in order to properly describe the impact of these subgrid-scale mechanisms on the large sc

of the atmosphere. In other words the ensemble effect of the subgrid-scale processes has to be formulated

of the resolved grid-scale variables. Furthermore, forecast weather parameters, such as two-metre tempera

cipitation and cloud cover, are computed by the physical parametrization part of the model.

This part (Part IV ‘Physical processes’) of the IFS documentation describes only the physical parametrization

age. After all the explicit dynamical computations per time-step are performed, the physics parametrization

age is called by the IFS. The physics computations are performed only in the vertical. The input informati

the physics consists of the values of the mean prognostic variables (wind components, temperature, spe

midity, liquid/ice water content and cloud fraction), the provisional dynamical tendencies for the same var
3
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and various surface fields, both fixed and variable.

The time integration of the physics is based on the following:

1) it has to be compatible with the adiabatic part of the IFS;

2) the tendencies from the different physical processes are computed in separate routines;

3) as a general approach, the value of a prognostic variable is updated with the tendency fro

process and the next process starts from this updated value, in what is usually referred to

‘method of fractional steps’ (details are different for different processes);

4) explicit schemes are used whenever possible, but if there are numerical stability problem

scheme is made as implicit as necessary.

The radiation scheme is described inChapter 2 ‘Radiation’and is the first process to be called in the physics.

save time in the rather expensive radiation computations, the full radiation part of the scheme is currently

every 3 hours. This is when the computation of the shortwave transmissivities and the longwave fluxes

formed, using the values of temperature, specific humidity, liquid/ice water content and cloud fraction at tim

, and a climatology for aerosols, CO2 and O3. The computation of the fluxes is not necessarily done at ev

grid-point but is only performed at sampled points, using a sampling algorithm that is latitude dependent. T

sults are then interpolated back to the original grid using a cubic interpolation algorithm. The shortwave flux

updated every time-step using synchronous values of the zenith angle. The radiation scheme takes into

cloud- radiation interactions in detail by using the values of cloud fraction and liquid/ice water content, at

level, from the prognostic cloud scheme. The radiation scheme produces tendencies of temperature.

The turbulent diffusion scheme is called just after radiation (Chapter 3 ‘Turbulent diffusion and interactions with

the surface’). The surface fluxes are computed using Monin–Obukhov similarity theory. The computation o

upper-air turbulent fluxes is based on the -diffusivity concept. Depending on the atmospheric stability dif

formulations for determining the -coefficients are used: a -profile closure for the unstable boundary lay

a -number dependent closure for the stable boundary layer. Because of numerical stability problems th

gration of the diffusion equation is performed in an implicit manner. In fact, it uses a so-called ‘more than imp

method, in which the ‘implicitness factor’ (which takes the value 0 in a fully explicit scheme and 1 in a

implicit one) is set to 1.5. During the integration it uses the values of the prognostic variables at to com

the -coefficients but uses the tendencies updated by the dynamics and radiation on the right hand side of

cretized diffusion equation. The turbulent diffusion scheme also predicts the skin temperature and the appar

face humidity. The turbulent diffusion scheme produces tendencies of temperature, specific humidity an

components. It does not compute fluxes or tendencies of the cloud variables (liquid/ice water content and

fraction).

The subgrid-scale orographic drag scheme is called after the turbulent diffusion and is described inChapter 4 ‘Sub-

grid-scale orographic drag’. The subgrid-scale orographic drag parametrization represents the low- level bloc

effects of subgrid-scale orography and the transports due to subgrid-scale gravity waves that are excited w

bly stratified flow interacts with the orography. Numerically the scheme is similar to the turbulent diffusion

also requires an implicit treatment. In this case the ‘implicitness factor’ is set to 1. The subgrid-scale orog

drag scheme produces tendencies of the wind components and temperature.

The moist convection scheme is described inChapter 5 ‘Convection’. The scheme is based on the mass-flux a

proach and is divided in deep, mid-level and shallow convection. For deep convection the convective mass

determined by assuming Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) is adjusted towards zero over a sp

time-scale. For mid-level convection the cloud base mass-flux is directly related to the large scale vertical ve

The intensity of shallow convection is estimated by assuming an equilibrium of moist static energy in the sub-

layer. The convection scheme provides tendencies of temperature, specific humidity and wind componen
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In Chapter 6 ‘Clouds and large-scale precipitation’the prognostic cloud scheme is described. It solves two pro

nostic equations for liquid/ice water content and cloud fraction. The cloud scheme represents the cloud for

by cumulus convection, the formation of boundary layer and stratiform clouds. The scheme also takes into a

several important cloud processes like cloud-top entrainment, precipitation of water and ice and evaporation

cipitation. In the numerical integration of the equations the terms depending linearly on the values of liquid/ic

ter and cloud fraction are integrated analytically. The cloud scheme produces tendencies of all the pro

variables.

The soil/surface scheme is described inChapter 7 ‘Surface parametrization’. The scheme includes prognostic

equations for temperature and moisture in four soil layers and snow mass. The soil equations use an impli

integration scheme. An interception layer collects water from precipitation and dew fall. The evaporative

consider separately the fractional contributions from snow cover, wet and dry vegetation and bare soil.

Chapter 8 ‘Methane oxidation’describes a simple parametrization of the upper-stratospheric moisture sourc

to methane oxidation. A parametrization representing photolysis of vapour in the mesosphere is also inclu

Chapter 9 ‘Climatological data’ describes the distributions of climatological fields.

1.2 OVERVIEW OF THE CODE

CALLPAR, the routine that controls the physical parametrization package, is called byCPGLAGthat controls the

grid-point calculations.CALLPAR calls the routines from the physics, the exception being the main radiation

tine RADINT. RADINT controls the computation of the shortwave transmissivities and the longwave flu

RADINT is called via an interface routineRADDRV called bySCAN2MDM that is the multi-tasking interface to

the computations in grid-point space (distributed memory version).RADINT is called outsideCALLPAR because

of the need to make the radiation space interpolation compatible with the distributed memory version of th

In CALLPAR the physics routines are called in the following order:

RADSRF: Computes radiative properties of the surface.

CLDPP: Computes cloud parameters required for the post processing (e.g. total cloud co

RADHEATN: Computes the temperature tendencies and the downward radiation fluxes at the s

with updated (every time-step) values for the zenith angle.

VDFMAIN : Controls the computation of the vertical exchange of , , and by turbulen

GWDRAG: Controls the computation of the tendencies for ,  and  due to the paramet

ation of subgrid-scale orographic drag.

CUCALLN: Interface to callCUMASTRN that controls the computation of the tendencies for

,  and  due to the parametrization of moist convective processes.

CLOUDSC: Controls the computation of tendencies for , , , ,  and  due to the

parametrization of the cloud processes.

SRFMAIN: Controls the soil/surface scheme.

METHOX: Computes tendencies for  due to methane oxidation and water vapour photoly

u v T q

u v T

u
v T q

u v T q a l

q
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CHAPTER 2   Radiation

Table of contents

2.1 Radiative heating

2.2 Longwave radiation

2.2.1 The pre-cycle 22r3 scheme

2.2.2 Vertical integration

2.2.3 Spectral integration

2.2.4 The incorporation of the effects of clouds

2.2.5 The Rapid Radiation Transfer Model (RRTM)

2.3 Shortwave Radiation

2.3.1 Spectral integration

2.3.2 Vertical integration

2.3.3 Multiple reflections between layers

2.3.4 Cloud shortwave optical properties

2.4 Horizontal interpolation

2.5 Input to the radiation scheme

2.5.1 Model variables

2.5.2 Clouds

2.5.3 Aerosols

2.5.4 Carbon dioxide, ozone and trace gases

2.5.5 Ground albedo and emissivity

2.5.6 Solar zenith angle

2.6 The radiation code

2.6.1 Set-up routines

2.6.2 Main routines

2.6.3 Specialized routines

2.6.4 Heating rate computation

2.1 RADIATIVE HEATING

The radiative heating rate is computed as the divergence of net radiation fluxes :F
7
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where  is the specific heat at constant pressure of moist air

 ,

and and are the specific heats at constant pressure of dry air and water vapour, respectively.Sections 2.2

and2.3describe the computation of the longwave and shortwave radiative fluxes respectively. The solution

radiative transfer equation to obtain the fluxes is unfortunately very expensive, and we cannot afford to do i

than every 3 hours at every fourth grid point. The interpolation scheme used for obtaining the radiative flu

every grid point and every time step for the relevant instantaneous temperature profile and solar zenith ang

scribed inSection 2.4.

A description of the inputs, in particular the climatologically defined quantities of radiative importance is giv

Section 2.5. Finally, an alphabetical list of the subroutines of the radiation scheme is given inSection 2.6.

2.2 LONGWAVE RADIATION

Since cycle 22r3, two longwave radiation schemes are available in the ECMWF model, the pre-cycle 2

Morcrette (1991), and the current longwave radiation transfer scheme, the Rapid Radiation Transfer M

(RRTM).

The rate of atmospheric cooling by emission-absorption of longwave radiation is

(2.2)

where  is the net longwave radiation flux (the subscript ‘LW’ is omitted in the remainder of this section

Assuming a non-scattering atmosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium,  is given by

(2.3)

where is the monochromatic radiance at wavenumber at level , propagating in a direction

angle that this direction makes with the vertical), where and is the monochromatic tr

mission through a layer whose limits are at and seen under the same angle , with . The su

‘surf’ refers to the earth’s surface.

Subsections 2.2.1to 2.2.4describe the pre-cycle 22r3 scheme, andSubsection 2.2.5describes the RRTM scheme

in cycle 22r3.

2.2.1  The pre-cycle 22r3 scheme

After separating the upward and downward components (indicated by superscripts + and –, respectively),

tegrating by parts, we obtain the radiation transfer equation as it is actually estimated in the longwave par

T∂
t∂

------- 
 

rad

g
cp
----- F∂

p∂
-------–=

cp

cp cpdry
1 cpvap

cpdry
–( )q cpdry

⁄+{ }=

cpdry
cpvap

T∂
t∂

-------
g
cp
-----

F LW∂
p∂

--------------=

FLW

F

F µ µ ν L ν psurf µ,( )tν psurf p µ, ,( ) L ν p′ µ,( ) tνd

p ′ psurf=

0

∫+

 
 
 
 
 

d

0

∞

∫d

1–

1

∫=

L ν p µ,( ) ν p θ
µ θcos= tν p p′ r;,( )

p p′ θ r θsec=
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(2.4)

where, taking benefit of the isotropic nature of the longwave radiation, the radiance of(2.3)has been replaced

by the Planck function in units of flux, (here, and elsewhere, is assumed to always include

factor). is the surface temperature, that of the air just above the surface, is the tempera

pressure-level , that at the top of the atmospheric model. The transmission is evaluated as the ra

transmission in a direction to the vertical such that is the diffusivity factor (Elsasser, 1942). Such an

approximation for the integration over the angle is usual in radiative transfer calculations, and tests on the v

of this approximation have been presented byRodgers and Walshaw(1966) andLiu and Schmetz(1988) among

others. The use of the diffusivity factor gives cooling rates within 2% of those obtained with a 4-point Gau

quadrature.

2.2.2  Vertical integration

The integrals in(2.4)are evaluated numerically, after discretization over the vertical grid, considering the at

phere as a pile of homogeneous layers. As the cooling rate is strongly dependent on local conditions of temp

and pressure, and energy is mainly exchanged with the layers adjacent to the level where fluxes are calcula

contribution of the distant layers is simply computed using a trapezoidal rule integration, but the contribut

the adjacent layers is evaluated with a 2-point Gaussian quadrature, thus at the th level,

(2.5)

where is the pressure corresponding to the Gaussian root and is the Gaussian weight. and

are the Planck function gradients calculated between two interfaces, and between mid-layer and interface,

tively.

2.2.3  Spectral integration

The integration over wavenumber is performed using a band emissivity method, as first discussed byRodgers

(1967). The longwave spectrum is divided into six spectral regions.

1) 0 – 350 & 1450 – 1880

2) 500 – 800

3) 800 – 970 & 1110 – 1250

4) 970 – 1110

F ν
+ p( ) Bν Tsurf( ) Bν T0+( )–[ ]tν psurf p; r,( ) Bν T p( )( ) tν p p′; r,( ) Bνd

p ′ psurf=

p

∫+ +=

F ν
– p( ) Bν T∞( ) Bν T top( )–[ ]tν p 0; r,( ) Bν T p( )( ) tν p′ p; r,( ) Bνd

p ′ p=

0

∫+ +=

L ν
Bν T( ) W m 2– Bν

π Tsurf T0+ T p( )
p T top tν

θ r θsec=

i

tν p p′; r,( ) Bν =d

p ′ psurf=

pi

∫
dBν

l 1=

2

∑ l( )wltν pi pl; r,( ) 1
2
--- Bν j( ) tν pi p j; r,( ) tν pi p j 1– ; r,( )+[ ]d

j 1=

i 2–

∑+

pl wl dBν j( ) dBν l( )

ν

cm 1– cm 1–

cm 1–

cm 1– cm 1–

cm 1–
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5) 350 – 500

6) 1250 – 1450 & 1880 – 2820

corresponding to the centres of the rotation and vibration-rotation bands of H2O, the 15 band of CO2, the at-

mospheric window, the 9.6 band of O3, the 25 “window” region, and the wings of the vibration-rotatio

band of H2O, respectively. Over these spectral regions, band fluxes are evaluated with the help of band tra

sivities precalculated from the narrow-band model ofMorcrette and Fouquart(1985) - See Appendix ofMorcrette
et al.(1986) for details.corresponding to the centres of the rotation and vibration-rotation bands of H2O, the 15 band

of CO2, the atmospheric window, the 9.6 band of O3, the 25 “window” region, and the wings of the vibration-ro

tation band of H2O, respectively. Over these spectral regions, band fluxes are evaluated with the help of band

missivities precalculated from the narrow-band model of Morcrette and Fouquart (1985) - See Appen

Morcrette et al. (1986) for details.

Integration of(2.4)over wavenumber within the spectral region gives the upward and downward fluxe

(2.6)

(2.7)

The formulation accounts for the different temperature dependencies involved in atmospheric flux calcul

namely that on , the temperature at the level where fluxes are calculated, and that on , the temperat

governs the transmission through the temperature dependence of the intensity and half-widths of the lines

ing in the concerned spectral region. The band transmissivities are non-isothermal accounting for the temp

dependence that arises from the wavenumber integration of the product of the monochromatic absorption

Planck function. Two normalized band transmissivities are used for each absorber in a given spectral reg

first one for calculating the first right-hand-side. term in(2.4), involving the boundaries; it corresponds to th

weighted average of the transmission function by the Planck function

(2.8)

the second one for calculating the integral term in(2.4)is the weighted average of the transmission function by t

derivative of the Planck function

cm 1–

cm 1– cm 1–

µm

µm µm

ν kth

F k
+ p( ) Bk Tsurf( ) Bk T0+( )–{ }tBk

rU psurf p,( ) TU psurf p,( ),{ } Bk T p( )+=

+ tdBk
rU p p',( ) TU, p p',( ){ } Bkd

p ′ psurf=

p

∫

F k
– p( ) Bk T0( ) Bk T∞( )–{ }tBk

rU p 0,( ) TU p 0,( ),{ } Bk T p( )–=

tdBk
rU p' p,( ) TU p' p,( ),{ } Bkd

p ′ p=

0

∫–

T p TU

tB Up T p TU, ,( )

Bν T p( )tν Up TU,( ) νd

ν1

ν2

∫

Bν T p( ) νd

ν1

ν2

∫
-----------------------------------------------------------=
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where  is the pressure weighted amount of absorber.

The effect on absorption of the Doppler broadening of the lines (important only for pressure lower than 10 h

included simply using the pressure correction method ofFels (1979). A finite line width (assumed to represent th

Doppler half-width of the line) is retained under low pressure conditions where the pure Lorentz line width

portional to pressure) would normally become negligible (Giorgetta and Morcrette,1995).

In the scheme, the actual dependence on is carried out explicitly in the Planck functions integrated o

spectral regions. Although normalized relative to or , the transmissivities still depend on

both through Wien’s displacement of the maximum of the Planck function with temperature and through the

perature dependence of the absorption coefficients. For computational efficiency, the transmissivities have b

veloped into Pade approximants

(2.10)

where is an effective amount of absorber which incorporates the diffusivity factor

the weighting of the absorber amount by pressure , and the temperature dependence of the absorptio

cients. The function  takes the form

(2.11)

The temperature dependence due to Wien’s law is incorporated although there is no explicit variation of th

ficients and with temperature. These coefficients have been computed for temperatures between 18

312.5 K with a 12.5 K step, and transmissivities corresponding to the reference temperature the closest to t

sure weighted temperature  are actually used in the scheme.

2.2.4  The incorporation of the effects of clouds

The incorporation of the effects of clouds on the longwave fluxes follows the treatment discussed byWashington
and Williamson(1977). Whatever the state of the cloudiness of the atmosphere, the scheme starts by calc

the fluxes corresponding to a clear-sky atmosphere and stores the terms of the energy exchange between t

ent levels (the integrals in(2.4)) Let and be the upward and downward clear-sky fluxes. For a

cloud layer actually present in the atmosphere, the scheme then evaluates the fluxes assuming a unique

cloud of emissivity unity. Let and the upward and downward fluxes when such a cloud is pre

in the layer of the atmosphere. Downward fluxes above the cloud, and upward fluxes below the cloud,

sumed to be given by the clear-sky values

tdB Up T p TU, ,( )

B T p( )d Td⁄{ }tν Up TU,( ) νd

ν1

ν2

∫

B T p( )d Td⁄{ } νd

ν1

ν2

∫
------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

Up

T p

B T p( ) dB T p( )/dT TU

t Up Tu,( )

ciUeff
i/2

i 0=

2

∑
d jUeff

j/2

j 0=

2

∑
---------------------------=

Ueff r Up( )Ψ TU Up,( )= r
Up

Ψ TU , Up( )

Ψ TU Up,( ) a Up( ) TU 250–( ) b Up( ) TU 250–( )2+[ ]exp=

ci d j

TU

F 0
+ i( ) F 0

– i( )

F n
+ i( ) F n

– i( )
nth
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Upward fluxes above the cloud ( for ) and downward fluxes below it ( for ) c

be expressed with expressions similar to(2.5)provided the boundary terms are now replaced by terms correspo

ing to  possible temperature discontinuities between the cloud and the surrounding air

(2.13)

where is now the total Planck function (integrated over the whole longwave spectrum) at level , and

and are the longwave fluxes at the upper and lower boundaries of the cloud. Terms under the integral

spond to exchange of energy between layers in clear-sky atmosphere and have already been computed in

step of the calculations. This step is repeated for all cloudy layers. The fluxes for the actual atmosphere (wit

transparent, fractional and/or multi-layered clouds) are derived from a linear combination of the fluxes calc

in previous steps with some cloud overlap assumption in the case of clouds present in several layers. Let

index of the layer containing the highest cloud, the fractional cloud cover in layer , with

for the upward flux at the surface, and with and to have the right boundary c

dition for downward fluxes above the highest cloud.

Whereas the maximum and random overlap assumptions are also available in the code (Morcrette and Fouquart,

1986), the maximum-random overlap assumption is operationally used in the ECMWF model, and the clou

ward  and downward  fluxes are obtained as

(2.14)

In case of semi-transparent clouds, the fractional cloudiness entering the calculations is an effective clou

equal to the product of the emissivity due to the condensed water and the gases in the layer by the horizon

erage of the cloud layer, with the emissivity, , related to the condensed water amount by

(2.15)

where  is the condensed water mass absorption coefficient (in ) followingSmith and Shi (1992).

F n
+ i( ) F 0

+ i( )= for i n≤

F n
– i( ) F 0

– i( )= for i n>

F n
+ k( ) k n 1+≥ F n

– k( ) k n>

F n
+ k( ) F cld

+ B n 1+( )–{ }t pk pn 1+ ; r,( ) B k( ) t pk p′; r,( ) Bd

p ′ pn 1–=

pk

∫+ +=

F n
– k( ) F cld

– B n( )–{ }t pk pn; r,( ) B k( ) t pk p′; r,( ) Bd

p ′ pk=

pn

∫+ +=

B i( ) i F cld
+

F cld
–

N
C cld i )( ) i C cld 0( ) 1=

C cld N 1+( ) 1= F N 1+
– F –

0=

F + F –

F + i( ) F 0
+ i( )= for i 1=

F – i( ) C cld i 1–( )F +
i 1– i( ) C cld

n 0=

i 2–

∑ n( )F n
+ i( ) 1 C cld l( )–{ }

l n 1+=

i 1–

∏+= for 2 i N 1+≤ ≤

F + i( ) C cld N( )F N
+ i( ) C cld n( )F n

+ i( ) 1 C cld l( )–{ }

l n 1+=

N

∏
n 0=

N 1–

∑+= for i N 2+≥

εcld

εcld 1 kabsULWP–( )exp–=

kabs m2kg 1–
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2.2.5  The Rapid Radiation Transfer Model (RRTM)

As stated inMlawer et al.(1997), the objective in the development of RRTM has been to obtain an accuracy i

calculation of fluxes and heating rates consistent with the best line-by-line models. It utilizes the correlated-k

ode and shows its filiation to the Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc. (AER) line-by-line m

(LBLRTM, Clough et al., 1989, 1992,Clough and Iacono, 1995) through its use of absorption coefficients for th

relevant k-distributions derived from LBLRTM. Therefore the k-coefficients in RRTM include the effect of

CKD2.2 water vapour continuum (Clough et al., 1989).

The main point in the correlated-k method (Lacis and Oinas, 1991;Fu and Liou, 1992) is the mapping of the ab-

sorption coefficient from the spectral space (where it varies irregularly with wavenumber ) to the -s

(where is the probability distribution function, i.e. the fraction of the absorption coefficients in the set sm

than ). The effect of trhis reordering is a rearrangement of the sequence of terms in the integral over waven

in the radiative transfer equation (RTE), which makes it equivalent to what would be done for monochroma

diation.

In the ECMWF model, no provision is presently taken for scattering in the longwave. Therefore, in order to g

downward radiance, the integration over the vertical dimension is simply done starting from the top of the a

phere, going downward layer by layer. At the surface, the boundary condition (in terms of spectral emissivit

potential reflection of downward radiance) is computed, then, in order to get the upward radiance, the inte

over the vertical dimension is repeated, this from the surface upward.

The spectrally averaged radiance (between  and ) emerging from an atmospheric layer is

(2.16)

where is the incoming radiance to the layer, is the Planck function at wavenumber

temperature , is the transmittance for the layer optical path, and is the transmittance at a point alo

optical path in the layer. Under the mapping , this becomes

(2.17)

where is an effective Planck function for the layer that varies with the layer’s transmittance such

ensure continuity of flux across layer boundaries for opaque conditions. The dependence of the transmitt

now written in terms of the absorption coefficient at layer pressure and temperature

absorber density , the vertical thickness of the layer , and the angle  of the optical path.

For a given spectral interval, the domain of the variable is partitioned into subintervals (seeTable 2.2, number

of -points), each corresponding to a limited range of values and for which a characteristicvalue

absorption coefficient is chosen. These  are then used to compute the outgoing radiance

(2.18)

where  is the size of the sub-intervals ( ).

The accuracy of these absorption coefficients has been established by numerous and continuing high-re

k ν( ) ν g
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k

ν1 ν2

R 1
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tν

1

∫+
 
 
 

d
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R dg Beff g T g,( ) R0 g( ) Beff g T g,( )–[ ] k g P T, ,( ) ρ∆z
φcos

------------–exp+
 
 
 

0

1

∫=

Beff g T,( )

k g P T, ,( ) P T
ρ ∆z φ

g
g k g( ) κ j

κ j

R W j Bef f j
R0 j Bef f j

–( ) κ j
ρ∆z

φcos
------------– 
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j
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validations of LBLRTM with spectroscopic measurements, in particular those from the Atmospheric Rad

Measurement program (ARM). Compared to the original RRTM (Mlawer et al., 1997), the version used at EC

MWF has been slightly modified to account for cloud optical properties and surface emissivity defined for e

the 16 bands over which spectral fluxes are computed. For efficiency reason, the original number of

( ) has been reduced to 140 (seeTable 2.2). Other changes are the use of a diffusivity approximati

(instead of the three-angle integration over the zenith angle used in the original scheme) to derive upwa

downward fluxes from the radiances, and the modification of the original cloud random overlapping assump

include (to the same degree of approximation as used in the operational SW scheme) a maximum-random

ping of cloud layers. Given the monochromatic form of the RTE, the vertical integration is simply carried ou

layer at a time from the top-of-the-atmosphere to the surface to get the downward fluxes. The downward fl

the surface are then used with the spectral surface emissivities and the surface temperature to get the upw

wave fluxes in each of the 140 subintervals. Then the upward fluxes are obtained in a similar fashion from t

face to the ToA.

For the relevant spectral intervals of the RRTM schemes, ice cloud optical properties are derived fromEbert and

Curry (1992), and water cloud optical properties fromFouquart(1987). Whereas in the operational scheme t

cloud emissivity used to compute the effective cloud cover is defined over the whole LW spectrum from spe

averaged mass absorption coefficients and the relevant cloud water and/or ice paths (followingSmith and Shi,

1992), in RRTM, the cloud optical thickness is defined as a function of spectrally varying mass absorption

cients and relevant cloud water and ice paths, and is used within the true cloudy fraction of the layer. Alterna

of cloud optical properties are also available for RRTM, based onSavijarvi and Raisanen(1997) for liquid water

clouds, andFu et al. (1998) for ice clouds.

2.3 SHORTWAVE RADIATION

The rate of atmospheric heating by absorption and scattering of shortwave radiation is

(2.19)

where  is the net total shortwave flux (the subscript SW will be omitted in the remainder of this sectio

(2.20)

is the diffuse radiance at wavenumber , in a direction given by the azimuth angle, , and the zenith ang

with . In (2.20), we assume a plane parallel atmosphere, and the vertical coordinate is the optical

, a convenient variable when the energy source is outside the medium

(2.21)

is the extinction coefficient, equal to the sum of the scattering coefficient of the aerosol (or c

particle absorption coefficient ) and the purely molecular absorption coefficient . The diffuse radianc

g
256 16 16×=

T∂
t∂

-------
g
cp
-----

F SW∂
p∂

--------------=

F SW

F δ( ) ν φ µL ν δ µ φ, ,( ) µd

-1

+1

∫
 
 
 
 
 

d

0

2π

∫d

0

∞

∫=

ν φ θ
µ θcos=

δ

δ p( ) βext
ν p′( ) p′d

p

0
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βext
ν p( ) βν
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βν
abs kν Lν
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is governed by the radiation transfer equation

(2.22)

is the incident solar irradiance in the direction , is the single scattering albedo (

and is the scattering phase function which defines the probability that radiation coming from

rection ( ) is scattered in direction ( ). The shortwave part of the scheme, originally developed byFouquart
and Bonnel(1980) solves the radiation transfer equation and integrates the fluxes over the whole shortwave

trum between 0.2 and 4 . Upward and downward fluxes are obtained from the reflectance and transmi

of the layers, and the photon-path-distribution method allows to separate the parametrization of the scatterin

esses from that of the molecular absorption.

2.3.1  Spectral integration

Solar radiation is attenuated by absorbing gases, mainly water vapour, uniformly mixed gases (oxygen, car

oxide, methane, nitrous oxide) and ozone, and scattered by molecules (Rayleigh scattering), aerosols an

particles. Since scattering and molecular absorption occur simultaneously, the exact amount of absorber a

photon path length is unknown, and band models of the transmission function cannot be used directly as i

wave radiation transfer (seeSection 2.2). The approach of the photon path distribution method is to calculate

probability that a photon contributing to the flux in the conservative case (i.e., no absorp

, ) has encountered an absorber amount between and .With this distribution, the

ative flux at wavenumber  is related to  by

(2.23)

and the flux averaged over the spectral interval can then be calculated with the help of any band mode

transmission function

(2.24)

To find the distribution function , the scattering problem is solved first, by any method, for a set of arbitr

fixed absorption coefficients , thus giving a set of simulated fluxes . An inverse Laplace transform is

performed on(2.23)(Fouquart, 1974). The main advantage of the method is that the actual distribution

smooth enough that(2.23)gives accurate results even if itself is not known accurately. In fact, ne

not be calculated explicitly as the spectrally integrated fluxes are

µ
dL ν δ µ φ, ,( )

dδ
------------------------------ L ν δ µ φ, ,( )

ϖν δ( )
4

--------------Pν δ µ φ µ0 φ0, , , ,( )E ν
0exp -δ µr⁄( )–=

ϖν δ( )
4

-------------- φ'd Φν δ µ φ µ' φ', , , ,( )L ν δ µ' φ', ,( ) µ'd

-1

+1

∫
 
 
 
 
 

0

2π

∫–

E ν
0 µ0 θ0cos= ϖν = βν

sca kν⁄
Φ δ µ φ µ' φ', , , ,( )

µ' φ', µ φ,

µm

Π U( )dU F cons

ων 1= kν 0= U U dU+

ν F cons

F ν F cons Π U( ) kνU–( )exp Ud

0

∞

∫=

∆ν
t∆ν

F
1

∆ν
------- F ν νd

∆ν
∫ F cons Π U( )t∆ν U( ) νd

0

∞

∫= =

Π U( )
k1 F k1

Π U( )
Π U( ) Π U( )
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The atmospheric absorption in the water vapour bands is generally strong, and the scheme determines an

absorber amount  between  and derived from

(2.25)

where is an absorption coefficient chosen to approximate the spectrally averaged transmission of the c

atmosphere

(2.26)

where is the total amount of absorber in a vertical column and . Once the effective abs

amounts of and uniformly mixed gases are found, the transmission functions are computed using Pa

proximants

(2.27)

Absorption by ozone is also taken into account, but since ozone is located at low pressure levels for which

ular scattering is small and Mie scattering is negligible, interactions between scattering processes and oz

sorption are neglected. Transmission through ozone is computed using (2.24) where  the amount of o

is the diffusivity factor (seeSection 2.2), and is the magnification factor (Rodgers, 1967) used instead

of  to account for the sphericity of the atmosphere at very small solar elevations

(2.28)

To perform the spectral integration, it is convenient to discretize the solar spectral interval into subinterv

which the surface reflectance can be considered as constant. Since the main cause of the important spect

tion of the surface albedo is the sharp increase in the reflectivity of the vegetation in the near infrared, an

water vapour does not absorb below 0.68 , the shortwave scheme considers two spectral intervals, on

F F const∆ν U〈 〉( ) in the limiting case of weak absorption=

F F const∆ν U1/2〈 〉( ) in the limiting case of strong absorption=

U〈 〉 Π U( )U Ud
0

∞
∫= U1/2〈 〉 Π U( )U1/2 Ud

0

∞
∫=

Ue U〈 〉 U1/2〈 〉

Ue F ke
/Fcons( )/keln=

ke

ke
1

U tot µ0⁄
------------------- t∆ν U tot/µo( )( )ln=

U tot µ0 θ0cos=

H2O

t∆ν U( )

aiU
i 1–

i 0=

N

∑
b jU

j 1–

j 0=

N

∑
------------------------------=

UO3

UO3

d M UO3
d

p

0

∫= for the downward transmission of the direct solar beam

UO3

u r UO3
UO3

d psurf( )+d
ps

0

∫= for the upward transmission of the diffuse radiation

r 1.66= M
r

M 35/ µ0
2 1+=
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visible (0.2–0.68 ), one for the near infrared (0.68–4.0 ) parts of the solar spectrum. This cut-off at

also makes the scheme more computationally efficient, in as much as the interactions between gaseous

tion (by water vapour and uniformly mixed gases) and scattering processes are accounted for only in the n

frared interval.

2.3.2  Vertical integration

Considering an atmosphere where a fraction (as seen from the surface or the top of the atmosphere

ered by clouds (the fraction depends on which cloud-overlap assumption is assumed for the calcula

the final fluxes are given as a weighted average of the fluxes in the clear sky and in the cloudy fractions of t

umn

where the subscripts ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ refer to the clear-sky and cloudy fractions of the layer, respectively. In

trast to the scheme ofGeleyn and Hollingsworth(1979), the fluxes are not obtained through the solution of a syst

of linear equations in a matrix form. Rather, assuming an atmosphere divided into homogeneous layers, the

and downward fluxes at a given layer interface  are given by

(2.29)

where and are the reflectance at the top and the transmittance at the bottom of the th layer

putations of ’s start at the surface and work upward, whereas those of ’s start at the top of the atmo

and work downward.  and  account for the presence of cloud in the layer

(2.30)

where  is the cloud fractional coverage of the layer within the cloudy fraction  of the column.

2.3.2 (a)  Cloudy fraction of the layer. and are the reflectance at the top and transmittance at

bottom of the cloudy fraction of the layer calculated with the Delta-Eddington approximation. Given , ,

, the optical thicknesses for the cloud, the aerosol and the molecular absorption of the gases, respectiv

( ), and and the cloud and aerosol asymmetry factors, and are calculated as fun

of the total optical thickness of the layer

(2.31)

of the total single scattering albedo

(2.32)

µm µm

µm

C tot
cld

C tot
cld

F – j( ) C tot
cld Fcld

– j( ) 1 C tot
cld–( )F clr

–+=

clr cld

j

F – j( ) F 0 T bot k( )

k j=

N

∏=

F + j( ) F – j( )R top j 1–( )=

R top j( ) T bot j( ) j
R top T bot

R top T bot

R top C cldR cld 1 C cld–( )R clr+=

T bot C cldT cld 1 C cld–( )T clr+=

C cld C tot
cld

R tcdy
T bcdy

δc δa

δg

= keU g c g a R tcdy
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δ δc δa δg+ +=

ϖ* δc δa+
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(2.33)

of the reflectance of the underlying medium (surface or layers below the th interface), and of the cos

an effective solar zenith angle which accounts for the decrease of the direct solar beam and the corre

ing increase of the diffuse part of the downward radiation by the upper scattering layers

(2.34)

with  the effective total cloudiness over level

(2.35)

and

(2.36)

, and are the optical thickness, single scattering albedo and asymmetry factor of the clo

the th layer, and is the diffusivity factor. The scheme follows the Eddington approximation first propose

Shettle and Weinman(1970), then modified byJoseph et al.(1976) to account more accurately for the large fractio

of radiation directly transmitted in the forward scattering peak in case of highly asymmetric phase function

dington’s approximation assumes that, in a scattering medium of optical thickness , of single scattering

, and of asymmetry factor , the radiance  entering (2.17) can be written as

(2.37)

In that case, when the phase function is expanded as a series of associated Legendre functions, all terms

greater than one vanish when(2.20) is integrated over  and . The phase function is therefore given by

where  is the angle between incident and scattered radiances. The integral in(2.20) thus becomes

(2.38)

where

g * δc

δc δa+
---------------- g c

δa

δc δa+
----------------ga+=

R _ j
µeff j( )

µeff j( ) 1 C cld
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C cld
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eff j( ) 1 1 C cld i( )E i( )–( )

i j 1+=
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1 ϖc i( ) g c i( )2–( )δc i( )
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-------------------------------------------------------–exp–=
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i r
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ω g L
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is the asymmetry factor.

Using(2.38) in (2.20) after integrating over  and dividing by , we get

(2.39)

We obtain a pair of equations for  and  by integrating(2.39) over

(2.40)

For the cloudy layer assumed non-conservative ( ), the solutions to(2.39) and(2.40), for , are

(2.41)

where

The two boundary conditions allow to solve the system for and ; the downward directed diffuse flux a

top of the atmosphere is zero, i.e.,

which translates into

(2.42)

The upward directed flux at the bottom of the layer is equal to the product of the downward directed diffus

direct fluxes and the corresponding diffuse and direct reflectance ( and , respectively) of the underlyin

dium

g
β1

3
-----

1
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--- P Θ( )µ µd
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which translates into

(2.43)

In the Delta-Eddington approximation, the phase function is approximated by a Dirac delta function forward

ter peak and a two-term expansion of the phase function

where is the fractional scattering into the forward peak and the asymmetry factor of the truncated phas

tion. As shown byJoseph et al. (1976), these parameters are

(2.44)

The solution of the Eddington’s equations remains the same provided that the total optical thickness, sing

tering albedo and asymmetry factor entering(2.39)–(2.43) take their transformed values

(2.45)

Practically, the optical thickness, single scattering albedo, asymmetry factor and solar zenith angle entering

(2.42) are , ,  and  defined in(2.33) and(2.34).

2.3.2 (b)  Clear-sky fraction of the layers.In the clear-sky part of the atmosphere, the shortwave sche

accounts for scattering and absorption by molecules and aerosols. The following calculations are practical

twice, once for the clear-sky fraction ( ) of the atmospheric column with equal to , sim

modified for the effect of Rayleigh and aerosol scattering, the second time for the clear-sky fraction of

individual layer within the fraction  of the atmospheric column containing clouds, with  equal to

As the optical thickness for both Rayleigh and aerosol scattering is small, and , the reflec

at the top and transmittance at the bottom of the th layer can be calculated using respectively a first and a

order expansion of the analytical solutions of the two-stream equations similar to that ofCoakley and Chylek

(1975). For Rayleigh scattering, the optical thickness, single scattering albedo and asymmetry factor are
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(2.46)

The optical thickness of an atmospheric layer is simply

(2.47)

where is the Rayleigh optical thickness of the whole atmosphere parametrized as a function of the solar

angle (Deschamps et al., 1983)

For aerosol scattering and absorption, the optical thickness, single scattering albedo and asymmetry facto

spectively , , with  and , so that

(2.48)

(2.49)

where  is the backscattering factor.

Practically, and are computed using(2.49)and the combined effect of aerosol and Rayleigh scatter

comes from using modified parameters corresponding to the addition of the two scatterers with provision

highly asymmetric aerosol phase function through Delta-approximation of the forward scattering peak

(2.40)–(2.41))

(2.50)

As for their cloudy counterparts, and must account for the multiple reflections due to the layers u

neath

(2.51)

and  is the reflectance of the underlying medium  and  is the diffusivity factor.
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Since interactions between molecular absorption and Rayleigh and aerosol scattering are negligible, the r

fluxes in a clear-sky atmosphere are simply those calculated from(2.27)and(2.45)attenuated by the gaseous tran

missions(2.25).

2.3.3  Multiple reflections between layers

To deal properly with the multiple reflections between the surface and the cloud layers, it should be neces

separate the contribution of each individual reflecting surface to the layer reflectance and transmittances in a

as each such surface gives rise to a particular distribution of absorber amount. In case of an atmosphere in

N cloud layers, the reflected light above the highest cloud consists of photons directly reflected by the highes

without interaction with the underlying atmosphere, and of photons that have passed through this cloud lay

undergone at least one reflection on the underlying atmosphere. In fact,(2.22) should be written

(2.52)

where and are the conservative fluxes and the distributions of absorber amount corresponding

different reflecting surfaces.

Fouquart and Bonnel(1980) have shown that a very good approximation to this problem is obtained by evalu

the reflectance and transmittance of each layer (using(2.39)and(2.45)) assuming successively a non-reflecting u

derlying medium ( ), then a reflecting underlying medium ( ). First calculations provide the co

bution to reflectance and transmittance of those photons interacting only with the layer into consideration, w

the second ones give the contribution of the photons with interactions also outside the layer itself.

From those two sets of layer reflectance and transmittances ( ) and ( ) respectively, effecti

sorber amounts to be applied to computing the transmission functions for upward and downward fluxes a

derived using(2.23) and starting from the surface and working the formulas upward

(2.53)

where and are the layer reflectance and transmittance corresponding to a conservative scattering m

Finally the upward and downward fluxes are obtained as

(2.54)

(2.55)

2.3.4  Cloud shortwave optical properties

As seen in Sub-section 2.3.2 (a), the cloud radiative properties depend on three different parameters: the

thickness , the asymmetry factor , and the single scattering albedo .
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Presently the cloud optical properties are derived fromFouquart (1987) for the water clouds, andEbert and Curry

(1992) for the ice clouds

 is related to the cloud liquid water amount  by

where is the mean effective radius of the size distribution of the cloud water droplets. Presently is

metrized as a linear function of height from 10 m at the surface to 45 m at the top of the atmosphere

empirical attempt at dealing with the variation of water cloud type with height. Smaller water droplets are obs

in low-level stratiform clouds whereas larger droplets are found in mid-level cumuliform water clouds.

In the two spectral intervals of the shortwave radiation scheme, is fixed to 0.865 and 0.910, respective

 is given as a function of  followingFouquart (1987)

(2.56)

These cloud shortwave radiative parameters have been fitted to in situ measurements of stratocumulus clouBon-

nel et al., 1983).

For the optical properties of ice clouds, we have

(2.57)

where the coefficients have been derived fromEbert and Curry(1992) for the two intervals of the shortwave radi

ation  scheme, and  is fixed at 40 m.

2.4 HORIZONTAL INTERPOLATION

As stated in the introduction, the cost of the radiation scheme described in the previous sections is prohibit

were used to compute the radiative fluxes at every time step and every grid point of the model.

In order to cut down the computing costs, the full radiation scheme is only used every 3 hours (“full radiation

steps”) at every fourth grid point, and a spatial and temporal interpolation thus provides the relevant interac

the shortwave radiative fluxes with the solar zenith angle at every time step and every grid point.

To do so we define an effective transmissivity at each of the model level such that:

(2.58)

where is the solar (shortwave) flux and is the solar flux at the top of the atmosphere. The values of

kept constant between full radiation time steps and the net fluxes are recomputed at every time step, usin(2.58)

with the correct solar angle for every grid point.

δc ULWP

δc

3ULWP

2re
-----------------=

re re

µ µ

g c

ωc δc

ϖc1 0.9999 5 104–× 0.5δc–( )exp–=

ϖc2 0.9988 2.5– 10 3–× exp 0.05δc–( )=

δci IWP ai bi re⁄+( )=

ϖi ci dire–=

g i ci f ire+=

re µ

τe

F s τeS 0=

F s S 0 F s
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The interpolation is done only in the zonal direction because of the strong meridional variation of the rad

processes and of the internal organisation of the model code. For each row, variables relevant to the inpu

radiation calculation are transformed to a coarser subgrid via simple sampling. On the coarser grid so define

es are then evaluated as described in the previous sections. Finally, effective solar transmissivities and lo

fluxes are computed and transformed back to the full resolution of the model via cubic interpolation.

2.5 INPUT TO THE RADIATION SCHEME

2.5.1  Model variables

Temperature values are needed at the boundaries of the layers, where the fluxes are computed. They ar

from the full level temperatures with a pressure weighted interpolation

(2.59)

At the bottom of the atmosphere, either the surface temperature or the temperature at 2 m isused, while at the top

of the atmosphere the temperature is extrapolated from the first full level and second half level temperatu

2.5.2  Clouds

Cloud fraction, and liquid/ice water content is provided in all layers by the cloud scheme.

2.5.3  Aerosols

Horizontal distributions for four climatological types of aerosols (oceanic, desert, urban, and stratospheric

ground) are defined from T5 spectral coefficients, with fixed vertical distributions followingTanreet al. (1984).

2.5.4  Carbon dioxide, ozone and trace gases

Carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, CFC-11 and CFC-12 have constant volume concentrations of 35

1.72 ppm, 0.31 ppm, 280 ppt, and 484 ppt respectively (IPCC/SACC, 1990).

Two climatologies are available for the ozone distribution. In the first one (NOZOCL = 0), the ozone mixing

depends on height, latitude, longitude and season. Its vertical distribution is assumed to be such that

gral from 0 to the pressure  is

(2.60)

The constants and are related to the total amount of ozone and the height of its maximum mixing ratio

are imposed in terms of a limited series of spherical harmonics (T10) for the geographical distribution and a F

series for the seasonal variation. The total amount of ozone was taken fromLondon et al. (1976) and the altitude

of the maximum concentration was derived fromWilcox and Belmont(1977). Plots of these values can be foun

in the Appendix. In the second climatology (NOZOCL = 1), the ozone mixing ratio depends on height, lat

and month, and is taken fromFortuin and Langematz (1994).

Tk 1 2⁄+ Tk
pk pk 1+ p– k 1 2⁄+( )
pk 1 2⁄+ pk 1+ pk–( )
------------------------------------------------- Tk 1+

pk 1 2⁄+ pk 1 2⁄+ pk–( )
pk 1 2⁄+ pk 1+ pk–( )

------------------------------------------------------+=

qO3

p

qO3
pd

0

p

∫ a

1 b p⁄( )3 2⁄+
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2.5.5  Ground albedo and emissivity

The background land albedo, , is interpolated to the model grid from the monthly mean values of a sno

albedo produced for the combined 1982–1990 years. The albedo for that dataset was computed using the

of Sellerset al. (1996), but with new maps of soil reflectance, new values of vegetation reflectance and the bio

ical parameters described inLoset al. (2000). More information on the original data and plots of the monthly me

albedo are shown inChapter 9.

Spectral albedos for parallel and diffuse radiation are needed by the radiative code. In addition, the surface

balance equation (seeChapter 3on vertical diffusion) needs a spectrally integrated parallel+diffused albedo, s

ified for each independent surface functional unit, tile. The procedure is summarized inTable 2.1. Over open water,

the surface albedo for direct parallel radiation is a fit to low-flying aircraft measurements over the ocean giv

Taylor et al. (1996)

(2.61)

For sea ice, monthly values based onEbertand Curry (1993) albedos for the Arctic Ocean are interpolated to

forecast time. The bare sea ice albedo value in Ebert and Curry is taken as a representative value for summ

the dry snow albedo value is used for the winter months. Values for the Antarctic are shifted by six months.

rate values for visible and near-infrared spectral bands are used. The time-varying snow albedo ( , seeChapter

7), is used for the exposed snow tile only. Finally, the average of the diffuse and parallel albedos are spe

integrated for each tile.

The thermal emissivity of the surface outside the 800–1250 spectral region is assumed to be 0.99 every

In the window region, the spectral emissivity is constant for open water, sea ice, the interception layer and e

snow tiles. For low and high vegetation and for shaded snow the emissivity depends on the water content in

soil layer. Emissivity decreases linearly from 0.96 for soils at or above field capacity to 0.93 for soils at or b

permanent wilting point. The same formulation is used for bare ground, except for desert areas ( ),

a value of 0.93 is used independently of the soil water content. Finally, a broadband emissivity is obtained b

volution of the spectral emissivity and the Planck function at the skin temperature.

2.5.6  Solar zenith angle

Equations to compute the annual variation of the solar constant , the solar declination and the differen

tween solar time and official time can be found inPaltridge and Platt(1976). These equations are used to give th

TABLE 2.1 DIFFUSE AND PARALLEL ALBEDO AND WINDOW EMISSIVITY FOR EACH TILES

Tile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Description
Open
sea

Sea
ice

Interception
layer

Low
vegetation

Exposed
snow

High
vegetation

Shaded
snow

Bare
ground

Diffuse
albedo

0.06 Ebert and Curry
(1993)

0.15

Parallel
albedo

Taylor et al.
(1996)

Ebert and Curry
(1993)

0.15

Window
emissivity

0.99 0.98 0.96 0.93–0.96 0.98 0.93–0.96 0.93–0.96 0.93–0.9

αsb

αsp
0.037

1.1µ0
1.4 0.15+

---------------------------------=

αsn

αsb αsb αsn αsb αsb

αsb αsb αsn αsb αsb

cm 1–

αsb 0.3>

I δs
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cosine of the solar angle at the ground. Because of the curvature of the earth, the zenith angle is not quite c

along the path of a sun ray. Hence a correction is applied to  to give an average  for the atmospher

(2.62)

where  is the earth radius and  is the atmospheric equivalent height.  is fixed at 0.001277.

2.6 THE RADIATION CODE

RoutineRADHEAT or RADHEATN (depending whether the diagnostic or prognostic cloud scheme is use

called at every time step to compute the radiative fluxes and heating using the solar zenith angle comp

CPGLAG and emissivities and transmissivities (PEMTU, PTRSOL) computed at full radiation time step

RADINT. The other routines are called either once at the beginning of the run (SUECRADand below) or once per

full radiation step at the first row (ECRADFRand below), or at every full radiation time step for all rows. In th

section, we briefly describe the function of each routine.

2.6.1  Set-up routines
• SUECRADprovides the interface with the user, via the namelist NAERAD. It defines the const

of Table 2.2 and sets the configuration for the radiative computations (fromSUPHEC).

• ECRADFR modifies the frequency of full radiative computations (fromCNT4).

• SUAERL and SUAERSN set up the longwave and shortwave radiative characteristics of

aerosols (fromSUECRAD).

• SUAERH defines the geographical distribution of aerosols, in terms of spectral coefficients (

UPDTIER).

• SUAERV defines the globally averaged vertical distribution of the aerosols (fromSUECRAD).

TABLE 2.2 SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ABSORPTION BY ATMOSPHERIC GASES INRRTM

Spectral intervals cm-1 Number of g-points
Gases included

Troposphere   Stratosphere

10-250 8 H2O H2O

250-500 14 H2O H2O

500-630 16 H2O, CO2 H2O, CO2

630-700 14 H2O, CO2 O3, CO2

700-820 16 H2O, CO2, CCl4 O3, CO2, CCl4

820-980 8 H2O, CFC11, CFC12 CFC11, CFC12

980-1080 12 H2O, O3 O3

1080-1180 8 H2O, CFC12, CFC22 O3, CFC12, CFC22

1180-1390 12 H2O, CH4 CH4

N.B.: CCl4 and CFC22 are presented not accounted for in the ECMWF model.

µa
0 µ0

µ0

H
a
-----

µa( )
2

0
H
a
----- 2 H

a
-----+ 

 + µa( )
2

0–

----------------------------------------------------------------------=

a H H a⁄
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• SUCLOPsets up the longwave and shortwave radiative properties of the ice and water clouds

SUECRAD).

• SUECOZOcomputes the Legendre coefficients for the ozone distribution according to the tim

the year, using the Fourier coefficients defined in DATA statements (fromUPDTIER).

• SULWN sets up the coefficients for the longwave radiative computations (fromSUECRAD).

• SURDI sets up the concentrations of radiatively active gases and security parameters fo

radiative computations (fromSUECRAD).

• SUSATsets up position and altitude of geostationary satellites in case of diagnostic simulati

radiances by the model radiation scheme (fromSUECRAD).

• SUSWN sets up the coefficients for the shortwave radiative computations (fromSUECRAD).

• UPDTIER updates the time for full radiative computations (fromECRADFR).

• The routinesSUAERH, SUECOZO are called only once per full radiation step, at the first row.

• SURRTABprecomputes the array linking gaseous optical thickness and the transmission fun

(RRTM). (called fromSUECRAD).

• SURRTFTRincludes all coefficients related to the -point configuration (RRTM). (called fro

SUECRAD).

• SURRTPKdefines the limits of the spectral intervals, and the coefficients of the spectrally defi

and spectrally integrated Planck functions (RRTM). (called fromSUECRAD).

• SURRTRFdefines the pressure and temperature reference profiles used for the tabulation

absorption coefficients (RRTM). (called fromSUECRAD).

• RRTM_CMBGBn, for each of the 16 spectral intervals, remaps the absorption coefficients from

to the final number of -points (called fromRRTM_INIT_140GP).

• RRTM_INIT_140GPperforms the -point reduction from 16 per band to a band-depend

number (column 2 in Table 1). It also computes the relative weighting for the new -p

combinations (called fromSUECRAD).

• RRTM_KGBn contain the various absorption coefficients for all gases relevant to the diffe

spectral bands.

2.6.2  Main routines
• RADINT is called byRADDRV to launch the full radiation computations. Zonal mean diagnos

of the temperature, clouds and albedo are computed. Temperature is vertically interpo

Depending on the value of the variable NRINT an interpolation of all input variables to a coa

grid may be carried out. It may be necessary to subdivide the latitude belt in a few parts fo

actual calculation of radiative fluxes because of storage space limitations. For this reason a

over these parts follows. Inside this loop a call to routineRADLSW provides solar and thermal

fluxes for a subset of points of that latitude row. These fluxes are converted into transmissivitie

emissivities and after completion of the whole latitude circle they are transferred to the full

when the calculations are carried out with the coarse resolution (NRINT>1).

• RADLSW is the driver routine of the solar and thermal fluxes by calling specialized routinesSW

for shortwave radiation and eitherRRTM_RRTM_140GP or LW for longwave radiation.

2.6.3  Specialized routines
• RADSRF is called from RADPAR/CALLPAR to compute surface albedo and emissivity.

computes the gridpoint diffuse and parallel spectral albedos and a spectrally integrated albed

postprocessing). It also computes the emissivity inside and outside the window region, an

g

g
g

g
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spectrally integrated emissivity. Finally, it computes spectrally integrated tile albedos to be us

the surface energy balance routine (seeChapter 3 on vertical diffusion).

• LW organizes the longwave computation by calling in turnLWU, LWBV, LWC.

• LWU computes the effective absorber amounts including the pressure and tempe

dependencies in the spectral intervals of the longwave radiation scheme.

• LWBV callsLWB andLWV

• LWB computes the Planck function with relation to temperature for all levels and spe

intervals.

• LWV organizes the vertical integration by callingLWVN which deals with the contribution to the

flux of the layers adjacent to the level of computation of flux,LWVD which deals with the

contribution from the more distant layers, and LWVB which computes the contribution of

boundary terms.

• LWTT andLWTTM compute the relevant transmission functions needed inLWVN, LWVD, and

LWVB.

• LWC introduces the effect of clouds on the longwave fluxes.

• SW organizes the shortwave computation by calling in turnSWU, SW1S, andSW2S.

• SWU computes the effective absorber amounts including the pressure and tempe

dependencies of the absorption.

• SW1SandSW2Sdeal with the shortwave radiation transfer in the two spectral intervals use

describe the solar spectrum. They both callSWCLR, which deals with the conservative scatterin

processes (Rayleigh) and the scattering / absorption by aerosols in the totally clear sky part

atmospheric column, thenSWRwhich deals with the same processes for the clear sky layers in

otherwise cloudy column, andSWDEwhich computes the reflectivity and transmissivity of a lay

including non-conservative scatterers (cloud particles) with the Delta-Eddington approximatio

• SWTT and SWTT1, computes the relevant transmission functions.

• RRTM_RRTM_140GPorganizes the longwave computation by calling in turn, within a loop on

individual vertical columns, RRTM_ECRT_140GP, RRTM_SETCOEF_140GP,

RRTM_GASABS1A_140GP andRRTM_RTRN1A_140GP.

• RRTM_ECRT_140GPdefines the surface spectral emissivity, and the spectral aerosol thickn

and the layer absorber amounts and cloud quantities as used inRRTM.

• RRTM_SETCOEF_140GPcomputes the indices and frcations related to the pressure

temperature interpolations. It also calculates the values of the integrated Planck function for

spectral band at the level and layer temperatures.

• RRTM_GASABS1A_140GPlaunches the calculation of the spectrally defined optical thickness

gaseous absorption. It callsRRTM_TAUMOLn.

• RRTM_RTRN1A_140GPcomputes the downward then upward fluxes, using a diffusivity-ty

approximation for the angle integration. Cloud overlap is treated with a generalized maxim

random overlap method. Adjacent layers are treated with maximum overlap, non-adjacent

groups are treated with random overlap. For adjacent cloud layers, cloud information is ca

from the previous two layers.

2.6.4  Heating rate computation
• RADHEAT or RADHEATN, depending whether the diagnostic or the prognostic cloud schem

used, recomputes at each time step the net radiative fluxes from the layers’ effective emissivi

transmissivity, using the actual temperature and solar zenith angle. It also computes the dow

longwave and shortwave radiation at the surface.
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APPENDIX A L IST OF SYMBOLS

Planck function integrated over the half sphere with the factor invoving absorbed: in u

of flux ( )

fractional cloud cover

specific heat at constant pressure of moist air

specific heat at constant pressure of dry air

specific heat at constant pressure of water vapour

incident solar radiance in the direction

radiative flux

fractional scattering into the forward peak

acceleration of gravity

asymmetry factor for aerosol scattering

absorption coefficient

monchromatic radiance at wavenumber

magnification factor ( )

ozone mixing ratio

scattering phase function

pressure

probability of a photon encountering an absorber amount between  and

specific humidity

diffusivity factor ( )

mean effective radius of cloud water droplets

reflectance

solar flux at the top of the atmosphere

transmittance

temperature

monchromatic transmission at wavenumber

absorber amount

surface albedo

cloud particle absorbtion coefficient

extinction coefficient

scattering coefficient

molecular absorption of gases

optical depth

cloud emissivity

wavenumber

single scattering albedo ( )

scattering phase function

azimuth angle

zenith angle

direction of incident solar beam

angle between incident and scattered radiances

Bν π
W m 2–

C cld

cp

cpdry

cpvap

E ν
0 θ0

F
f
g
g
k
L ν ν
M 35 µ0

2 1+( )⁄=

mO3

P
p
Π U( )dU U U dU+

q
r secθ=

re

R
S 0

T
T
tν ν
U

α
βabs

ν

βext
ν

βsca
ν

δg

δ
εcld

µ cosθ=

ν
ϖν βν

sca kν⁄=

Φ
ϕ
θ
θ0

Θ
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Part IV: P HYSICAL PROCESSES

CHAPTER 3   Turbulent diffusion and interactions with
the surface

Table of contents

3.1 Introduction

3.2 The surface layer

3.2.1 Surface fluxes

3.2.2 Stability functions

3.2.3 Computation of the Obukhov length

3.2.4 Roughness lengths

3.3 The exchange coefficients above the surface layer

3.3.1 General

3.3.2 The exchange coefficients

3.4 Solution of the vertical diffusion equation

3.5 The skin temperature

3.6 Tendency calculations and energy dissipation

3.7 Shorter time step in the vertical diffusion scheme

3.8 Diagnostic computations for postprocessing

3.8.1 Diagnostic boundary layer height

3.8.2 Wind at 10 m level

3.8.3 Temperature and humidity at the 2 m level

3.8.4 Wind gusts

3.9 Code

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The parametrization scheme described in this chapter represents the turbulent transfer of heat, momen

moisture between the surface and the lowest model level and the turbulent transport of the same quantities

model levels. The scheme computes the physical tendencies of the four prognostic variables ( , , and

to the vertical exchange by turbulent (non-moist) processes. These tendencies are obtained as the differ

tween the results of an implicit time-step from to . All the diagnostic computations (such as the calcu

of the exchange coefficients, etc.) are done at time . The surface boundary condition is formulated separa

8 different tiles: water, ice, wet skin, low vegetation, exposed snow, high vegetation, snow under vegetatio

bare soil. The different tiles have their own surface energy balance and their own skin temperature. In this v

u v T q

t t 1+

t
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of the IFS, the mixture of land and ocean tiles is still not used, i.e. a grid box is either 100% ocean (water +

100% land (tile 3 to 8). Details about tiles are given in Chapter 7.

The equation for the vertical diffusion of any conservative quantity  is:

(3.1)

The vertical turbulent flux (positive downwards) is written using a first-order turbulence closure, where

the exchange coefficient. The goal of the vertical diffusion parametrization is to define the exchange coeffi

and then to solve equation(3.1) with the following boundary conditions:

(3.2)

where is the pressure at the top of the atmosphere. For heat and moisture the surface boundary con

provided tile by tile and fluxes are averaged over the tiles, weighted by their fraction . The transfer

ficient at the lowest model level depends upon the static stability. The variable represents the valu

at the surface. For heat and moisture, 8 tiles are used (see Chapter 9). For wind, a single tile is used with a

condition at the surface.

The vertical diffusion process is applied to the two horizontal wind components, and , the specific hum

 and the dry static energy , where

(3.3)

where and , , and are the specific heats at constant pressure of dry air,

vapour and moist air, respectively, and  is the geopotential.

The problem is simplified by assuming that remains constant with respect to time during the turbulent dif

process (even if in reality variations would modify ). Exchange coefficients (with the dimension of a

sure thickness) are then computed for momentum and for heat (sensible plus latent) (the subscripts ‘ , ‘

‘Q’ are used to identify the exchange coefficient for momentum, heat and humidity), with different formula

for the stable and the unstable case (depending on the sign of a stability parameter, either the Obukhov le

the bulk Richardson number in the surface layer). The implicit linear equations for the fluxes of momentum,

for  and  and secondly for  and , are solved by a Gaussian-elimination/back-substitution method.

The surface boundary condition is applied between the downward scanning elimination and the upward sc

back substitution. It involves a no-slip condition for and and the tile-by-tile solution of the surface en

balance for the boundary condition of and . The water tile is an exception as it ignores the surface ener

ance and uses the specified SST and the saturation specific humidity as boundary conditions.

Finally, the tendency of the variable temperature is computed, modified by the effects of local dissipation (i

sumed that there is no storage of turbulence kinetic energy) and moisture diffusion on . The tiled surface

of heat and moisture are also computed for later use by the surface scheme.
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3.2 THE SURFACE LAYER

The surface layer approximation is applied between the lowest model level (about 10 m above the surface

60-level model) and the surface and for each tile separately. It is assume that the turbulent fluxes are const

height and equal to the surface values. They can be expressed, using Monin–Obukhov similarity theory, in

of the gradients of wind, dry static energy and specific humidity, which are assumed to be proportional to un

gradient functions of a stability parameter:

(3.4)

The scaling parameters ,  and  are expressed in terms of surface fluxes:

(3.5)

The stability parameter  is the Obukhov length defined as

(3.6)

is the virtual temperature flux in the surface layer, is the Von Kármán constant ( ), is a refer

temperature taken as a near-surface temperature (the temperature of the lowest atmospheric lev

, where  and  are the gas constants for water vapour and dry air, respectivel

In the surface layer, the gradient functions(3.4) can be integrated to profiles

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)
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, and are the roughness lengths for momentum, heat and moisture. The stability profile functio

are derived from the gradient functions(3.4)with the help of the relationship . These profile

are used for the surface atmosphere interaction as explained in the following sections and also for the interp

between the lowest model level and the surface (postprocessing of 10 m wind and 2m temperature and mo

In extremely stable situations, i.e. for very small positive , the ratio is large, resulting in unrealistic p

shapes with standard stability functions. Therefore the ratio is limited to 5 by defining a height suc

. If , then the profile functions described above, are used up to and the profiles are ass

to be uniform above that. This modification of the profiles for exceptionally stable situations (no wind) is ap

to the surface transfer formulation as well as to the interpolation for postprocessing.

3.2.1  Surface fluxes

Surface fluxes for heat and moisture are computed separately for the different tiles, so most of the surfac

computations loop over the tile index. Here a general description is given of the aerodynamic aspects of the

between the surface and the lowest model level. The description of the individual tiles can be found in Cha

Assuming that the first model level above the surface is located in the surface boundary layer at a specified

, the gradient functions(3.4)can be integrated to profiles for wind, dry static energy and specific humidity.

surface fluxes are expressed in terms of differences between parameters at level and surface quantitie

fied by the subscript ‘surf’; the tile index has been omitted in this general description).

(3.11)

where , and are provided by the land scheme, , a

is the apparent surface humidity also provided by the land surface scheme (the humidity equation sim

over water where ,  and .

The transfer coefficients can be expressed as follows

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

The wind speed  is expressed as
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(3.15)

with  the free convection velocity scale defined by

(3.16)

The parameter is a scale height of the boundary layer depth and is set to constant value of 1000 m, sin

the order of magnitude matters. The additional term in equation(3.15)represents the near surface wind induced b

large eddies in the free-convection regime. When the surface is heated, this term guarantees a finite surfac

forcing in the transfer law even for vanishing and , and prevents and from becoming zero.Beljaars

(1994) showed that this empirical term, when added into the standard Monin–Obukhov scaling, is in agre

with scaling laws for free convection. When used with the roughness lengths defined below, it provides a g

to observational data, both over land and over sea.

3.2.2  Stability functions

The empirical forms of the dimensionless gradient functions (equations(3.4)) have been deduced from field ex

periments over homogeneous terrain.

(a) In unstable conditions, , the gradient functions proposed by Dyer and Hicks are

(Dyer, 1974;Hogström, 1988):

(3.17)

These functions can be integrated to the universal profile stability functions, , (Paulson, 1970):

(3.18)

with . The -functions are used in the surface layer and the -functions

unstable stratification are used above the surface layer for local closure.

(b) For stable conditions, , the code contains gradient function as documente

Hogström (1988), and  as derived from the Ellison and Turner relation for the ratio

(3.19)

These functions were meant to be used for local closure above the surface layer, but are not

all in the current model version, because Richardson number dependent functions are used

(see section on exchange coefficients above the surface layer).

U 2 u2 v2 w*
2+ +=

w*

w* zi
g
Tl
-----Qov 

  1 3⁄
=

zi

u v U L

Φ

ζ z L⁄ 0<=( )

ΦM ζ( ) 1 16ζ–( ) 1 4⁄–=

ΦH ζ( ) ΦQ ζ( ) 1 16ζ–( ) 1 2⁄–= =

Ψ

ΨM ζ( ) π
2
--- 2 x( )atan– 1 x+( )2 1 x2+( )⋅

8
--------------------------------------------log+=

ΨH ζ( ) ΨQ ζ( ) 2
1 x2+

2
--------------

 
 
 

log= =

x 1 16ζ–( )1 4⁄= ψ φ

ζ z L⁄= 0>( ) ΦM

ΦH ΦM ΦH⁄

ΦM ζ( ) 1 5ζ+=

ΦH ζ( ) ΦQ ζ( ) 1 4ζ+( )2= =
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The stable profile functions as used in the surface layer, are assumed to have the empirica

proposed byHoltslagand De Bruin(1988), with a modification to allow for the effects of a critica

flux Richardson number for large :

(3.20)

where , , , and .

3.2.3  Computation of the Obukhov length

The transfer coefficients needed for the surface fluxes require the estimation of stability parameter , itself

tion of the surface fluxes. Therefore, an implicit equation, relating to bulk Richardson number , is so

(3.21)

with

(3.22)

where and are the virtual potential temperatures at level and at the surface, and is a virtual

tial temperature within the surface layer. Equation(3.22) can be expressed in terms of dry static energy:

(3.23)

Knowing at time , a first guess of the Obukhov length is made from fluxes computed at the previous

step. Equation(3.21) is solved numerically using the Newton iteration method to retrieve .

In contrast to the previous formulation used in the model (Louiset al., 1982), the present scheme allows a consiste

treatment of different roughness lengths for momentum, heat and moisture. The revised stability functions a

duce diffusion in stable situations resulting in more shallow stable boundary layers.

3.2.4  Roughness lengths

The integration constants , and , in the equations for the transfer coefficients , and

(equations(3.12)–(3.14)) are called roughness lengths because they are related to the small scale inhomoge

of the surface that determine the air–surface transfer.

• Over land, roughness lengths are assumed to be fixed climatological fields as described in C

9. They are derived from land-use maps, with an extra contribution dependent on the varian

subgrid orography.
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• Over sea, the specification of surface roughness lengths is particularly important. Because

fixed boundary conditions for temperature and moisture the sea is, in principle, an infinite sou

energy to the model. The surface roughness lengths are expressed by (Beljaars, 1994):

(3.24)

These expressions account for both low and high wind regimes:

• At low wind speed the sea surface becomes aerodynamically smooth and the sea s

roughness length scales with the kinematic viscosity .

• At high wind speed the Charnock relation is used. The chosen constants are

, and (Brutsaert, 1982). The Charnock coefficient, , is set equ

to 0.018 for the uncoupled model, and is provided by the wave model in coupled mode

The smooth-surface parametrization is retained in high wind speed regimes for heat and mo

because observations indicate that the transfer coefficients for heat and moisture have ver

wind-speed dependence above 4 (Miller et al., 1992; Godfreyand Beljaars, 1991). In Eqs.

(3.24), friction velocity , is calculated from

(3.25)

with from equation(3.16) using fluxes from the previous time step.

3.3 THE EXCHANGE COEFFICIENTS ABOVE THE SURFACE LAYER

3.3.1  General

A first order closure specifies the turbulent flux of a given quantity at a given model level proportional t

vertical gradient of that quantity:

(3.26)

The exchange coefficients are estimated at half model levels. The computation of the exchange coef

depends on the stability regimes (locally and at the surface) and on the vertical location above the surface.Fig. 3.1

summarizes the various areas where each scheme (non-local diffusion from Troen and Mahrt, local diffus

pendent on the Richardson number, local diffusion with Monin–Obukhov functions) is applied. First, the loc

chardson number is computed in each vertical layer:

z0M αM
ν
u*
----- αCh

u*
2

g
-----+=

z0H αH
ν
u*
-----=

z0Q αQ
ν
u*
-----=

ν 1.5= 10 5– m2s 1–⋅( )
αM 0.11=

αH 0.40= αQ 0.62= αCh

ms 1–

u*

u* CM
1 2⁄ u2 v2 w*

2+ +( )
1 2⁄

=

w*

ψ

Jψ ρKψ
∂ψ
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-------=

Kψ
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(3.27)

Given the value of , in stable local conditions the stability parameter is deduced from precom

tables giving . A cubic spline interpolation is performed (Presset al. 1992, pp107-111). In unstable

local conditions, we simply set .

3.3.2  The exchange coefficients

3.3.2 (a)  Turbulence length scale.

The mixing lengths used in the surface layer are bounded in the outer layer by introducing as

totic length scales  and  (Blackadar, 1962)

(3.28)

The underlying idea is that vertical extent of the boundary layer limits the turbulence length scale. Since the

in the boundary layer are not very sensitive to the exact value of the asymptotic length scales, these param

chosen to be constants:

 . (3.29)

Parameter is 1 in the boundary layer but reduces the length scales above the boundary layer in order to

excessive mixing to occur in and around the jet stream. The following expression is used

(3.30)

where  and .

3.3.2 (b)  M–O similarity with Ri< 0 (Area 1 inFig. 3.1).

In this regime, the exchange coefficients are based on local similarity (Nieuwstadt, 1984) stating that the ex-

pressions of the surface layer similarity can be used in the outer layer (strictly speaking only valid for stabl

dtions):
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(3.31)

Here it is used for the unstable regime above the boundary layer, basically to provide strong vertical mixing i

ically unstable situations.

3.3.2 (c)  Revised Louis scheme for Ri > 0 (Area 1 inFig. 3.1).

The use of Eq.(3.31) to define the exchange coefficients in the stable regime was found to be detrimental

scores of the model (Beljaars, 1995) because of insufficient turbulent exchange in the lower troposphere. Ther

a revised version of the Louis scheme is used (Beljaarsand Viterbo, 1998;Viterbo et al., 1999):

(3.32)

The functional dependencies of  and  with  are:

(3.33)

with and (these functions are revised versions of theLouiset al.,1982 functions and were intro-

duced in September 1995 in order to enhance turbulent transport in stable layers, see Viterbo et al., 1999

3.3.2 (d)  Unstable at the surface (Area 2 inFig. 3.1). In unstable surface conditions ( ), the ex

change coefficients are expressed as integral profiles for the entire convective mixed layer. This K-profile c

is based on a proposal fromTroenand Mahrt(1986). This approach is more suitable than the local diffusion o

when the length scale of the largest transporting turbulent eddies have a similar size as the boundary laye

itself (unstable and convective conditions). It also allows for an explicit entrainment parametrization in the ca

inversion (Beljaars and Viterbo,1998).

First a characteristic turbulent velocity scale  is computed:

(3.34)

The velocities  and  are defined by equations(3.25)and(3.16) respectively.

Since the most energetic transporting scales of turbulent motion in the convective boundary layer are therma

strength is defined by a temperature excess with respect to their surrounding. The dry static energy excess i

as

KM

lM
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--------⋅=
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lH
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ΦMΦH
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2 ∂U
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f M f H Ri
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=
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The mixed-layer depth, , is then defined in terms of the first levelk above the surface where

i.e. .

• Area 2.1 inFig. 3.1 . In the surface layer above the first atmospheric level, , t

exchange coefficients are prescribed as follows

(3.36)

• Area 2.2 inFig. 3.1. In the unstable outer layer ( ), similar expressions are used

(3.37)

The Prandtl number  is evaluated at .

• Entrainment zone. Entrainment at the top of the convective boundary layer is taken into acco

explicitly. The buoyant flux at  is assumed to be proportional to the surface heat flux:

(3.38)

where the entrainment constant is determined from experimental data. The numerical

of 0.2 is chosen fromDriedonksand Tennekes(1984).
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-----------=
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Figure  3.1   Schematic diagram of the different regions of the boundary layer.

Knowing the flux at the top of the mixed layer, the exchange coefficient can be expressed as:

(3.39)

Then at :

(3.40)

Instead of the exchange coefficients  themselves, the scaled quantities  are compute

(3.41)

where  is the implicitness factor of the finite difference scheme (see equation(3.44)).

3.4 SOLUTION OF THE VERTICAL DIFFUSION EQUATION

The equations for turbulent transfer are solved with the tendencies from the adiabatic (subscript ‘dyn’) and

tive processes (subscript ‘rad’) as source terms in the right hand side:

Stable surface layer Unstable surface layer

NLEV

IHPBL

Troen-Mahrt
Mixed layer

Monin-ObukhovMonin-Obukhov

Ri (if Ri>0)

M-O (if Ri<0)

Surface
Layer

Ri (if Ri>0)
M-O (if Ri<0)

2

2

3
1

1

2 2.2

2.1

KH
ˆ C– entrQ0v
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---------= with

∆θv( )k 1 2⁄+
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cpdry
----------- sk sk 1+– 0.5 δ ε–( ) qk qk 1+–( ) sk sk 1++( )–{ }=

z zi=

KH max KH KH
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(3.42)

Since the thickness of the model layers is small near the ground, the time-stepping procedure must be

in order to avoid numerical instability when . However, the interaction with the adiabatic and

diative processes is treated implicitly, andJanssenet al. (1992) have shown that if the tendencies are not added

the right hand side of equation(3.42)a time step dependent equilibrium, and a too low numerical drag coeffic

for high wind speeds, arise. By applying a ‘fractional-steps’ method (Beljaars, 1991), the discretization of equation

(3.42) becomes, for ,

(3.43)

where

(3.44)

The parameter determines the implicitness of the scheme. For the scheme is explicit, for

have a Crank–Nicholson and for we have an implicit backward scheme. In the model, , to

non-linear instability from the K-coefficients. The exchange coefficients are computed from the mean varia

.

The previous equation can be written as

(3.45)

leading to the inversion of a tridiagonal matrix to solve for . The coefficients  are defined from(3.41).

At the lowest level ( ) the equation includes the surface fluxes which are obtained by averaging ove

tiles:

(3.46)

with  and

(3.47)
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Eq. (3.46) can be re-written

(3.48)

Term at on the right hand side is obtained from coupling this last equation with the calculation of the su

energy budget through the computation of the skin surface temperature (see equation(3.62) in Section 3.5).

At the top of the atmosphere ( ) turbulent fluxes at set to zero and we have

(3.49)

which can be re-written

(3.50)

The tridiagonal matrix equation is solved by a downward elimination scan followed by an upward back substi

(Press et al.,1992, pp 42-43).

3.5 THE SKIN TEMPERATURE

The surface energy balance is satisfied independently for the tiles by calculating the skin temperature for ea

The skin layer represents the vegetation layer, the top layer of the bare soil, or the top layer of the snow pa

no heat capacity and therefore responds instantaneously to changes in e.g. radiative forcing. In order to c

the skin temperature, the surface energy balance equation is linearized for each tile leading to an expressio

skin temperature. This procedure is equivalent to the Penmann-Monteith approach which can be derived b

inating the skin temperature from the surface energy balance equation assuming that the net radiation minus

heat flux is known (e.g.Brutsaert, 1982). The approach followed here is an extension to the Penmann-Mon

derivation in the sense that it allows for coupling with the underlying soil (or snow, ice). Because of the shor

scale associated with the skin layer, the equation for its temperature is solved implicitly together with the v

diffusion in the boundary layer.

The following general discussion applies to each tile but the parameters are tile dependent as discussed in

surface part of the documentation (Chapter 7). The surface energy balance equation can be written as:

(3.51)

where and are the net shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes at the surface and the right ha

represents the ground heat flux through coupling with the underlying soil, snow or ice with temperature

turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes are
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(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)

In order to solve for the skin temperature implicitly, the surface energy balance is solved together with the v

diffusion equations. After the downward elimination scan of the tridiagonal system of equations(3.45)a relation

is obtained between the lowest model level values and the surface values, i.e. between and

between  and :

(3.55)

(3.56)

Since the vertical diffusion equation is formulated in terms of the time extrapolated parameters (indicated by

see equation(3.44)), the skin temperature has to be extrapolated as well. Eliminating the lowest model leve

rameters and linearizing with respect to previous time step skin temperature leads to

(3.57)

(3.58)

Also needs to be expressed in surface variables. For this purpose the moisture correction in is ev

from the previous time level:

(3.59)

(3.60)

The net long-wave radiation at the surface is linearized with respect to skin temperature at the previous ra

time step (indicated by superscript , which can be up to 3 hours earlier):

(3.61)

Substituting in(3.57)and replacing and in surface energy balance equation(3.51)by equations(3.57)

and(3.58) leads to an expression for skin temperature  at the extrapolated time level.

H Js= cpdryTskinδJq–

Js ρCH U sl sskin–{ }=

Jq ρCQ U αlql αsurf qsat Tskin( )–{ }=

q̂l q̂sat T̂skin( )
ŝl ŝskin

ŝl ZASŝskin ZBS+=

q̂l ZAQqsat T̂skin( ) ZBQ+=

H ρCH U ZAS 1–( )ŝskin ZBS+{ } cpdryT̂skinδJq–=

Jq ρCQ U al ZAQ asurf–( ) qsat Tskin
t( )

∂qsat

∂T
------------ T̂skin Tskin

t–( )+ alZBQ+
 
 
 

=

ŝskin cp

ŝskin cpT̂skin=

cp cpdry 1 δαsurf qsat Tskin
t( ) δ 1 αl–( )ql

t+ +{ }=

trad

ℜ̂LW ℜLW
trad 4 Tskin

trad( )
3

T̂skin Tskin
trad–( )–=

ŝskin H Jq

T̂skin
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(3.62)

with from equation(3.60). Following the downward elimination scan of the tridiagonal matrices for and

equation(3.62)is solved for all the tiles, using the appropriate parameters for each tile (note that also the tra

coefficients and therefore coefficients , , , are tile dependent). The resulting skin tempera

are used in(3.48)with the corresponding weights of the tiles as a boundary condition before doing the upward

ning back-substitution.

This procedure is fully implicit for the dominant tile in the sense that atmospheric and skin variables are in

librium at the new time level. However, equilibrium for non-dominant tiles is not necessarily achieved. It can

pen that the surface fluxes from the dominant tile changes the temperature and moisture substantially at th

model. If the fluxes to another tile (with small fraction) happen to be very different, this tile will not see the co

atmospheric state in the computation of the skin temperature. A full implicit coupling would require the sol

of a matrix problem involving the skin temperatures of all the tiles simultaneously.

3.6 TENDENCY CALCULATIONS AND ENERGY DISSIPATION

Total wind and specific humidity tendencies after the vertical diffusion (including also the dynamics and the

ation) are

(3.63)

The kinetic energy lost by the mean flow through the diffusion process, , is

(3.64)

The kinetic energy lost is assumed to be transformed locally into internal energy. This procedure by-passes

grid scale energy cascade, but it allows to have a closed energy cycle in the model (the term is generally 

(3.65)

T̂skin ΛskinTs ℜSW ℜLW
trad 4 Tskin

trad( )
4

ρCH U ZBS

ρCQ L cpdTskin
t δ–( ) U alZAQ asurf–( ) qsat Tskin

t( )
∂qsat

∂T
------------Tskin

t– 
  alZBQ+ 

 

+ + + + +=

4 Tskin
trad( )

3
ρCH U ZAS 1–( )cp ρCQ U L cpdTskin

t δ–( ) alZAQ asurf–( )
T∂

∂qsat Λskin+––
1–

cp s q

ZAq ZBq ZAs ZBs

∂u
∂t
------ ut 1+ ut–

∆t
-----------------------=

∂v
∂t
------ vt 1+ vt–

∆t
----------------------=

∂q
∂t
------ qt 1+ qt–

∆t
----------------------=

Ediss

Ediss 2∆t ∂u
∂t
------

diff

ut 1+ ut+
2

----------------------- 
 ⋅ 2∆t ∂v

∂t
------

diff

vt 1+ vt+
2

---------------------- 
 ⋅+=

∂T
∂t
-------

diff dyn rad+ +

1
2∆t
---------

st 1+ φ– Ediss+

cpdry 1 εqt 1++( )
---------------------------------------- Tt–=
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3.7 SHORTER TIME STEP IN THE VERTICAL DIFFUSION SCHEME

The vertical diffusion scheme is called three times in every physics time step, with a time step of 1/3 of the st

time step.

3.8 DIAGNOSTIC COMPUTATIONS FOR POSTPROCESSING

3.8.1  Diagnostic boundary layer height

Because of its importance for applications (e.g. in air pollution modelling), the boundary layer height is diag

and made available for postprocessing. The parametrization of the mixed layer (and entrainment) already

model level index as boundary layer height, but in order to get a continuous field, also in neutral and stable

tions the parcel lifting method (or bulk Richardson method) proposed byTroenand Mahrt(1986) is used as a di-

agnostic, independent of the turbulence parametrization. Boundary layer height is defined as the leve

the bulk Richardson number, based on the difference between quantities at that level and the lowest mod

reaches the critical value . The bulk Richardson is computed from the following set of equatio

(3.66)

where index indicates the lowest model level and indicates the boundary layer height i.e the level

. The virtual dry static energy from the lowest level is increased with a turbulent part and c

pared to the virtual dry static energy at boundary layer height . The boundary layer height is found by a v

scan from the surface upwards. If the boundary layer height is found to be between two levels a linear interp

is done to find the exact position. Since the boundary layer height is needed for , the upward scan is don

The first one uses  in the expression for ; the second scan uses the result of the first sca

3.8.2  Wind at 10 m level

Wind at the 10 m level is computed for postprocessing because it is the standard level for SYNOP observa

can be obtained rather easily by vertical interpolation between the lowest model level and the surface, mak

of profile functions(3.7) and(3.8). This procedure is appropriate over the ocean or in areas where the surfa

smooth and homogeneous. However, the postprocessed field is meant to be comparable to wind from SYN

servations and for observations over land WMO requires SYNOP stations to be in open terrain in order to b

exposed to wind. So the SYNOP wind observations are not necessarily compatible with the wind that is rep

ative for a large area (i.e. a grid box from the model). Over inhomogeneous terrain, the problem can be parti

serious, because the “aerodynamic roughness length” in the model is adjusted to provide sufficient drag at

face which is dominated by the rough elements. This approach leads to a low area-averaged wind speed

not comparable to the “open-terrain” wind speed as observed by WMO stations.

hBL

Ricr 0.25=

∆U 2 uhbl ul–( )2 vhbl vl–( )2+=

svl cpdryTl 1 εql+( ) gzl+=

svhbl cpdryThbl 1 εqhbl+( ) ghbl+=

∆s 8.5cpdryu* Q0v/ws=

ws u*
3 0.6 g T⁄( )Q0vhbl+{ }

1 3⁄
= unstable

ws u*= stable

Rib hbl
2g svhbl svl– ∆s–( )

svhbl svl ghbl– gzl–+( ) ∆U 2
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------=

l hbl

Rib Ricr= svl ∆s
hbl

ws

hBL 1000m= ws
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In order to make the postprocessed wind compatible with SYNOP observations, the concept of exposure co

is introduced. The open-terrain wind is obtained by taking the wind information from such a height above th

face that it is less influenced by the underlying terrain. This height is called the blending height . and f

the interpolation to 10 m an aerodynamic roughness length is used that is typical for open terrain with gra

The interpolation procedure is as follows. First the blending height and the interpolation roughness length

dependent on the model roughness length field:

(3.67)

(3.68)

where , is the horizontal wind speed at the blending height either interpolated from mode

els to 75 m or copied from the lowest model level, and is the resulting horizontal windspeed at 10 m. The

speed from equation(3.68)is converted to components making use of the wind direction from the lowest mo

level.

3.8.3  Temperature and humidity at the 2 m level

Computation of temperature and moisture at the 2 m level is based on interpolation between the lowest mod

and the surface making use of the same profile functions as in the parametrization of the surface fluxes. T

lowing expressions are derived from equations(3.9) and(3.10)

(3.69)

(3.70)

with , if , and otherwise and

. Temperature is derived from and with equation(3.3). Also the dew point is computed

from and surface pressure. The dew point uses the saturation formulation with respect to water to be co

with WMO reporting practise. If the resulting dew point is lower than temperature , the dew point is set e

to temperature.

3.8.4  Wind gusts

The computation of gusts is intended to be compatible with WMO observing practise for wind extremes. In

to get uniform observations, WMO defines a wind gust as the maximum of the wind averaged over 3 seco

hblend

hblend 75= z, 0MWMO 0.03= F, blend ublend
2 vblend

2+( )1 2⁄= if z0M 0.03>

hblend zl= z, 0MWMO z0M= F, blend ul
2 vl

2+( )1 2⁄= if z0M 0.03<

F10 Fblend

z10 z0MWMO+

z0MWMO
----------------------------------- 

 log ΨM

z10 z0MWMO+

L
----------------------------------- 

 – ΨM

z0MWMO

L
--------------------- 

 +

zblend z0MWMO+

z0MWMO
------------------------------------------ 

 log ΨM

zblend z0MWMO+

L
------------------------------------------ 

 – ΨM

z0MWMO

L
--------------------- 

 +

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

z10 10m= Fblend
F10

s2 ssurf sl ssurf–( )+

z2 z0MWMO+

z0HWMO
--------------------------------- 

 log ΨM

z2 z0MWMO+

L
--------------------------------- 

 – ΨM

z0HWMO

L
--------------------- 

 +

zl z0MWMO+

z0HWMO
-------------------------------- 

 log ΨM

zl z0MWMO+

L
-------------------------------- 

 – ΨM

z0HWMO

L
--------------------- 

 +

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

q2 qsurf ql qsurf–( )+

z2 z0MWMO+

z0QWMO
--------------------------------- 

 log ΨM

z2 z0MWMO+

L
--------------------------------- 

 – ΨM

z0QWMO

L
--------------------- 

 +

zl z0MWMO+

z0QWMO
-------------------------------- 

 log ΨM

zl z0MWMO+

L
-------------------------------- 

 – ΨM

z0QWMO

L
--------------------- 

 +

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

z2 2m= z0HWMO z0QWMO 0.003= = z0M 0.03> z0HWMO z0H=

z0QWMO z0Q= T2 s2 q2

q2
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First the horizontal wind speed at the 10 m level is computed from the lowest model level (no exposure corre

(3.71)

To simulate gusts, the standard deviation of the horizontal wind is estimated on the basis of the similarity r

by Panofsky et al. (1977)

(3.72)

with . The difference between the gust and is proportional to , where the multiplier

been determined from universal turbulence spectra for a 25% exceeding probability of the three-second wi

(seeBeljaars, 1987). The resulting wind gust is

(3.73)

From the controlling parameters it is clear that the effects of surface friction (through surface roughness) a

bility are captured. However, the approach might be less adequate for gusts in baroclinic situations and gu

to strong convective events. Parameter is computed every time step and its maximum since the la

processing time is written out for archiving.

3.9 CODE

Vertical diffusion, which affects temperature, velocities and specific humidity, is performed in subroutineVDF-
MAIN called byVDFOUTERwhich, in turn, is called byCALLPAR. VDFOUTERcallsVDFMAIN three times

with 1/3 of the normal time step (these two routines have identical arguments soVDFMAIN can be called directly

if the vertical diffusion is only needed once per time step).

At the start of the model integration the following setup routines are called to initialize modules specific to th

tical diffusion code:

• SUVDF. Setup routine for a number of parametrization constants.

• SUVDFS. Setup routine for constants and tables related to the stability functions. Stab

functions are included as statement functions from fcvds.h.

• SUVEG. Setup routine for vegetation and tile parameters.

The main subroutine (VDFMAIN ) does a sequence of computations and subroutine calls:

• The tiled surface fluxes and tiled skin temperatures are cycled from time step to time step (

are needed for the first guess of stability parameters), but are not available at the start

forecast. For the first time step, neutral transfer coefficients are used to estimate momentum

the tiled skin temperatures are set equal to the grid box averaged skin temperature from the

FM10 Fblend

z10 z0M+

z0M
----------------------- 

 log ΨM

z10 z0M+

L
----------------------- 

 – ΨM

z0M

L
--------- 

 +

zblend z0M+

z0M
------------------------------- 

 log ΨM

zblend z0M+

L
------------------------------- 

 – ΨM

z0M

L
--------- 

 +

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

σu 2.29u* 1
0.5
12
-------

zi

L
----+ 

 ⋅
1 3/

= for L 0<

σu 2.29u*= for L 0>

zi 1000m= FM10 σu

Fgust FM10 2.93σu+=

Fgust
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condition, and the sensible and latent heat fluxes needed as a first guess for the Obukhov

computation are set to zero.

• VFDUPDZ0. This routine computes roughness lengths for momentum, heat and moisture

ocean surfaces according to equation(3.24). It also computes surface buoyancy flux and Obukh

length from the fluxes of the previous time level.

• The dry static energy is computed on model levels.

• A grid box average of the surface albedo is computed from the tile albedo and the tile fraction

• VDFSURF. This routine prepares the surface boundary conditions for temperature and hum

and is called for every tile. The following quantities are computed: the surface specific humid

saturation, the derivative of the saturation humidity curve at the surface, surface dry static en

and vegetation stomatal resistances (see Chapter 7).

• VFDEXCS. This routine determines the drag transfer coefficients between the surface an

lowest model level with the thermal stability expressed as function of the Obukhov length.

called for every tile. The implicit relation between and the Richardson number

solved iteratively (using the Newton method with the derivative approximated in finite differenc

Pre-computed tables defined in subroutineSUVDFS are used to obtain the first guess in stab

conditions (Ri>0) at the first time step. Transfer coefficients are multiplied by a constant fac

.

• VDFEVAP. This routine computes for each tile the equivalent evapo-transpiration efficiency

the corresponding parameters and defined by the land surface scheme (see chap

Dry static energy at the surface at time level  is estimated as well.

• VDFSFLX. This routine computes surface fluxes for each tile (heat flux, evaporation, momen

flux and virtual heat flux) at time for later use in similarity functions and for the estimation of

diagnostic boundary layer depth.

• VDFDPBL. This routine diagnoses the boundary layer height for time level . This boundary la

height is for postprocessing only and is not used by the parametrization.

• VFDEXCU. This routine determines the turbulent diffusion coefficients between the model le

above the surface layer. In unstable surface conditions, the depth of a mixed layer is esti

where the diffusion coefficients are expressed according to equations(3.36)and(3.37). Above the

mixed layer, the diffusion coefficients are expressed from local similarity theory with equat

(3.31) if Ri<0. In layers with Ri>0, diffusion coefficients are expressed as function of th

Richardson number according to equation(3.32). The entrainment rate at the top of the mixed laye

is computed according to(3.40).

• VDFDIFM. This routine solves the diffusion equation for momentum, by Gaussian eliminatio

the tridiagonal matrices.

• VDFDIFH. This routine solves the diffusion equations for dry static energy and specific humi

A downward elimination scan is done through the tridiagonal matrices, and coefficients ,

, and are computed for each tile. Then, subroutineVDFTSK is called for each tile to

compute the skin temperatures from the surface energy balance equation. Subsequently th

skin temperatures are used as a boundary condition and the back-sustitution is performed.

• VDFINCR. This routine computes the tendencies of the prognostic variables and estimate

kinetic energy dissipation.

• VDFTFLX. This routine computes the tile fluxes at the new time levels. These are also the flux

be used in the land surface scheme. Averaging over the tiles is also done for diagnostic pu

and postprocessing.

• VDFPPCPL. This routine computes the surface 2 metre temperature and humidity (dew poin

specific humidity), and the wind at 10 m.

z L⁄ Ribulk

ρα2∆tg

al asurf

t

t

t

zAS zBS

zAQ zBQ
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MO
• VDFPPGUST. This routine computes wind gusts as they are typically observed by standard W

SYNOP stations.

APPENDIX A L IST OF SYMBOLS

transfer coefficient for heat

transfer coefficient for momentum (drag coefficient)

transfer coefficient for moisture

specific heat at constant pressure of moist air

specific heat at constant pressure of dry air

specific heat at constant pressure of water vapour

kinetic energy lost by the diffusion process

Coriolis parameter

horizontal wind speed at blending height (for pp of 10 m wind)

horizontal wind speed at 10 m level (for pp)

acceleration of gravity

diagnosed boundary layer height

blending height (for pp of 10 m wind)

vertical turbulent flux of

surface humidity flux

surface flux of dry static energy

surface momentum flux

turbulent exchange coefficient for

turbulent exchange coefficient for heat

turbulent exchange coefficient for momentum

turbulent exchange coefficient for moisture

Obukhov length

latent heat of vaporization/sublimation

mixing length for heat

mixing length for momentum

number of tiles

pressure

Prandtl number

specific humidity

virtual temperature flux in the surface layer

saturation specific humidity

gas constant for dry air

gas constant for water vapour

net long wave radiation at the surface

net short wave radiation at the surface

relative humidity at the surface

local Richardson number

bulk Richardson number for the surface layer

dry static energy

CH

CM

CQ

cp

cpdry

cpvap

Ediss

f
Fblend

F10

g
hBL

hblend

Jψ ψ
Jq

Js

JM

Kψ ψ
KH

KM

KQ

L
L
lH

lM

NT

p
Pr

q
q* Jq ρu*( )⁄=

Q0v

qsat

Rdry

Rvap

ℜLW

ℜSW

RHsurf

Ri

Ribulk

s
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virtual dry static energy

temperature

time

horizontal wind speed

, horizontal wind components

friction velocity

free convection velocity scale

turbulent velocity scale

roughness length for momentum (aerodynamic roughness length)

roughness length for heat

roughness length for moisture

scale height of the boundary layer

height of the lowest model level

roughness length for momentum at SYNOP station

roughness length for heat at SYNOP station

roughness length for moisture at SYNOP station

height of sreen level observation (2 m)

height of surface wind observation (10 m)

implicitness factor for diffusion equation

Charnock parameter

scaling parameter for asymptotic mixing length

time step

vertical grid length

virtual potential temperature

Von Kármán’s constant

asymptotic mixing length

conductivity of

kinematic viscosity

density

standard deviation of horizontal wind

geopotential

universal gradient stability function for wind

universal gradient stability function for temperature

universal gradient stability function for moisture

symbolic reference to a conservative quantity

universal profile stability function for wind

universal profile stability function for temperature

universal profile stability function for moisture

Subscripts:

tile index

level index (counted from model top downwards)

sv

s* Js ρu*( )⁄=

T
t
U
u v
u* JM ρ⁄( )1 2⁄=

w*

wturb

z0M

z0H

z0Q

zi

zl l
z0MWMO

z0HWMO

z0QWMO

z2

z10

α
αCh

β
∆t
∆z
δ cpvap cpdry⁄ 1–

ε Rvap Rdry⁄( ) 1–=

θv

κ
λ
Λskin

ν
ρ
σu

ζ z L⁄=

φ
ΦM

ΦH

ΦQ

ψ
ΨM

ΨH

ΨQ

i
k
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referring to lowest model level

referring to the skin layer

referring to the surface

Superscrips:

index for old time level, indicating beginning of time step

index for new time level, indicating end of time step

index referring to the latest full radiation time step

Special symbols:

implicit variable  defined by equation(3.44)

l
skin
surf

t
t 1+

trad

ψ̂ ψ
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Part IV: P HYSICAL PROCESSES

CHAPTER 4   Subgrid-scale orographic drag

Table of contents

4.1 General principles

4.2 Description of the scheme

4.2.1 Blocked-flow drag

4.2.2 Gravity-wave drag

4.3 Specification of subgrid-scale orography

4.4 Code

4.4.1 GWSETUP

4.4.2 GWPROFIL

4.4.3 GWDRAG

4.1 GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The influence of subgridscale orography on the momentum of the atmosphere, and hence on other parts of t

ics, is represented by a combination of lower-troposphere drag created by orography assumed to intersec

levels, and vertical profiles of drag due to the absorbtion and/or reflection of vertically propagating gravity w

generated by stably stratified flow over the subgridscale orography. The scheme is described in detail inLott and

Miller (1996).

The scheme is based on ideas presented byBainesand Palmer(1990), combined with ideas from bluff-body dy-

namics. The assumption is that the mesoscale-flow dynamics can be described by two conceptual models

relevance depends on the non-dimensional height of the mountain via.

(4.1)

where is the maximum height of the obstacle, is the wind speed and is the Brunt–Väisälä freque

the incident flow.

At small all the flow goes over the mountain and gravity waves are forced by the vertical motion of the

Suppose that the mountain has an elliptical shape and a height variation determined by a parameter in th

ridge direction and by a parameter in the cross-ridge direction, such that , then the geometry

mountain can be written in the form

 . (4.2)

In the simple case when the incident flow is at right angles to the ridge the surface stress due to the gravit

Hn
NH
U

----------=

H U N

Hn

b
a γ a/b 1≤=

h x y,( ) H

1 x2 a2⁄ y2 b2⁄+ +
----------------------------------------------=
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(4.3)

provided that the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations apply. InEq. (4.3) is a function of the mountain

sharpness (Phillips 1984), and for the mountain given byEq. (4.2), . The term is a function of the

mountain anisotropy, , and can vary from for a two-dimensional ridge to for a circu

mountain.

At large , the vertical motion of the fluid is limited and part of the low-level flow goes around the mountain

is explained inSection 4.2, the depth, , of this blocked layer, when and are independent of height,

be expressed as

(4.4)

where is a critical non-dimensional mountain height of order unity. The depth can be viewed a

upstream elevation of the isentropic surface that is raised exactly to the mountain top. In each layer below

flow streamlines divide around the obstacle, and it is supposed that flow separation occurs on the obstacle’

Then, the drag, , exerted by the obstacle on the flow at these levels can be written as

(4.5)

Here represents the horizontal width of the obstacle as seen by the flow at an upstream height a

according to the free streamline theory of jets in ideal fluids, is a constant having a value close to unity (Kirchoff

1876;Gurevitch1965). According to observations, can be nearer 2 in value when suction effects occur

rear of the obstacle (Batchelor1967). In the proposed parametrization scheme this drag is applied to the flow,

by level, and will be referred to as the drag of the ‘blocked’ flow, . Unlike the gravity-wave-drag scheme

total stress exerted by the mountain on the ‘blocked’ flow does not need to be knowna priori. For an elliptical

mountain, the width of the obstacle, as seen by the flow at a given altitude , is given by

(4.6)

In Eq. (4.6), it is assumed that the level is raised up to the mountain top, with each layer below r

by a factor . This leads, effectively, to a reduction of the obstacle width, as seen by the flow when com

with the case in which the flow does not experience vertical motion as it approaches the mountain. Then a

Eq. (4.5)to the fluid layers below , the stress due to the blocked-flow drag is obtained by integrating

 to , viz.

. (4.7)

However, when the non-dimensional height is close to unity, the presence of a wake is generally associat

upstream blocking and with a downstream foehn. This means that the isentropic surfaces are raised on th

ward side and become close to the ground on the leeward side. It we assume that the lowest isentropic surfa

ing over the mountain can be viewed as a lower rigid boundary for the flow passingover the mountain, then the

τwave ρ0bGB γ( )NU H2=

G
G 1.23≈ B γ( )

γ B 0( ) 1= B 1( ) π 4⁄=

Hn

Zblk U N

Zblk H max 0,
Hn Hncrit

–

Hn
------------------------- 

 ×=

Hncrit
Zblk

Zblk

Dblk z( )

Dblk z( ) ρ0Cdl z( )
U U

2
--------------–=
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distortion of this surface will be seen as a source of gravity waves and, since this distortion is of the same o

magnitude as the mountain height, it is reasonable to suppose that the wave stress will be given byEq. (4.3), what-

ever the depth of the blocked flow, , although it is clearly an upper limit to use the total height, . Then

total stress is the sum of a wave stress, , and a blocked-flow stress whenever the non-dimensional m

height , i.e.

. (4.8)

The addition of low-level drag below the depth of the blocked flow, , enhances the gravity-wave stress te

Eq. (4.8) substantially.

In the present scheme the value of is allowed to vary with the aspect ratio of the obstacle, as in the c

separated flows around immersed bodies (Landweber1961), while at the same time setting the critical numb

equal to 0.5 as a constant intermediate value. Note also that for large ,Eq. (4.8)overestimates the drag

in the three-dimensional case, because the flow dynamics become more an more horizontal, and the incid

gravity waves is diminished accordingly. In the scheme a reduction of this kind in the mountain-wave stress

have been introduced by replacing the mountain height given inEq. (4.3)with a lower ‘cut-off’ mountain height,

. Nevertheless, this has not been done partly because a large non-dimensional mountain heig

corresponds to the slow flows for which the drag given byEq. (4.8) is then, in any case, very small.

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHEME

FollowingBainesand Palmer(1990), the subgrid-scale orography over one grid-point region is represented by

parameters , , and which stand for the standard deviation, the anisotropy, the slope and the geogr

orientation of the orography, respectively. These four parameters have been calculated from the US Navy

( ) data-set.

The scheme uses values of low-level wind velocity and static stability which are partitioned into two parts. Th

part corresponds to the incident flow which passes over the mountain top, and is evaluated by averaging th

the Brunt–Väisälä frequency and the fluid density between and above the model mean orography. Fol

Wallace et al.(1983), is interpreted as the envelope of the subgrid-scale mountain peaks above the mode

raphy. The wind, the Brunt–Väisälä frequency and the density of this part of the low-level flow will be labe

, and , respectively. The second part is the ‘blocked’ flow, and its evaluation is based on a very s

interpretation of the non-dimensional mountain height . To first order in the mountain amplitude, the ob

excites a wave, and the sign of the vertical displacement of a fluid parcel is controlled by the wave phase. If

parcel ascends the upstream mountain flank over a height large enough to significantly modify the wave ph

vertical displacement can become zero, and it will not cross the mountain summit. In this case the blocking

, is the highest level located below the mountain top for which the phase change between and the

tain top exceeds a critical value , i.e.

(4.9)

In the inequality(4.9), the wind speed, , is calculated by resolving the wind, , in the direction of

flow . Then, if the flow veers or backs with height,(4.9) will be satisfied when the flow becomes normal t
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. Levels below this ‘critical’ altitude define the low-level blocked flow. The inequality(4.9)will also be satis-

fied below inversion layers, where the parameter is very large. These two properties allow the new para

zation scheme to mimic the vortex shedding observed when pronounced inversions occur (Etling 1989). The upper

limit in the equality(4.9)was chosen to be , which is above the subgrid-scale mountain tops. This ensure

the integration in equality(4.9)does not lead to an underestimation of , which can occur because of the lim

vertical resolution when using as an upper limit (a better representation of the peak height), but this uppe

could be relaxed given better vertical resolution.

In the following subsection the drag amplitudes will be estimated combining formulae valid for elliptical m

tains with real orographic data. Considerable simplifications are implied and the calculations are, virtually

analyses relating the various amplitudes to the sub-grid parameters.

4.2.1  Blocked-flow drag

Within a given layer located below the blocking level , the drag is given byEq. (4.5). At a given altitude ,

the intersection between the mountain and the layer approximates to an ellipse of eccentricity

, (4.10)

where, by comparison withEq. (4.6), it is also supposed that the level (i.e. the model mean orography

at an altitude above the mountain valleys. If the flow direction is taken into account, the length can be

ten approximately as

(4.11)

where is the angle between the incident flow direction and the normal ridge direction, , For one grid

region and for uniformly distributed subgrid-scale orography, the incident flow encounters obstac

normal to the ridge , whereas if it is parallel to the ridge it encounters obstac

where is the length scale of the grid-point region. If we sum up these contributions, the dependence ofEq. (4.11)

on  and  can be neglected, and the length  becomes

. (4.12)

Furthermore, the number of consecutive ridges (i.e. located one after the other in the direction of the flow) d

on the obstacle shape: there are approximately successive obstacles when the flow is along the rid

 when it is normal to the ridge. If we take this into account, together with the flow direction, then

. (4.13)

Relating the parameters and to the subgrid-scale orography parameters and and, al

the drag coefficient to vary with the aspect ratio of the obstacle as seen by the incident flow, we have
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N
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 , (4.14)

and the drag per unit area and per unit height can be written

. (4.15)

The drag coefficient is modulated by the aspect ratio of the obstacle to account for the fact that is twice a

for flow normal to an elongated obstacle as it is for flow round an isotropic obstacle. The drag tends to zero

the flow is nearly along a long ridge because flow separation is not expected to occur for a configuration

kind. It can be shown that the term is similar to a later form used for the directional dep

ence of the gravity-wave stress. For simplicity, this later form has been adopted, i.e.

(4.16)

where the constants and are defined below. The difference betweenEq. (4.15)andEq. (4.16)has been

shown to have only a negligible Eq. (4.11)impact on all aspects of the model’s behaviour,

In practice,Eq. (4.16)is suitably resolved and applied to the component from of the horizontal momentum e

tions. This equation is applied level by level below and, to ensure numerical stability, a quasi-implicit

ment is adopted whereby the wind velocity inEq. (4.16)is evaluated at the updated time , while the win

amplitude, , is evaluated at the previous time step.

4.2.2  Gravity-wave drag

This gravity-wave part of the scheme is based on the work ofMiller et al. (1989) andBainesand Palmer(1990),

and takes into account some three-dimensional effects in the wave stress amplitude and orientation. For cla

convenience, a brief description is given here. On the assumption that the subgrid-scale orography has the

one single elliptical mountain, the mountain wave stress can be written as (Phillips 1984)

(4.17)

where , and is a constant of order unity. Furthermore, when

are significantly smaller than the length , characteristic of the gridpoint region size, there are, typi

ridges inside the grid-point region. Summing all the associated forces we find the stress per uni

viz.

(4.18)

where  has been replaced by , and  by .

It is worth noting that, since the basic parameters , , are evaluated for the layer between an

above the mean orography that defines the model’s lower boundary, there will be much less diurnal cycle

stress than in previous formulations that used the lowest model levels for this evaluation. The vertical distri

of the gravity-wave stress will determine the levels at which the waves break and slow down the synoptic
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Since this part of the scheme is active only above the blocked flow, this stress is now constant from the

model level to the top of the blocked flow, . Above , up to the top of the model, the stress is constan

the waves break. This occurs when the total Richardson number, , falls below a critical value , whic

order unity. When the non-dimensional mountain height is close to unity, this algorithm will usually predict

breaking at relatively low levels; this is not surprising since the linear theory of mountain gravity waves pre

low-level breaking waves at large non-dimensional mountain heights (Miles and Huppert1969). In reality, the

depth over which gravity-wave breaking occurs is more likely to be related to the vertical wavelength of the w

For this reason, when low-level wave breaking occurs in the scheme, the corresponding drag is distributed

the blocked flow), over a layer of thickness , equal to a quarter of the vertical wavelengths of the waves

(4.19)

Above the height  are waves with an amplitude such that .

4.3 SPECIFICATION OF SUBGRID -SCALE OROGRAPHY

For completeness, the following describes how the subgrid-scale orography fields were computed byBainesand

Palmer(1990). The mean topographic height above mean sea level over the gridpoint region (GPR) is deno

, and the coordinate denotes elevation above this level. Then the topography relative to this height

is represented by four parameters, as follows

(i) The net variance, or standard deviation, , of in the grid-point region. This is calcul

from the US Navy data-set, or equivalent, as described byWallaceet al. (1983). The quantity

gives a measure of the amplitude and  approximates the physical envelope of the peaks.

(ii) A parameter  which characterizes the anisotropy of the topography within the grid-point reg

(iii) An angle , which denotes the angle between the direction of the low-level wind and that o

principal axis of the topography.

(iv) A parameter  which represents the mean slope within the grid-point region.

The parameters  and  may be defined from the topographic gradient correlation tensor

,

where , and , and where the terms be calculated (from the USN data-set) by using all relevan

of adjacent gridpoints within the grid-point region. This symmetric tensor may be diagonalized to find the

tions of the principal axes and the degree of anisotropy. If

 , (4.20)

the principal axis of  is oriented at an angle  to the -axis, where  is given by

. (4.21)
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This gives the direction where the topographic variations, as measured by the mean-square gradient, are

The corresponding direction for minimum variation is at right angles to this. Changing coordinates to w

are oriented along the principal axes and , the new values of ,

and  relative to these axes, denoted ,  and , are given by

,

where , and are given byEq. (4.20). The anisotropy of the orography or ‘aspect ratio’. is then defin

by the equations

(4.22)

If the low-level wind vector is directed at an angle  to the -axis, then the angle  is given by

. (4.23)

The slope parameter, , is defined as

, (4.24)

i.e. the mean-square gradient along the principal axis.

4.4 CODE

The code mirrors the basic form of the scheme. Hence there is a routine defining all the basic input values

evaluations of drag, wave stress etc.; a routine to calculate the vertical distribution of wave stress; and a p

routine which computes the wave stress at the surface and the total momentum tendencies, including that f

low-level drag.

The orography parametrization is called fromCALLPAR asGWDRAGwhich in turn callsGWSETUP, andGW-

PROFIL.

4.4.1 GWSETUP

This defines various reference model levels for controlling the vertical structure of the calculations, and se

number of derived atmospheric variables and geometric calculations required to run the scheme:

(a) The definition of the Brunt–Väisälä frequency on half levels

(4.25)
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(b) The definition of the mean wind components in the layer (where is the stand

deviation of the subgridscale orographic height)

(4.26)

and similarly for ; likewise the mean static stability, , and the mean density,

are calculated.

(c) The calculation of necessary geometry pertaining to geographical orientation of subgrid

orography and wind direction,

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

and , where is the orientation of ridges relative to east, and the calculation ofPhillips

(1984) parameters

, (4.30)

where  is the anisotropy of the subgridscale orography.

(d) The calculation of the vertical wind-profile in the plane of the gravity wave stress. Defining

and similarly for , where ,

then the wind profile is defined level-by-level as

, (4.31)

where and ; the values of are also use

to compute half level values  etc. by linear interpolation in pressure.

(e) The calculation of basic flow Richardson Number
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(f) The calculation of the depth of the layer treated as ‘blocked’ (i. e. experiencing a direct drag-

due to the subgrid-scale orography). This is given by the value of that is the solution to

finite-difference form of the equation

(4.32)

where is a constant defined later.

(g) The calculation of the layer in which low-level wave-breaking occurs (i. e. the layer experien

gravity wave breaking (if any) immediately above the ‘blocked’ layer). This is given by the valu

 that is the solution to the finite difference form of the equation

; (4.33)

the value of is not allowed to be less than .

(h) The calculation of the assumed vertical profile of the subgridscale orography needed fo

‘blocking’ computations

(4.34)

4.4.2 GWPROFIL

This computes the vertical profile of gravity-wave stress by constructing a local wave Richardson number

attempts to describe the onset of turbulence due to the gravity waves becoming convectively unstable or e

tering critical layers. This wave Richardson number can be written in the form

,

where is the Richardson number of the basic flow. The parameter in which represen

amplitude of the wave and is the wind speed resolved in the direction of . By requiring that n

falls below a critical value (currently equal to 0.25), values of wave stress are defined progressively

the top of the blocked layer upwards.

When low-level breaking occurs the relevant depth is assumed to be related to the vertical wavelength. H

linear (in pressure) decrease of stress is included over a depth given by the solution ofEq. (4.32). The linear

decrease of stress is written as

(4.35)

where the asterisk subscript indicates that the value is at the level .
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4.4.3 GWDRAG

This is the main routine. After callingGWSETUP, it defines the gravity-wave stress amplitude in the form,

(4.36)

(where is a constant defined later and is the mean slope of the subgrid-scale orography) and the

GWPROCIL. The tendencies due to the wave stresses are then calculated in the form gravity-wave

amplitude in the form,

(4.37)

where is a constant defined later and  is the mean slope of the subgrid-scale orography.

(4.38)

where is the necessary geometric function to generate components, (similarly for ).

Next the low-level blocking calculations are carried out for levels below . These are done level-by-level a

lows. Writing the low-level deceleration in the form

, (4.39)

where and and have been defined earlier,Eq. (4.39) is

evaluated in the following partially implicit manner by writing it in the form

then  and . Hence

This calculation is done level-by-level.

Finally the tendencies are incremented. This includes local dissipation heating in the form

where , and  etc.
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APPENDIX A L IST OF SYMBOLS

half mountain width in -direction

function of the mountain anisotropy

half mountain width in -direction

drag coefficient

drag due to flow in blocked layer

function of the mountain sharpness

maximum mountain height

mountain height profile

non-dimensional mountain height ( )

critical non-dimensional mountain height

length scale of the grid-point region

horizontal width of mountain seen by the upstream flow

Brunt–Väisälä frequency

Brunt–Väisälä frequency of un-blocked flow evaluated at height

Richardson number

critical Richardson number

wind speed in -direction

wind speed of incident un-blocked flow evaluated at height

component of the wind speed in the direction of

component of wind speed in the direction of the stress

wind speed in -direction

depth of blocked layer

anisotropy of the orography ( )

orientation of the orography

standard deviation of orography

density of air at the surface

density of the un-blocked flow evaluated at height

slope of the orography

stress due to blocked flow

surface stress due to gravity waves

angle between incident flow and orographic principal axis
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Part IV: P HYSICAL PROCESSES

CHAPTER 5   Convection

Table of contents

5.1 Introduction

5.2 Large-scale budget equations

5.3 Cloud model equations

5.3.1 Updraughts

5.3.2 Downdraughts

5.4 Convective types

5.4.1 Deep convection

5.4.2 Shallow convection

5.4.3 Mid-level convection

5.5 Sub-cloud layer

5.6 Cloud microphysics

5.6.1 Freezing in convective updraughts

5.6.2 Generation of precipitation

5.6.3 Fallout of precipitation

5.6.4 Evaporation of rain

5.6.5 Melting and freezing of precipitation

5.7 Link to cloud scheme

5.8 Momentum transports

5.9 Discretization of the model equations

5.10 Structure of code

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Cumulus convection is parametrized by a bulk mass flux scheme which was originally described inTiedtke(1989).

The scheme considers deep, shallow and mid-level convection. Clouds are represented by a single pair of

ing/detraining plumes which describes updraught and downdraught processes. Momentum transport by con

is also included.
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5.2 LARGE-SCALE BUDGET EQUATIONS

The contributions from cumulus convection to the large-scale budget equations of heat moisture and mom

are

(5.1)

where , are the net contributions from all clouds to the updraught and downdraught mass fl

and are the condensation/sublimation in the updraughts, and the evaporation in the downdraugh

, , , , , and are the weighted averages of the dry static energy ( ), the specific

humidity( ), and the horizontal wind components ( and ) from all updraughts and downdraughts within a

box (although individual convective elements are not considered) obtained from the bulk cloud model des

below. and are latent heats of sublimation and vaporization, and is the effective latent heat

ice–water mix (an empirical function of temperature). is the evaporation of precipitation in the unsatu

sub-cloud layer, is the melting of snow and is the freezing of condensate in the convective updraught.

dition to(5.1) we consider the equations for precipitation

(5.2)

where and are the fluxes of precipitation in the forms of rain and snow at heightz. and

are the conversion rates from cloud water into rain and cloud ice into snow. The evaporation of precip

in the downdraughts , and below cloud base , have been split into water and ice components,

,  , and .

5.3 CLOUD MODEL EQUATIONS

5.3.1  Updraughts

The updraught of the cloud ensemble is assumed to be in a steady state. Then the bulk equations for ma

moisture, cloud water content and momentum are

∂s
∂t
----- 

 
cu

1
ρ
---–

z∂
∂

= Mupsup Mdownsdown Mup Mdown+( )s–+[ ]

L+ cup edown ẽsubcld––( ) Lsubl Lvap–( ) M F–( )–

∂q
∂t
------ 

 
cu

1
ρ
---–

z∂
∂

= Mupqup Mdownqdown Mup Mdown+( )q–+[ ]

cup edown ẽsubcld––( )–

∂u
∂t
------ 

 
cu

1
ρ
---–

z∂
∂

= Mupuup Mdownudown Mup Mdown+( )u–+[ ]

∂v
∂t
------ 

 
cu

1
ρ
---–

z∂
∂

= Mupvup Mdownvdown Mup Mdown+( )v–+[ ]




















Mup Mdown

cup edown sup

sdown qup qdown uup udown vup vdown s
q u v

Lsubl Lvap L
ẽsubcld

M F

Prain z( ) Grain edown
rain– ẽsubcld

rain– M+( )ρ z ,d∫= Psnow z( ) Gsnow edown
snow– ẽsubcld

snow– M–( )ρ zd∫=
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edown ẽsubcld edown
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edown
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(5.3)

where and are the rates of mass entrainment and detrainment per unit length, is the updraugh

water/ice content, and is precipitating rain and snow in the updraughtss. The treatment of the cloud micr

ical processes is described inSection 5.6.

The vertical integration of(5.3) requires knowledge of the cloud-base mass flux and of the mass entrainmen

detrainment rates. Cloud-base mass flux is determined for the various types of convection from the closure a

tions discussed inSection 5.4.

Entrainment of mass into convective plumes is assumed to occur (1) through turbulence exchange of mass

the cloud edges and (2) through organized inflow and detrainment is assumed to occur (1) through turbul

change and (2) through organized outflow at cloud top. The superscripts (1) and (2) are used to denote the

nents of the entrainment and detrainment due to turbulent and organized exchanges, respectively;

(5.4)

5.3.1 (a)  Entrainment and detrainment rates.Turbulent entrainment and detrainment are parametrized as

(5.5)

where the fractional entrainment/detrainment rates depend inversely on cloud radii in the updraughts ( )Simp-

sonand Wiggert, 1969;Simpson, 1971):

(5.6)

By assuming typical cloud sizes for the various types of convection, average values of entrainment/detra

rates are defined; deep convection is assumed to have a larger radius and so a smaller entrainment rates tha

convection. In order to keep the scheme simple we use fixed values of turbulent entrainment/detrainment r

each of the various types of convection:

(5.7)

Mup∂
∂z

------------- Eup Dup–=

Mupsup∂
∂z

-------------------- Eups Dupsup Lρ+ cup–= ,
Mupqup∂

∂z
--------------------- Eupq Dupqup ρ– cup–=

Muplup∂
∂z

-------------------- D– uplup ρcup ρG–+= ,
Muprup∂

∂z
-------------------- Duprup– ρG ρSfallout–+=

Mupuup∂
∂z

--------------------- Eupu Dupuup–= ,
Mupvup∂

∂z
--------------------- Eupv Dupvup–=

















Eup Dup lup

rup

Eup Eup
1( ) Eup

2( )+= , Dup Dup
1( ) Dup

2( )+=

Eup
1( ) εup

1( )Mup= Dup
1( ) δup

1( )Mup=

Rup

εup
1( ) 0.2

Rup
---------= , δup

1( ) 0.2
Rup
---------=

εup
1( ) δup

1( )
1 10 4– m 1–×

3 10 4– m 1–×





= =

for  penetrative and midlevel convergence in the
presence of large-scale flow convergence

for shallow convection in suppressed conditions
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For penetrative convection and mid-level convection we deliberately impose a very small value typical for tr

thunder clouds (Simpson, 1971) so as not to inhibit the penetration of clouds to large heights. For shallow con

tion we use a value typical for the larger trade wind cumuli (Nitta, 1975), noting that small clouds with much large

entrainment/detrainment rates which detrain immediately above cloud base are not represented in our pa

zation. In order to take into account enhanced turbulence in the lower part of the clouds, and are inc

in the lowest 150hPa of the cloud in the case of deep and shallow convection. The enhancement factor var

arly from 4 at cloud base to 1 at 150hPa above cloud base. Turbulent entrainment is only applied over the

half of the cloud layer.

5.3.1 (b)  Organized entrainment and detrainment.Organized entrainment is applied to deep and mid-lev

convection. The formulation used is discussed inSubsection 5.4.1 below.

Organized detrainment is estimated from the vertical variation of the updraught vertical velocity , which

timated from the budget equation for the updraught kinetic energy

(5.8)

with

(5.9)

where is the updraught kinetic energy, is the virtual temperature of the updraught and the v

temperature of the environment. is a mixing coefficient which is equal to the entrainment maas flux (

the detrainment mass flux ( ) if this is larger. As entrainment is set to zero in th upper part of the cloud

use of detrainment mass flux in this region better represents the effect of mixing and vertical pressure grad

the upper part of deep convective clouds, reducing vetical velocity and reducing overshoot of convective

into the lower stratosphere.

( ) is the virtual mass coefficient (Simpsonand Wiggert1969), the factor ( ) is introduced becaus

the flow is highly turbulent (Chenget al. 1980) and for the drag coefficient a value of is used (Simpson

and Wiggert1969). The value for is 1.875. The cloud base value of the updraught velocity is chosen as 1

enters the scheme in several ways: (i) for the generation and fallout of rain (Section 5.6), (ii) to determine

penetration above the zero-buoyancy level and the top of cumulus updraughts and (iii) to specify detrainmen

the top of the updraught.

determines the level to which convection penetrates (where it reduced to zero). This allows convection

etrate above its level of neutral buoyancy. Organized detrainment is estimated by equating the decreas

draught vertical velocity due to negative buoyancy at the top of the cloud to the decrease in mass flux with

(5.10)

This assumes that the cloud area remains constant in the detraining layer and neglects the vertical variation

ancy.Eq. (5.10)defines the reduction of mass flux with height, which combined with the updraught contin

equation (Eq. (5.3)) gives the organised detrainment rate.

εup δup

wup

z∂
∂Kup µup

Mup
---------- 1 βCd+( )2Kup–

1
f 1 γ+( )
-------------------- g

Tv up, T v–
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-------------------------------+=

Kup

wup
2

2
---------=

Kup Tv up, Tv

µup Eup
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γ 0.5= f 2=
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β m s 1–
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5.3.2  Downdraughts

Downdraughts are considered to be associated with convective precipitation from the updraughts and o

from cloud air influenced by the injection of environmental air. FollowingFritschand Chappell(1980) andFoster

(1958), the Level of Free Sinking (LFS) is assumed to be the highest model level (below the level of min

moist static energy) where a mixture of equal parts of cloud and saturated environmental air at the wet-bu

perature becomes negative buoyant with respect to the environmental air. The downdraught mass flux is a

to be directly proportional to the upward mass flux. FollowingJohnson(1976, 1980) the mass flux at the LFS i

specified from the updraught mass flux at cloud base as

(5.11)

The vertical distribution of the downdraught mass flux, dry static energy, moisture and horizontal momentu

low the LFS are determined by entraining/detraining plume equations similar to those for the updraught;

(5.12)

is the evaporation of convective rain to maintain a saturated descent; the moistening and cooling of th

ronmental air injected at LFS is also due to evaporating rain.

Entrainment and detrainment in downdraughts are highly uncertain as relevant data are not available. As

updraught, both turbulent and organized entrainment/detrainment are considered.

5.3.2 (a)  Turbulent entrainment and detrainment.For turbulent mixing

(5.13)

5.3.2 (b)  Organized entrainment and detrainment.Organized entrainment for the downdraught is based up

a formulation suggested byNordeng (1994);

(5.14)

where is the vertical velocity in the downdraught at the LFS (set to 1 m s-1).

Mdown( )LFS η Mup( )base with η 0.3–==

∂Mdown

∂z
------------------– Edown Ddown–=

∂ Mdownsdown( )
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∂ Mdownqdown( )
∂z

-------------------------------------– Edownq Ddownqdown ρedown+–=

∂ Mdownudown( )
∂z
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∂ Mdownvdown( )
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The scheme has no explicit rain water equation for the downdraught and so  is estimated by

(5.15)

Organized detrainment from the downdraught occurs when either the downdraught becomes positively buo

approaches the surface. If the downdraught remains negatively buoyant until it reaches the surface then t

flux is decreased linearly over the bottom three model levels for L31 and L50 versions of the IFS. In L60 ve

the downdraught is detrained over the lowest severn model levels, maintaining an outflow depth of about 50

in lower resolution versions of the model. However if a downdraught becomes positively buoyant during i

scent, it is detrained over one level, except where this occurs at cloud base, when the downdraught fluxes

creased linearly (deep convection) or quadratically (mid-level convection) to zero at the surface.

5.4 CONVECTIVE TYPES

In using a bulk mass flux scheme, as opposed to a scheme which considers an ensemble of convective clou

as that ofArakawaand Schubert, 1974), some determination of convective cloud type must be made so that ap

priate choices can be made for the cloud properties. Firstly it must be determined if the profile can support c

tion from the surface layer. If on carrying out an undilute ascent from the surface layer a cloud base is found

the parcel buoyancy is greater than K, then either deep or mid-level convection is initiated. If no such

base is found then higher levels of the model are tested for a buoyant layer, mid-level convection being in

from the lowest such level.

For convection initiating from the surface, the original version of the convection scheme (Tiedtke1989) used a

comparison of moisture convergence and surface evaporation to determine whether convection was deep

low. However this is now done on the basis of the depth of the convective cloud. If the cloud depth excee

hPa then deep convection is assumed, shallow convection if not.

Once the type of convection has been determined its intensity (controlled by the cloud-base mass flux) is

mined as outlined below.

5.4.1  Deep convection

FollowingFritschand Chappell(1980) andNordeng(1994), the cloud base mass flux for deep convection is e

mated from assuming that convection acts to reduce the convective available potential energy (CAPE) towa

over a specified time scale ;

(5.16)

where

(5.17)

where and describe the vertical variation of the updraught and downdraught mass flux due to entrainm

rdown

rdown

rup
k Mup

k

k 1=

nlev

∑
Mup

k
----------------------------=

0.5–

τ

CAPE∂
t∂

------------------- CAPE
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----------------–
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Tv∂
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detrainment and the subscript ‘base’ refers to cloud-base quantities. As the downdraught mass flux at the

linked to the updraught mass flux at cloud base (Eq. (5.11)) then,

(5.18)

Using Eq. (5.18) in Eq. (5.16) results in an expression for the cloud base mass flux. CAPE is estimated fro

parcel ascent incorporating the effects of water loading,

(5.19)

In practice the vertical variation of the updraught and downdraught mass fluxes (α andβ above) is estimated from

an initial ascent using an arbitrary value for the updraught mass flux at cloud base followed by a downdraug

culation. Using these estimates the updraught mass flux at cloud base is recomputed and downdraught ma

rescaled. A second updraught ascent is then computed to revise the updraught properties.

The adjustment time scale is rather arbitrary but experience suggests that to prevent grid-scale saturation

be set such that

(5.20)

where is the grid-scale vertical velocity. The magnitude of the grid-scale vertical velocity roughly doubles

resolution is doubled and so originally At T63 is set to 2 hours, and at other resolutions was originally v

linearly with the spectral truncation ( );

(5.21)

However for resolutions of the deterministic forecasts (TL319) this leads to a value for of 1400s, close to th

timestep of the model at this resolution (1200s), implying that convection acts to produce zero CAPE at eac

step. It is also shorter than the time scale associated with the growth of a deep convective cloud, typically

1 hour. Thus such a short adjustment timescale may be thought unphysical, although the association of

physical timescale is a mantter of debate.

As horizontal resolution increases, parts of convective cloud systems may become better resolved (for exam

stratiform regions) and be represented through an interaction between the dynamics and cloud scheme of t

el. In this scenario an unrestricted decrease of with resolution may work against a smooth transition from

metrized to explicit representation of at least part of convection. Although it is unlikely that this is a signifi

problem at a resolution of TL319, a lower limit of 3600s has been applied to the relaxation timescale given by

(5.21) for horizontal resolutions greater than TL159.

The vertical distribution of the updraught mass flux above cloud base is determined by assuming that ther

ganized entrainment which is directly proportional to the large-scale moisture convergence as

Mcld Mup[ ]base α βη )+(=

CAPE g
Tv,up Tv–

Tv

------------------------ lup–
 
 
 

zd
zbase

ztop

∫=

τ

Mcld ρw≈

w
τ

N

τ 2 hours( )63
N
------=

τ

τ

τ
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(5.22)

Organized entrainment is only considered in the lower part of the cloud layer where large-scale convergenc

countered, that is, below the level of strongest vertical ascent. The idea to link the cloud mass flux directly

large-scale moisture convergence has first been advocated as a parametrization byLindzen(1981) who indicated

that it may provide vertical profiles of mass flux and convective heating in good agreement with observation

assumption(5.22)ensures that the vertical distribution of the convective mass flux follows that of the large-s

ascent which is partly supported by diagnostic studies for tropical convection (e.g.Chenget al., 1980;Johnson,

1980).

5.4.2  Shallow convection

Here we consider cumulus convection, which predominantly occurs in undisturbed flow, that is in the abse

large-scale convergent flow. Typical examples are trade-wind cumuli under a subsidence inversion, convec

curring in the ridge region of tropical easterly waves and daytime convection over land. This type of conv

seems to be effectively controlled by sub-cloud layer turbulence. In fact, most of the diagnostic studies carr

for trade-wind cumuli show that the net upward moisture flux at cloud-base level is nearly equal to the tur

moisture flux at the surface (Le Moneand Pennell, 1976). In regions of cold air flowing over relatively warm ocean

the then relatively high sensible heat flux has been found to be of significant importance. We therefore der

mass flux at cloud base on a balance assumption for the sub-cloud layer based on the moist static energy

(5.23)

with

(5.24)

The moisture supply to the shallow cumulus is largely through surface evaporation as the contributions from

scale convergence are either small or even negative, such as in the undisturbed trades where dry air is tra

downward to lower levels.

An initial estimate for the updraught base mass flux is obtained usingEq. (5.23). If downdraughts occur (relatively

rare for shallow convection due to the low precipitation rates), then a revised estimate is made accounting

impact of downdraughts upon the sub-cloud layer, the l.h.s. ofEq. (5.23) being replaced by

(5.25)

Again downdraught properties are obtained using the original estimate of the updraught base mass flux a

rescaled by the revised value. For the updraught a second ascent is calculated using the revised value of

mass flux.

No organized entrainment is applied to shallow convection. As turbulent entrainment and detrainment ra

equal, the mass flux remains constant with height until reducing at cloud top by organized detrainment.

Eup
2( ) ρ

q
--- V ∇q w∂q
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 –=

Mup hup h–( )[ ]base V ∇h⋅ w
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h cpT Lq gz+ +=
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5.4.3  Mid-level convection

Mid-level convection, that is, convective cells which have their roots not in the boundary layer but origina

levels above the boundary layer, often occur at rain bands at warm fronts and in the warm sector of extrat

cyclones(Browninget al.1973;Houzeet al. 1976;Herzeghand Hobbs1980). These cells are probably formed b

the lifting of low level air until it becomes saturated (Wexlerand Atlas1959) and the primary moisture source fo

the clouds is from low-level large-scale convergence (Houzeet al.1976). Often a low-level temperature inversio

exists that inhibits convection from starting freely from the surface; therefore convection seems to be initia

lifting low-level air dynamically to the level of free convection. This occurs often in connection with mesos

circulations which might be related to conditionally symmetric instability (Bennetsand Hoskins1979;Bennetsand

Sharp 1982) or a wave-CISK mechanism (Emanuel 1982).

Although it is not clear how significant the organization of convection in mesoscale rain bands is for the large

flow, a parametrization should ideally account for both convective and mesoscale circulations. Such a par

zation, however, is presently not available and we must therefore rely on simplified schemes. Here we use

metrization which in a simple way considers the finding of the diagnostic studies mentioned above. We assu

convection is activated when there is a large-scale ascent, the environmental air is sufficiently moist, i.e., of r

humidity in excess of 80%, and convectively unstable layer exists above (i.e. at cloud base the buoyancy is

than  K).

The convective mass flux at cloud base is set equal to the vertical mass transport by the large-scale flow at th

(5.26)

following the notation ofSubsection 5.4.1above. Again two estimates of the updraught base mass flux are m

first neglecting downdraughts, followed by a revised estimate if downdraughts occur. The closure ensures

amount of moisture which is vertically advected through cloud base by the large-scale ascent is fully availa

generation of convective cells.

In addition to the injection of mass through cloud base, we assume again that cloud air is produced by m

convergence above cloud base through organised entrainment in the same way as for penetrative convectio

en by(5.22).

5.5 SUB-CLOUD LAYER

The first level at which convective mass, momentum and thermodynamic fluxes are estimated is cloud base.

resent the effects of convective updraughts on the sub-cloud layer a simple scaling of cloud base fluxes is

in which they decrease to zero at the surface through the sub-cloud layer.

Care must be taken to ensure that fluxes of liquid water are zero below cloud base. Through the cloud base

interpolation of fluxes liquid water static energy and total water content is used to estimate fluxes of dry sta

ergy and water vapour mixing ratio in the level immediately below cloud base;

(5.27)

where  refers to the value of  at the level immediately below cloud base.  is given by

0.5–

ρbase wbase Mup( )base Mdown( )base+ Mup( )base βη Mup( )base+ Mup( )base 1( βη )+= = =

Ms( )up
base+1 Zn( ) Ms( )up

base L Ml( )up
base–=

Mq( )up
base+1 Zn( ) Mq( )up

base Ml( )up
base+=

Ml( )up
base+1 0=

φ( )base+1 ϕ Z
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(5.28)

and  is the surface pressure.

For deep and shallow convection is set to 1 (implying a linear decrease in the flux with pressure below

base) while for mid-level convection  is equal to 2 (implying a quadratic reduction in flux below cloud ba

For the remainder of the sub-cloud layer, fluxes at level ‘B+1’ are reduced to zero at the surface using

omputed as

(5.29)

where  is the pressure at level  of the model.

The cloud-mass and momentum fluxes in the sub-cloud layer are treated in a similar manner.

5.6 CLOUD MICROPHYSICS

5.6.1  Freezing in convective updraughts

We assume that condensate in the convective updraughts freezes in the temperature range

maintaining a mixed phase within that range according to(6.6) (seeChapter 6 ‘Clouds and large-scale precipita

tion’ ).

5.6.2  Generation of precipitation

The conversion from cloud water/ice to rain/snow is treated in a consistent way with that in the large-scale p

itation scheme by using a formulation followingSundqvist (1978)

(5.30)

where and . is the updraught vertical velocity and is limited to

maximum value of 10 m s-1 in Eq. (5.30). The value of the autoconversion coefficient has been increased from

ues used in previous cycles of the convection scheme by a factor of 1.5

Sundqvist(1988) takes account of the Bergeron-Findeisen process for temperatures below through

perature dependent modification of  and ;

(5.31)

where

Z
psurf pbase+1–

psurf pbase–
---------------------------------=

psurf

n
n
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Z
psurf pk–

psurf pbase+1–
---------------------------------=

pk k

250.16K T 273.16K< <

ρGprecip Mup
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0.75wup
-------------------lup 1 exp lup lcrit⁄( )2–{ }–[ ]=
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,and .

Eq. (5.30) is integrated analytically in the vertical.

5.6.3  Fallout of precipitation

The fallout of rain water/snow is parametrized as (e.g.Kuo and Raymond, 1980)

(5.33)

where  is the model layer depth. The terminal velocity  is parametrized as (Liu and Orville, 1969)

(5.34)

where is given in units of . Since the fall speed of ice particles is smaller than that of water drop

only half the value of calculated withEq. (5.28)is used for ice. In estimating the fallout of precipitation in th

mixed phase region of the cloud a weighted mean of the fall speed for ice and water precipitation is used.Eq. (5.33)

is integrated analytically in the vertical

5.6.4  Evaporation of rain

The evaporation of convective rain is parametrized following a proposal ofKessler(1969), where the evaporation

is assumed to be proportional to the saturation deficit and to be dependent on the density of rain

( )

(5.35)

where  is a constant being zero for .

As the density of rain is not given by the model it is convenient to express it in terms of the rain intensi

( ) as

(5.36)

where  is the mean fall speed of rain drops which again is parametrized followingKessler (1969).

(5.37)

(Note that this is different from the formulation used in the estimation of the fallout of precipitation).

Thus we have

cBF 1 0.5 maxTBF Tup– TBF T ice–,( )+=

cBF 1=

for T TBF<
for T TBF>

TBF 268.16K= T ice 260K=

ρSfallout Mup
V

wup∆z
----------------rup=

∆z V

V 5.32rup
0.2=

rup g kg 1–

V

qsat q–( ) ρrain

g m 3–

erain α1 qsat q–( )ρrain
13 20⁄=

α1 q qsat>

ρrain R
g m 2– s 1–

R ρrainV rain=

V rain

V rain α2ρrain
1 8⁄ p psurf⁄⁄=
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(5.38)

Since the convective rain takes place only over a fraction of the grid area, the evaporation rate at le

becomes

(5.39)

where the constants have the following values (Kessler, 1969)

In view of the uncertainty of the fractional area of precipitating clouds a constant value of is

sumed.

The evaporation rate is calculated implicitly in the model by means of

(5.40)

which follows from

(5.41)

and

(5.42)

5.6.5  Melting and freezing of precipitation

Melting of snow falling across the freezing level ( ) is parametrized by a simple relaxation towards ;

(5.43)

where is the amount of snow (kg m2 s) melting andτ is a relaxation time scale which decreases with increas

temperature,

(5.44)

The parametrization may produce melting over a deeper layer than observed (Mason1971) but this has been inten

tionally introduced to account implicitly for the effects of vertical mixing which may develop in response to

erain α1 qsat q–( )
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-----------------------R
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8 9⁄

=

C conv k
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------------
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5.7 LINK TO CLOUD SCHEME

Before the introduction of the prognostic cloud scheme (seeChapter 6 ‘Clouds and large-scale precipitation’) wa-

ter detrained from convection ( ) was evaporated instantaneously. However with the prognostic

scheme water detrained from convection is taken to be a source of cloud mass increasing the cloud fract

water content of clouds;

(5.45)

where  is the cloud fraction and  the grid-box mean cloud water.

5.8 MOMENTUM TRANSPORTS

Equation set(5.3) includes a treatment of the vertical transport of horizontal momentum by convection. Stu

have shown that for deep convection momentum transports are over estimated by the plume models unles

fects of cloud scale horizontal pressure gradients are included (Gregoryet al. 1997b). For unorganised convection

the effects of the pressure gradients are to adjust the in-cloud winds towards those of the large-scale flow. T

be represented by an enhanced turbulent entrainment rate in the cloud momentum equations. To ensure m

tinuity the turbulent detrainment rate is also increased by an equivalent amount. As the air entrained as de

have differing properties this adjusts the in-cloud wind back towards the large-scale value.

Hence for deep and mid-level convection the turbulent entrainment and detrainment rates used in the up

momentum equation are

(5.46)

where  is the value of  in level , while  and  are given by equation (5.7).

When (below the mid-level of the cloud) , while if (in the upper part of the clou

then .Gregory(1997) suggests that the above formulation provides an adequate description of the e

of cloud scale pressure gradients in cases of deep convection. For shallow convection and downdraughts

sumed that the effects of the pressure gradient term can be neglected and no enhancement of the entrainm

in the momentum equations is applied. This formulation limits the momentum transports to be downgradien

gradient transports by highly organized convective systems (e.g. African squall lines) are not captured by this

od.

The definition of the horizontal wind in the updraught and downdraught at cloud base and LFS is not well kn

For the updraught the value at cloud base is set to an average of the large-scale winds over the depth of

cloud layer. For the downdraught the initial values at the LFS are set equal to the average values of the wind

updraught and those of the large-scale flow.

Duplup

a∂
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Duplup

ρ
----------------=
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Duplup

ρ
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a l

εup
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k 1( ), λεup
1( )+=
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k 1( ) u v,( ), , δup

k 1( ), λδup
1( )+=
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5.9 DISCRETIZATION OF THE MODEL EQUATIONS

The flux divergence in the large-scale budget equations(5.1) and in the cloud equations(5.3) and(5.12)are ap-

proximated by centred finite differences as

(5.47)

The definition of the large-scale variables at half levels pose a problem, when the half-level values defined b

interpolation of full-level values very noisy profiles evolve in time particularly with regard to humidity. Mu

smoother profiles are obtained when the half-level values are determined by downward extrapolation from t

full level above along a cloud-ascent through that level:

(5.48)

where is the saturation moist static energy. Using an extrapolation like(5.48)for calculat-

ing the downward transports is also more consistent with the calculation of the updraughts where cloud air is

ported upwards through level with the thermal state below that level and equally with the downdra

which depend only on values ofs andq above that level. Similarly, because of(5.47)the downward transport of

environmental air through the same level accounts now only for thermal properties above that level. The ch

a moist adiabat for extrapolation is dictated by the property of the moist static energy which is, by convec

the absence of downdraughts, only changed through the fluxes of moist static energy

(5.49)

As the lines of the saturation moist static energy through point and the updraught m

static energy are almost parallel, apart from entrainment effects, the difference is little affected by th

tical discretization.

For horizontal winds, values at model half levels are set to those on the full model level below.

The ascent in the updraughts is obtained by vertical integration of(5.3). Starting at the surface the condensatio

level (equal to the lowest half-level which is saturated or supersaturated and where buoyancy is great

) is determined from an adiabatic ascent. The cloud profile above cloud base is determined layer b

by first doing a dry adiabatic ascent with entrainment and detrainment included and then adjusting temperat

moisture towards a saturated state, taking into account condensation and freezing processes. The buoyan

parcel is calculated taking into account the effects of cloud and precipitation water loading i.e.

(5.50)

Special care has to be taken in the discretization of(5.8) because of overshooting effects. A centred differenci

scheme is used so that

1
ρ
---–

∂ Ma( )
∂z

----------------- g
Mk 1 2⁄+ ak 1 2⁄+ Mk 1 2⁄– ak 1 2⁄––

pk 1 2⁄+ pk 1 2⁄––
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

T k 1 2⁄+
Tk

∂ T
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hsat
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∂q
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hsat

+ pk 1 2⁄+ pk–( )=








hsat cpT gz Lsat+ +=
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atified:
(5.51)

Finally, we mention that for numerical reasons the environmental air must not be convectively unstably str

(5.52)

In fact, one of the forecasts with the ECMWF global model became numerically unstable when(5.23)was not im-

posed.

5.10 STRUCTURE OF CODE

The parametrization of cumulus convection is performed in subroutines shown inFig. 5.1.

Kup, k 1 2⁄– Kup,k 1 2⁄+–

zk 1 2⁄– zk 1 2⁄+–
--------------------------------------------------------

Eup, k

Mup, k 1 2⁄+
-------------------------- 1 βCd+( ) Kup k 1 2⁄–, Kup k 1 2⁄+,+{ } +=

1
f 1 γ+( )
--------------------1

2
--- g

Tv, up Tv–{ }k 1 2⁄–

Tv{ }k 1 2⁄–

----------------------------------------------
Tv, up Tv–{ }k 1 2⁄+

Tv{ }k 1 2⁄+

----------------------------------------------+

sk 1 2⁄– sk 1 2⁄+≥
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Figure  5.1   Structure of convection scheme

CUCALLN

Provides interface of routines for cumulus parametrization. It takes the input values through argument

CALLPAR and returns updated tendencies of  and , as well as convective precipitation rates

CUMASTRN

Master routine for convection scheme.

CUININ

Initializes variables for convection scheme (including vertical interpolation to the half model levels).

CUBASEN

Calculates condensation level for surface air and sets updraught base variables.

CUASCN

CUCALLN CUININ

CUBASEN

CUASCN

CUDLFSN

CUBASCMN

CUENTR

CUDDRAFN

CUASCN

CUBASCMN

CUENTR

CUFLXN

CUDTDQN

CUDUDV

CALLPAR

CUMASTRN

T q a l u, , , , v
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Calculates ascent in updraughts.CUASCN is called twice, the second time after downdraughts have be

calculated taking account of the CAPE adjustment closure for deep convection and downdraughts for mi

and shallow convection RoutinesCUENTR andCUBASMCN are called fromCUASCN.

CUENTR

Calculated entrainment and detrainment rates.

CUBASMCN

Calculates cloud base properties of mid-level convection.

CUDLFSN

Calculates the level of free sinking for downdraughts.

CUDDRAFN

Calculates the downdraught descent.

CUFLXN

Calculates final convective fluxes and surface precipitation rates taking into account of melting/freezing a

evaporation of falling precipitation.

CUDTDQN

Calculates the tendencies of  from convection.

CUDUDV

Calculates the tendencies of  from convection

CUADJTQ

Calculates super/sub saturation and adjustsT andq accordingly.

EXTERNALS

SubroutineSATUR for calculating saturation mixing ratio.

PARAMETERS

Defined in subroutineSUCUM called fromINIPHY.

APPENDIX A L IST OF SYMBOLS

Convective available potential energy

Drag coefficient

Fraction of grid square occupied by convection

Specific at constant pressure for moist air

Condensation/sublimation in the updraughts

Rate of mass detrainment in the updraughts

Rate of mass detrainment in the downdraughts

Rate of mass entrainment in the updraughts

Rate of mass entrainment in the downdraughts

Evaporation of rain

Evaporation of precipitation (rain and snow) in the downdraughts

Tandq

uand v

CAPE

Cd

C conv

cp

cup

Dup

Ddown

Eup

Edown

erain

edown
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Evaporation of rain in the downdraughts

Evaporation of snow in the downdraughts

Evaporation of precipitation (rain and snow)  in the unsaturated sub-cloud layer

Evaporation of rain in the unsaturated sub-cloud layer

Evaporation of snow in the unsaturated sub-cloud layer

Freezing of condensate in the updraughts

Conversion rate from cloud (water+ice) into precipitation (rain+snow)

Conversion rate from cloud water into rain

Conversion rate from cloud ice into snow

Moist static energy ( ) in the environment

Saturated moist statice energy in the environment

Moist static energy in the updraughts

Moist static energy in the downdraughts

Kinetic energy in the updraughts

Effective latent heat for an ice/water mix

Latent heat of fusion

Latent heat of sublimation

Latent heat of vaporization

Cloud water/ice content in the updraughts

Melting of snow

Net mass flux in the convective clouds (updraughts and downdraughts)

Net  mass flux in the downdraughts

Net  mass flux in the downdraughts

Net flux of precipitation in the form of rain

Net flux of precipitation in the form of snow

pressure

Specific humidity of the environment

Weighted average specific humidity in the updraughts

Weighted average specific humidity in the downdraughts

Rain intensity

Precipitation (rain+snow) in the updraughts

Precipitation (rain+snow) in the downdraughts

Fall-out of rain/snow

Dry static energy in the environment

Weighted average dry static energy in the updraughts

Weighted average dry static energy in the downdraughts

Virtual temperature in the environment

Virtual temperature in the updraughts

 component of wind in the environment

Weighted average  component of wind in the updraughts

Weighted average  component of wind in the downdraughts

Mean terminal velocity of precipitation (rain+snow)

Mean terminal velocity of rain drops

 component of wind in the environment

Weighted average  component of wind in the updraughts

Weighted average  component of wind in the downdraughts

edown
rain

edown
snow

ẽsubcld

ẽsubcld
rain

ẽsubcld
snow

F
Gprecip

Grain

Gsnow

h cpT Lq gz+ +=
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hdown

Kup

L
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Lsubl

Lvap

lup
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Mup

Mdown

Prain
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qup

qdown
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Vertical velocity in the environment

Weighted average vertical velocity in the updraughts

Density of  air

Density of rain within the grid box

Adjustment time scale

w
wup

ρ
ρrain

τ
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Part IV: P HYSICAL PROCESSES

CHAPTER 6   Clouds and large-scale precipitation

Table of contents

6.1 Theory

6.1.1 Definitions

6.1.2 Basic equations

6.1.3 Definition of the source and sink terms

6.2 Numerics

6.2.1 Integration of the equations for cloud water/ice and cloud cover

6.2.2 Calculation of

6.2.3 Convective cloud source

6.2.4 Stratiform cloud source

6.2.5 Precipitation fractions

6.2.6 Precipitation sources

6.2.7 Evaporation of precipitation

6.2.8 Cloud top entrainment

6.2.9 Final moist adjustment

6.3 Code

6.1 THEORY

Cloud and large-scale precipitation processes are described by prognostic equations for cloud liquid water

cloud fraction and diagnostic relations for precipitation. The scheme is described in detail inTiedtke (1993).

6.1.1  Definitions

6.1.1 (a)  Specific cloud water content and cloud fraction.The grid-mean specific cloud water/ice content

defined as

, (6.1)

where is the density of cloud water, is the density of moist air and is the volume of the grid box.

l 1
V
----

ρw

ρ
------ Vd

V
∫=

ρw ρ V
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fraction of the grid box covered by clouds is defined as

(6.2)

Furthermore, the definition of the specific cloud water content per cloud area (in-cloud water/ice content) 

(6.3)

6.1.1 (b)  Saturation specific humidity.The saturation specific humidity is expressed as a function of satu

tion water vapour pressure as

(6.4)

where the saturation water vapour pressure is expressed with the Tetens formula

(6.5)

where and are different depending on the sign of (i.e. water or ice phase with

6.1.1 (c)  Mixed phase.In the scheme only one variable for condensed water species is used. The distin

between the water and ice phase is made as a function of temperature. The fraction of water in the total con

is described as

(6.6)

and represent the threshold temperatures between which a mixed phase is allowed to exist and are

as and . The saturation thermodynamics are calculated according to the

ture of water and ice obtained withEq. (6.6) so that the saturation specific humidity becomes

(6.7)

where and are the saturation specific humidities with respect to water and ice, respectively. The

heat of phase changes is described as

(6.8)

a 1
V
---- δ V , δ 1, in clouds

0, otherwise



=d

V
∫=

lcld
l
a
--- .=

qsat

Rdry

Rvap
-----------esat T( )

p 1
Rdry

Rvap
-----------– 

  esat T( )–

-----------------------------------------------------= ,

esat T( ) a1exp a3

T T0–

T a4–
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,=

a3 a4 T T0–( ) T0 273.16 K=

α 0= T T ice ,≤

α
T T ice–

T0 T ice–
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  2

= T ice T T0 ,< <

α 1= T T0 .≥

T ice T0

T ice 250.16 K= T0 273.16 K=
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6.1.2  Basic equations

With these definitions and the usual assumption that clouds encountered extend vertically over the whole

layer depth the equations for the time change of the grid-box averaged cloud water/ice content and the clou

tion are obtained as

(6.9)

and

(6.10)

The terms on the right-hand side ofEq. (6.9) andEq. (6.10) represent the following processes:

• , — transport of cloud water/ice and cloud area through the boundaries of the

volume

• ,  — formation of cloud water/ice and cloud area by convective processes

• ,  — formation of cloud water/ice and cloud area by boundary-layer turbulence

• ,  — formation of cloud water/ice and cloud area by stratiform condensation proce

•  — rate of evaporation of cloud water/ice

•  — generation of precipitation from cloud water/ice

•  — dissipation of cloud water/ice by cloud top entrainment

•  — rate of decrease of cloud area due to evaporation.

The large-scale budget equations for specific humidity , and dry static energy after introdu

of the scheme are modified to

(6.11)

and

(6.12)

where and represent all processes except those related to clouds and radiation. is the late

of freezing, is the rate of snowmelt, and are the radiative heating rates in cloud-free and clou

eas. The flux-divergence terms represent the effects of cloud top entrainment.

6.1.3  Definition of the source and sink terms

6.1.3 (a)  Convection.Clouds formed by convective processes are parametrized by considering them

condensates produced in cumulus updraughts and detrained into the environmental air. This approach, be

ing part of the cloud parametrization, represents also an important extension of the model’s cumulus param

tion. It is applied for all types of convection, namely deep, shallow and mid-level. The source of cloud wat

content is

t∂
∂l A l( ) Sconv Sbl Sstrat E cld– Gprec–

1
ρ
---

z∂
∂

–+ + += ρw′l′( )entr

t∂
∂a A a( ) aconvδ ablδ astratδ aevapδ–+ + +=

A l( ) A a( )

Sconv aconvδ
Sbl ablδ
Sstrat astratδ
E cld

Gprec

1 ρ⁄( ) ρw′l′( )entr z∂⁄∂
aevapδ

q s cpT gz+=

t∂
∂q A q( ) Sbl– Sstrat– E cld E prec

1
ρ
---

z∂
∂ ρw′q′( )entr–+ +=

t∂
∂s A s( ) L Sb l Sstrat E cld– E prec–+( ) LfusM–

1
ρ
---

z∂
∂ ρw′s′( )entr–+=

cp 1 a–( )R clear aR cld+{ }+
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(6.13)

and the source of cloud area is described as

(6.14)

where is the detrainment of mass from cumulus updraughts, is the specific cloud water/ice conten

mulus updraughts and is the updraught mass flux (see chapter 5). The factor inEq. (6.14)appears

because updraught air detrains simultaneously into cloud-free air as well as into already existing clouds.

6.1.3 (b)  Boundary layer clouds.This part of the scheme considers stratocumulus clouds at the top of con

tive boundary layers. They are distinguished from shallow cumuli by making the assumption, that the cloud

must not exceed one model-layer depth. All clouds deeper than one layer are represented as convective c

the cumulus convection scheme. The scheme follows the mass-flux approach, so that the cloud transport f

ture is written as

(6.15)

where and are updraught and downdraught specific humidity, respectively, and ( )

cloud mass flux, being the updraught velocity and the fractional area of updraughts. Note that in co

to convection, stratocumulus cloud circulations contain roughly equal ascending and descending branch

cloud-base mass flux is determined by reformulating the moisture transport at cloud base produced by the b

layer parametrization (seeSections 3.3and3.4of Chapter 3 ‘Turbulent diffusion and interactions with the su

face’ ) into the mass-flux concept so that

(6.16)

The subscripts ‘0’ and ‘top’ refer to model levels near the surface and close to the cloud top (i.e. next level

cloud base), respectively, indicating that the updraughts start close to the surface and the downdraughts clo

cloud top. Above cloud base the assumption is made that decreases linearly to zero at cloud top. The n

eration of cloud water/ice due to condensation in updraughts and evaporation in downdraughts then beco

(6.17)

and the source of cloud air in terms of cloud cover is

(6.18)

6.1.3 (c)  Formation of stratiform clouds.Here the formation of clouds by non-convective processes (e

large-scale lifting of moist air, radiative cooling etc.) is considered. The parametrization is based on the pr

that condensation processes are determined by the rate at which the saturation specific humidity decreas

rate is linked to vertical motions and diabatic cooling through

Sconv
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ρ
--------- lup l–( )
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Mup
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Dup lup
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Fq ρŵ qup qdown–( ) ,=

qup qdown ρŵ ρaupwup=

wup aup
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Jq
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .=
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(6.19)

where is the change of along a moist adiabat through point , is the area-mean

eralized vertical velocity, is the cumulus-induced subsidence between the updraughts, and

the net temperature tendency due to radiative and turbulent processes. Two cases of condensation are disti

(a) in already existing clouds and

(b) the formation of new clouds

(6.20)

Condensation in already existing clouds is described as

(6.21)

New clouds are assumed to form, when the grid-averaged relative humidity exceeds a threshold value whic

fined as a function of height as

(6.22)

where , with being the pressure and the pressure at the surface,

is the height of the tropopause in -coordinates and . The increase in cloud cover is deter

by how much of the cloud-free area exceeds saturation in one time step which in turn depends on the moist

tribution in the cloud-free area and how fast saturation is approached. The moisture is assumed to be eve

tributed within the range around the mean environmental value , while

approach to saturation is determined by . The increase in cloud cover then becomes

, (6.23)

which can be expressed in terms of grid averages (using the definition ) as

. (6.24)

For the application ofEq. (6.24)at values of close to saturation, the constraint is impos

to ensure realistic values of .

The generation of cloud water/ice in newly formed clouds is then
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where  is the fractional cloud cover produced in the time step byEq. (6.24).

6.1.3 (d)  Evaporation of cloud water/ice.The scheme describes evaporation of clouds by two processe

connection with large-scale and cumulus-induced descent and diabatic heating and by turbulent mixing o

air with unsaturated environmental air.

(6.26)

The first process is accounted for in the same way as stratiform cloud formation except that . 

(6.27)

Assuming a homogeneous horizontal distribution of liquid water in the cloud, the cloud fraction remains una

by this process except at the final stage of dissipation where it reduces to zero.

(6.28)

The parametrization of cloud dissipation as cloud air mixes with environmental air is described as a diffusion

ess proportional to the saturation deficit of the environmental air:

(6.29)

where the diffusion coefficient is

(6.30)

The decrease in cloud cover is parametrized as

(6.31)

where is the specific cloud water/ice content per cloud area as defined inEq. (6.3). Note that because ofEq.

(6.3)the parametrizationsEq. (6.29)andEq. (6.31)imply a reduction in cloud area while remains unchange

6.1.3 (e)  Cloud top entrainment.Fluxes of heat, moisture, cloud water/ice, and momentum through cloud

due to the cloud top entrainment process are described as

, (6.32)

where stands for any of the transported variables and is the entrainment velocity. stands for the

of between two model levels. The parametrization of cloud top entrainment is currently only used if the

above a cloudy model level is entirely cloud free and if is positive (stable layer), where represents th

c2
1
2
---δastrat
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(i) Clouds at the top of convective boundary layers.In the case of clouds at the top of convectiv

boundary layers the parametrization of the entrainment velocity followsDeardorff (1976). The

entrainment velocity is represented as

, (6.34)

where

(6.35)

is the average buoyancy flux in the mixed layer of height  and .

(ii) All cloud tops. The second contribution to the entrainment velocity is parametrized as

, (6.36)

where  is the longwave radiative flux divergence and .

Cloud water/ice transported into the cloud free layer above by entrainment is assumed to evaporate imme

6.1.3 (f)  Precipitation processes.Similar to radiation, precipitation processes are treated seperately in c

and cloudy skies. This owes to the fact that the microphysical processes in these two regions are very distin

each other, with conversion, collection and accretion processes being relevant in clouds whereas evporation

cipitation is the relevant process outside clouds. Therefore the precipitation flux is written as

(6.37)

with

(6.38)

and

(6.39)

where the step function, , marks the portion of the grid-cell containing cloud with a condensate specifi

midity  and A is the area of the grid-cell.

The precipitation fraction in the gridbox is then described as
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with

(6.41)

and

. (6.42)

Precipitation sources are represented differently for pure ice clouds and for mixed phase and pure water c

(6.43)

The distinction is made as a function of temperature according toEq. (6.6). The rain and snow formed is removed

from the column immediately but can evaporate, melt and interact with the cloud water in the layers it p

through.

(i) Pure ice clouds.The precipitation process in ice clouds is treated separately for two classe

particles. The separation is made by size at a threshold of 100µm. First the ice water content in

particles smaller than 100µm is determined following a parametrization proposed by McFarqu

and Heymsfield (1997) as

(6.44)

where

(6.45)

is the total ice water content in g m-3, is set to 1 g m-3, b1=0.252 g m-3 and b2= 0.837. The

fallout of the so diagnosed (now in kg m-3) is treated as a sedimentation of the ic

particles with a terminal fall speed of

(6.46)

based onHeymsfield and Donner (1990); the constants currently chosen are c1=3.29 and c2=0.16.

The ice content in particles larger than 100µm

(6.47)

is converted into snow within one timestep.
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Given the fallspeed and the separation by particle size the contribution to from pure

clouds can be written as

, (6.48)

where is the time-step of the model. For the samll particle ice settling into cloudy area is tre

as source of cloud ice in the layer below whereas ice settling into clear sky is converted into

(seeSubsection 6.2.3). Note that the minus sign in the first term of the right hand side of (6.4

appears since the fall velocity of ice is assumed to be positive downwards.

(ii) Mixed phase and pure water clouds. For mixed phase and pure water clouds a parametrizat

following Sundqvist (1978) is used. The generation of precipitation is written as

(6.49)

where represents a characteristic time scale for conversion of cloud droplets into drop

is a typical cloud water content at which the release of precipitation begins to be effic

These disposable parameters are adjusted as follows

(6.50)

and

(6.51)

to take into account the effect of collection of cloud droplets by raindrops falling through the c

( ) and the Bergeron–Findeisen mechanism ( ). Here  and  are defined as

(6.52)

and

(6.53)

where is the local cloudy precipitation rate ( ) and is the temperat

at which the Bergeron–Findeisen mechanism starts to enhance the precipitation. The values

constants are those used bySundqvist(1978), namely , , ,

, and .

(iii) Evaporation of precipitation. The parametrization of rain and snow evaporation is uncertain

scheme followingKessler (1969) is used. It describes the evaporation rate as

Gprec
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(6.54)

where is the clear-sky precipitation fraction. Evaporation of rain/snow only takes place w

the grid mean relative humidity is below a threshold value. The choice of the threshold value

straightforward for numerical reasons. Here, the assumption is made that the clear-sky re

humidity (= grid mean relative humidity in the absence of clouds) that can be reache

evaporation of precipitation is a function of the fractional coverage with precipitation of the c

sky part of the grid-box. Hence, the threshold value is parametrized as

. (6.55)

(iv) Melting of snow.The melting of snow is parametrized by allowing the part of the grid box th

contains precipitation to cool to  over a time scale , i.e.,

, (6.56)

where  and

.

6.2 NUMERICS

6.2.1  Integration of the equations for cloud water/ice and cloud cover

As cloud processes are rapidly varying in time, care must be taken whenEq. (6.9)andEq. (6.10)are integrated

over the relatively large model time steps. Therefore terms that depend linearly on and are integrated

ically. Eq. (6.9) andEq. (6.10) can be written as

(6.57)

where C is defined byEq. (6.13), Eq. (6.17), Eq. (6.21), Eq. (6.25), Eq. (6.27)andEq. (6.29)and D is defined by

Eq. (6.48) or Eq. (6.49) respectively, and

(6.58)

with , , and defined byEq. (6.14), Eq. (6.18), Eq. (6.24), Eq. (6.28)andEq. (6.31). Analytical integration

of Eq. (6.57) andEq. (6.58) yields

(6.59)
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Since there are terms inEq. (6.57)that depend on and terms inEq. (6.58)that depend on the following method

to solve the two equations is adopted. FirstEq. (6.59)is solved using the values for at time . Then a time-centr

value for the cloud fraction,  is calculated as

. (6.61)

ThenEq. (6.60)is divided by and solved yielding a new value for the in-cloud value which is co

verted into the grid-mean value by re-multiplying with .

6.2.2  Calculation of

Special care has to be taken in the numerical calculation of fromEq. (6.19). Since the saturation water

vapour pressure depends exponentially on temperature, straightforward numerical integration ofEq. (6.19)would

produce large truncation errors. Therefore the average of over the time step is determined by the

of moist adjustment (e.g.Haltiner and Williams1980). This is achieved by first extrapolating the cloud temperatu

to time-level  and then adjust temperature and moisture toward saturation conditions.

6.2.3  Convective cloud source

The vertical discretization of equations (6.13) and (6.14) is achieved with a simple upstream scheme, i.e.,

(6.62)

and

. (6.63)

Although two of the terms in equation (6.62) depend linearly on it was decided to treat the convective s

(like any other source of condensate) fully explicitely, i.e., (6.62) is added into (6.57) as a contribution to

For cloud fraction it is obvious that the first term on the right hand side of (6.63) can be added to in equ

(6.58) wheras the second term can be split into a contribution to  and .

6.2.4  Stratiform cloud source

It is evident from (6.24) that the stratiform source of cloud cover is quadratically dependent on an

therefore not easily be integrated analytically following (6.58). To overcome this problem one factor of

integrated into , i.e., treated explicitely, before carrying out the analytic integration of (6.58), i.e.,

. (6.64)
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6.2.5  Precipitation fractions

The method to determine and is as follows. If precipitation is generated in a level through the proc

of autoconversion or ice sedimentation, it is assumed to be generated at all portions of the cloud uniformly a

at the base of levelk, . The precipitation generated in this cloudy region is given by:

, (6.65)

and the cloudy precipitation flux at the base of levelk is given by , where the twiddle symbol

indicates the value of at the top of levelk. Because the cloud is assumed to be internally homogenous, (6

simplifies to , where is the generation rate of precipitation inside the clo

If only accretion occurs in the clouds of levelk, equals , the fractional area that contains cloudy prec

itation flux at the top of levelk.

Because the clear precipitation flux is assumed to be horizontally uniform, evaporation does not alter the ar

taining clear precipitation flux such that . Only in the case that all of the clear precipitation flux e

orates in levelk does . The clear-sky precipitation flux at the base of levelk is given by

, where  is the clear-sky precipitation flux at the top of levelk, and

, (6.66)

where represents precipitation evaporation. Note that precipitation evaporation is a function of

anteeing that precipitation generated in a level cannot evaporate in the same level. This will guarantee con

with the assumption that clouds where present fill the vertical extent of the grid cell and that horizontal tran

precipitation mass from cloudy to clear regions of the grid cell is not possible.

At the interfaces between levels, precipitation mass that is in cloud of the upper level may fall into clear air

lower level, or precipitation mass that is in clear air of the upper level may fall into cloud of the lower level. T

at level interfaces an algorithm is needed to transfer precipitation and its area between the cloudy and clear

of the grid box. The algorithm is constructed by determining the amount of area associated with each trans

then transferring precipitation fluxes between clear and cloudy components according to the assumption

precipitation flux is horizontally uniform but with different values in the clear and cloudy regions containing

cipitation.

There are four possible areas to be defined (see schematic in Figure ??): the area in which cloudy precipita

falls into cloud of the lower level, the area in which cloudy precipitation flux falls into clear air of the lower le

the area in which clear precipitation flux falls into clear air of the lower level, and the area in which clear pre

tation flux falls into cloud of the lower level. To determine these areas, the cloud overlap assumption is app

determine the relative horizontal placements of clouds in the upper and lower levels. For the ECMWF mod

cloud overlap assumption is expressed in terms of an equation which relates the total horizontal areaC covered by

clouds in levels 1 tok (wherek = 1 is the top level of the model), to the total horizontal area cover by cloud

levels 1 tok-1:

, (6.67)
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where is a tiny number set to 10-6. Equation (6.67) gives maximum overlap for clouds in adjacent levels a

random overlap for clouds separated by clear levels. From this equation, one can determine the portion of

of the lower level which is unoverlapped by clouds at all higher levels; this area, , cannot

any precipitation falling into it. Using this assumption, the area for which cloudy precipitation flux falls into c

air of the level below is given by:

. (6.68)

Equation (6.68) makes the further assumption that there is maximum overlap between the area covered by

precipitation at the base of the upper level and the portion of the lower level cloud which lies beneath clo

higher levels, . With the assumption that the precipitation flux is horizontally uniform, the amoun

cloudy precipitation flux of the upper level that falls into clear air of the level below is:

. (6.69)

The area in which clear precipitation flux of the upper level falls into cloud of the level below is:

, (6.70)

which assumes maximum overlap between the portion of the cloud in the lower levelk which has cloud at some

higher level other thank-1, and the area covered by the clear precipitation flux. Again, with the assumption tha

precipitation flux is horizontally uniform, the amount of clear precipitation flux of the upper level that falls

cloud of the level below is:

. (6.71)

Finally, the areas and fluxes at the top of levelk can be related to those at the base of levelk-1 by:

, (6.72)

, (6.73)

, (6.74)

. (6.75)

From these equations it is obvious that total precipitation area, , and precipitation flux,

conserved at level interfaces.

6.2.6  Precipitation sources

After the integration ofEq. (6.60)the fallout of condensate (represented by the term inEq. (6.57)) out of model

δ
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. (6.76)

The condensate falling out of model level is then distributed into rain, snow or cloud ice in the level below

the following assumptions:

(i) Pure water clouds.In the case of pure water clouds ( ) all condensate falling out of a mo

level is converted into rain, i.e.,

. (6.77)

(ii) Mixed phase clouds.In the case of mixed phase clouds ( ) all condensate falling

of a model level is converted into rain or snow whereby the partitioning between the two phas

determined usingEq. (6.6), i.e.,

(6.78)

and

. (6.79)

(iii) Pure ice clouds.In the case of pure ice clouds ( ) the condensate falling out of a mo

level is partitioned into a source of cloud ice in the level below and snow. There are two sourc

snow from falling cloud ice; i) all ice content in particles larger than 100µm is converted into snow,

and ii) of the falling cloud ice in particles smaller than 100µm, ice falling into clear sky is

converted into snow, while ice in falling into cloud remains cloud ice. This is implemented in

code as follows. First (6.44) is solved to determine the ice water content in particles smaller

100µm. Then (6.60) is solved for layer  using

(6.80)

and

, (6.81)

where

. (6.82)

represents all sources and sinks of cloud ice not related to precipitation proce

whereas is the source of cloud ice through settling of particles from the layer above

definition see below). Then (6.76) is solved to determine the fallout of ice out of layer ,

Of the ice water content falling into layer in particles smaller than 100µm, i.e.,

k
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, the part falling into overlapping cloud area is treated as source of cloud

. The area of cloud overlap is determined as

, (6.83)

where is the change of total cloud cover from layer to layer as described ab

Hence,

. (6.84)

With these defintions the generation of snow in level  becomes

. (6.85)

After the definitions above the precipitation at the surface can be written as

. (6.86)

6.2.7  Evaporation of precipitation

Since the evaporation of precipitation has a threshold value of relative humidity at which the process should

to exist (see quation (6.55)) an implicit treatment is applied when solving (6.54). If (6.54) is written as

(6.87)

the implicit solution becomes

, (6.88)

where refers to the time level at the beginning of timestep . (6.88) ensures that evaporation of precip

never leads to . To ensure the maximum relative humidity after evaporation does not excee

threshold value defined in (6.55) the maximum change in specific humidity is calculated as

. (6.89)

The smaller of the values given by (6.88) and (6.89) is then chosen as the true value of evaporation of precip

6.2.8  Cloud top entrainment

After parametrizing the entrainment flux as inEq. (6.32)and the entrainment velocity as inEq. (6.33)the tendency
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equations for the two levels involved in the entrainment process are solved simultaneously using an impli

mulation.

The tendency equation for the cloudy model level, , can be written as

, (6.90)

where is the flux of taken at half-level . A similar equation can be written for the level

mediately above the cloud, . Since only the transport between levels and are considered o

flux at half level is non-zero. The solution for at both model levels for time given the value

time  can then be found by solving the system of two linear equations

(6.91)

and

. (6.92)

6.2.9  Final moist adjustment

After the calculation of the liquid water/ice tendency and the corresponding tendencies of temperature and m

a final test for supersaturation is performed. If any supersaturation is found the grid box is re-adjusted to sat

(using the moist adjustment formulation) and the moisture excess is converted into precipitation.

6.3 CODE

The parametrization of cloud and large-scale precipitation processes is performed in the following routine

CLDPP

This routine prepares the cloud variables for radiation calculations and calculates total, high, mid-level an

cloud cover for postprocessing.

CLOUDSC

This routine carries out all calculations necessary to solveEq. (6.9)andEq. (6.10). The calculations are carried ou

in the following order:

• initial setup including calculation of

•

• tropopause height forEq. (6.22)

• mixed layer buoyancy integral as defined inEq. (6.35)

• convective source terms including freezing if different mixed phase assumptions are use

convection and large-scale processes (Eq. (6.13) andEq. (6.14))

• entrainment velocity due to longwave cooling (Eq. (6.36))
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• generation of clouds at top of convective boundary layer (Eq. (6.17) andEq. (6.18))

• erosion of clouds by turbulent mixing (Eq. (6.29) andEq. (6.31))

• calculation of  (see section6.2.2)

• large-scale evaporation (Eq. (6.27))

• large-scale cloud formation (Eq. (6.21), Eq. (6.24), andEq. (6.25))

• analytical integration of the equation for  (Eq. (6.59))

• moist adjustment (see section6.2.9)

• analytical integration of the equation for (Eq. (6.60)) and precipitation (Eq. (6.37)to Eq. (6.56)

andEq. (6.65) to Eq. (6.86)).

• melting of snow (Eq. (6.56))

• evaporation of precipitation (Eq. (6.54))

• final tendency calculations

• mixing due to cloud top entrainment (Eq. (6.91) andEq. (6.92))

• flux calculations for diagnostics

APPENDIX A L IST OF SYMBOLS

advective transport through the boundaries of the grid box

fraction of grid box covered by clouds

fraction of grid box covered by precipitation

fractional area of updraughts

condensation rate

specific heat at constant pressure

detrainment in the cumulus updraughts

rate of evaporation of cloud water/ice

rate of evaporation of precipitation

saturation water vapour

longwave radiative flux divergence

moisture transport by clouds

acceleration of gravity

generation of precipitation that falls out from one level to another

generation of precipitation from cloud water/ice

generation of precipitation in the form of rain

generation of precipitation in the form of snow

mixed-layer height

surface humidity flux

diffusion coefficient

latent heat

latent heat of fusion

latent heat of sublimation

latent heat of vaporization

grid-mean specific cloud liquid-water and ice content

specific cloud water content per cloud area

specific cloud water/ice content in the cumulus downdraughts

specific cloud water/ice content in the cumulus updraughts

rate of snowment

dqsat dt⁄

a

l

A( )
a
aprec

aup

ccld

cp

Dup

E cld

E prec

esat

F LW

Fq

g
Gfallout

Gprec

Grain

Gsnow

H
Jq

K
L
Lfus

Lsubl

Lvap

l
lcld

ldown

lup

M
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cumulus-induced subsidence mass flux

precipitation rate

local precipitation rate

pressure

environmental specific humidity

specific humidity in the convecive downdraughts

saturation specific humidity

saturation specific humidity with respect to ice

saturation specific humidity with respect to water

specific humidity in the convecive updraughts

radiative heating rate in cloudy air

radiative heating rate in cloud-free air

gas constant for dry air

gas constant for water vapour

= 0.8

threshold value of the relative humidity

formation of cloud water/ice by convective processes

formation of cloud water/ice by stratiform condensation processes

formation of cloud water/ice by boundary-layer processes

dry static energy

virtual dry static energy

temperature

= 273.16 K

= 268 K temperature at which the Bergeron–Findeison enhances the precipitation

= 250.16 K

=

area-mean generalized vertical velocity

 is the cloud mass flux

entrainment velocity

terminal fall speed of ice particles

updraught velocity

fraction of condensate held as liquid water

rate of increase of cloud area by boundary-layer processes

rate of increase of cloud area by convective processes

rate of increase of cloud area by stratiform condensation processes

rate of decrease of clopud area due to evaporation

density of moist air

density of cloud water

MCu

P
Ploc

p
qenv

qdown

qsat

qsat(i)

qsat(w)

qup

R cld

R clear

Rdry

Rvap

RHc

RHcrit

Sconv

Sstrat

Sbl

s
sv

T
T0

TBF

T ice

Tmelt 0°C

w
ŵ ρŵ ρaupwup=

we

wice

wup

α
δabl

aconvδ
δastrat

δaevap

ρ
ρw
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CHAPTER 7   Surface parametrization

Table of contents

7.1 Introduction

7.2 Tiles and surface fluxes

7.2.1 Tile and vegetation characteristics

7.2.2 Surface heat and evaporation fluxes

7.3 the surface energy balance and coupling to the soil

7.4 Snow

7.4.1 Snow mass and energy budget

7.4.2 Prognostic snow density and albedo

7.4.3 Additional details

7.4.4 Treatment of melting

7.5 Soil heat transfer

7.5.1 Discretization and choice of parameters

7.5.2 Soil-water phase changes

7.6 Soil-water budget

7.6.1 Interception

7.6.2 Soil properties

7.6.3 Discretization and the root profile

7.7 Sea/lake ice

7.8 Numerical solution of the surface equations

7.8.1 Recap of the analytical equations

7.8.2 Implicit numerical solution

7.9 Code

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The parametrization scheme described in this chapter represents the surface fluxes of energy and water an

appropriate, corresponding sub-surface quantities.Fig. 7.1 summarizes the main features of the land part of t

model; hereafter the scheme will be referred to as the TESSEL (Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exch

over Land) scheme. At the interface between the surface and the atmosphere, each grid-box is divided into f

(tiles), with up to 6 fractions over land (bare ground, low and high vegetation, intercepted water, shaded a
103
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posed snow) and up to 2 fractions over sea and freshwater bodies (open and frozen water). Each fraction

own properties defining separate heat and water fluxes used in an energy balance equation solved for the

temperature. Special attention is devoted to the different physical mechanisms limiting evaporation of bare

and vegetated surfaces.

Figure  7.1   Schematic representation of the structure of TESSEL land-surface scheme

Over land, the skin temperature is in thermal contact with a four-layer soil or, if there is snow present, a sing

ersnow mantle overlying the soil. The snow temperature varies due to the combined effect of top energy

basal heat flux and the melt energy. The soil heat budget follows a Fourier diffusion law, modified to take in

count the thermal effects of soil water phase changes. The energy equation is solved with a net ground hea

the top boundary condition and a zero-flux at the bottom.

Snowfall is collected in the snow mantle, which in turn is depleted by snowmelt, contributing to surface runo

soil infiltration, and evaporation. A fraction of the rainfall is collected by an interception layer, where the rema

fraction (throughfall) is partitioned between surface runoff and infiltration. Subsurface water fluxes are deter

by Darcy’s law, used in a soil water equation solved with a four-layer discretization shared with the heat b

equation. Top boundary condition is infiltration plus surface evaporation, free drainage is assumed at the b

each layer has an additional sink of water in the form of root extraction over vegetated areas.

Finally, open water points have a fixed surface temperature. When present, frozen water occupies a fractio
104
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grid box, with a prognostic ice temperature evolving in the forecast following the heat budget of a four-lay

model in thermal contact with an underlying ocean at freezing temperature.

7.2 TILES AND SURFACE FLUXES

7.2.1  Tile and vegetation characteristics

Grid-box surface fluxes are calculated separately for the different subgrid surface fractions (or “tiles”), lead

a separate solution of the surface energy balance equation and skin temperature for each of these tiles. T

analogue of the “mosaic” approach ofKosterand Suarez(1992). Note that the tiles at the interface soil–atmosphe

are in energy and hydrological contact with one single atmospheric profile above and one single soil profile

Each grid box is divided into 8 fractions: two vegetated fractions (high and low vegetation without snow), one

soil fraction, three snow/ice fractions (snow on bare ground/low vegetation, high vegetation with snow be

and sea-ice, respectively), and two water fractions (interception reservoir, ocean/lakes). The tile for "high v

tion with snow beneath" is a combined tile with a separate energy balance and evaporation model for the hi

etaton and the underlying snow. A mixture of land and water (ocean/inland water) tiles is not allowed, i.e.

box is either 100% land or 100% sea.

In each grid box two vegetation types are present: a high and a low vegetation type. An external climate da

based on the Global Land Cover Characteristics (GLCC) data that has been derived using one year of Ad

Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data and ancillary information (Loveland et al. 2000; http://

edcdaac.usgs.gov/glcc/glcc.html; see alsoChapter 9). The nominal resolution is 1 km. The data used provides f

each pixel a biome classification based on the Biosphere–Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS) model (Dic

et al.1993), and four parameters have been derived for each grid box: dominant vegetation type,TH andTL, and

the area fraction,AH andAL, for each of the high- and low-vegetation components, respectively.

The coverageCi for the tilei depends on the type and relative area of low and high vegetation, and the prese

snow and intercepted water. In the absence of snow and interception, the vegetation coverage of high (cH) and low

(cL) vegetation are calculated asAHcveg(TH) andALcveg(TL), respectively, withcveg a vegetation type dependent cov

erage (seeTable 7.1). The bare ground fractioncB is the residual.

(7.1)

cH AHcveg TH( )=

cL ALcveg TL( )=

cB 1 cH– cL–( )=
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Each vegetation type is characterized by a series of (fixed) parameters as detailed inTable 7.1:

• A minimum canopy resistance,rs,min;

• A leaf area index,LAI;
• A vegetation coverage,cveg;

• A coefficient,gD, for the dependence of the canopy resistance,rc, on water vapour pressure deficit

• The root distribution over the soil layers, specified by an exponential profile involving attenua

coefficients,ar,andbr;

The numerical values for the parameters of Table 1 are based both on experiments conducted as describe

den Hurket al.(2000) and on literature review, in particularMahfoufet al.(1995),Manziand Planton(1994),Gia-

rd and Bazile (1999),Dorman and Sellers (1989),Bonan (1994),Pitman et al.(1991), andZeng et al.(1998).

The presence of snow and intercepted water dynamically modifies the coverage fractions. The coverage o

TABLE 7.1 VEGETATION TYPES AND PARAMETER VALUES(SEE TEXT). H/L REFER TO THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN

HIGH AND LOW VEGETATION.

Index Vegetation type H/L
rs,min

(s m-1)

LAI
(m2m-2)

cveg

gD

(hPa-1)
ar br

1 Crops, mixed farming L 180 3 0.90 0 5.558 2.614

2 Short grass L 110 2 0.85 0 10.739 2.608

3 Evergreen needleleaf trees H 500 5 0.90 0.03 6.706 2.175

4 Deciduous needleleaf trees H 500 5 0.90 0.03 7.066 1.953

5 Evergreen broadleaf trees H 175 5 0.90 0.03 5.990 1.955

6 Deciduous broadleaf trees H 240 6 0.99 0.03 7.344 1.303

7 Tall grass L 100 2 0.70 0 8.235 1.627

8 Desert - 250 0.5 0 0 4.372 0.978

9 Tundra L 80 1 0.50 0 8.992 8.992

10 Irrigated crops L 180 3 0.90 0 5.558 2.614

11 Semidesert L 150 0.5 0.10 0 4.372 0.978

12- Ice caps and glaciers - - - - - - -

13 Bogs and marshes L 240 4 0.60 0 7.344 1.303

14 Inland water - - - - - - -

15 Ocean - - - - - - -

16 Evergreen shrubs L 225 3 0.50 0 6.326 1.567

17 Deciduous shrubs L 225 1.5 0.50 0 6.326 1.567

18 Mixed forest/woodland H 250 5 0.90 0.03 4.453 1.631

19 Interrupted forest H 175 2.5 0.90 0.03 4.453 1.631

20 Water and land mixtures L 150 4 0.60 0 - -
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csn, is linearly related to the snow mass per unit area (abreviated to snow mass in the following),S (units

or m). The interception reservoir fraction,cl, is given byWl/Wlm , with Wlm, the maximum value for

the intercepted water in the grid box, defined from the leaf area index contributions from the high and low v

tion tiles. The water contents of the interception reservoir,Wl (units m), andS are prognostic quantities in the mod

el. Snow cover is assumed to be overlying vegetation and bare ground with the same fraction. The interc

reservoir occupies an identical fraction of all snow-free tiles.

(7.2)

In the expressions above the minimum snow mass that ensures complete coverage of the grid box is

and the maximum water over a single layer of leaves or over bare ground is . The leaf

indexLAI, is specified inTable 7.1as a function of surface type. The full set of fractional tile coverages is giv

by Eqs. (7.3)and(7.4), where the indexing of the tiles is detailed inTable 7.2. Since a mixture of land and ocean

tiles is not allowed, a grid box is either 100% water (open water and ice, with ice fractionci):

(7.3)

or 100% land (tiles 3 toNT, whereNT=8 is the number of tiles):

(7.4)

Apart from the fractional gridbox coverage, each tile has a couple of additional parameters (seeTable 7.2):

• The skin conductivity, , provides the thermal connection between the skin level and the s

snow deck. For high vegetation, , is different for a stable and unstable stratification o

temperature gradient between the skin level and the upper soil or snow layer. This differen

considered to represent the asymmetric coupling between the ground surface and the tree

layer: an effective convective transport within the tree trunk space for unstable conditions, a

limited turbulent exchange for stable stratification (Bosveld et al.1999).

• A small fractionfRs of net short-wave radiation that is transmitted directly to the top soil or sn

layer. The remaining fraction of the short-wave radiation (1 -fRs) is absorbed by the skin layer.

103 kg m 2–( )

csn min 1
S

Scr
-------, 

 =

W lm W lmax cB cH LAI TH( )⋅ cL LAI TL( )⋅+ +[ ]=

cl min 1
W l

W lm
----------, 

 =

Scr 0.015m=

W lmax 0.0002 m=

C1 1 ci–=

C2 ci=

Ci 0, i 3 NT,[ ]∈=

C1 C2 0= =

C3 1 csn–( ) cl⋅=

C4 1 csn–( ) 1 cl–( ) cL⋅ ⋅=

C5 csn 1 cH–( )⋅=

C6 1 csn–( ) 1 cl–( ) cH⋅ ⋅=

C7 csn cH⋅=

C8 1 csn–( ) 1 cl–( ) 1 cL– cH–( )⋅ ⋅=

Λsk

Λsk
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Finally, the surface albedo, , is similar for all land tiles within a grid box except for those covered with s

(see the snow scheme description below). The climate database provides the snow-free background alb

monthly basis. Long-wave emissivity, , outside the window region is equal to 0.99 for all tiles; emissivity in

window region is tile dependent and varies between 0.93 and 0.98 (seeTable 2.1in Section 2.5.5for more details).

The remaining surface characteristics (roughness length for momentum,z0m, and heat,z0h) are similar for all land

tiles within a grid box and specified in the climate database (Chapter 9).

7.2.2  Surface heat and evaporation fluxes

A resistance parameterization is used to calculate the turbulent fluxes. Momentum exchange is parameteri

the same roughness length for all tiles, but with a different stability correction for each tile. The resistance s

for water vapour and heat exchanges is different for different tiles (seeFig. 7.2). For ocean, sea ice and snow o

low vegetation, the turbulent fluxes of heat and water vapour are given by

(7.5)

(7.6)

with the air density,cp the heat capacity of moist air,g the acceleration fo gravity, ,TL, qL, zL the wind

speed, temperature, humidity and height of the lowest atmospheric model level, andCH,i the turbulent exchange

TABLE 7.2 TILE SPECIFICVALUES.

Index Tile
 unstable

(W m-2K-1)

 stable

(W m-2K-1)
fRs

Resistance
scheme

1 Open water 0 Potential

2 Ice water 58 58 0 Potential

3 Interception
reservoir

10 10 0.05 Potential

4 Low vegetation 10 10 0.05 Resistance

5 Snow on low
vegetation/bare
ground

7 7 0 Potential

6 High vegetation 0.03 Resistance

7 High vegetation
with snow
beneath

0.03 Canopy and snow
resistance

8 Bare ground 15 15 0 Resistance

The resistance scheme describes the way of coupling with the atmosphere:Potential denotes atmospheric resist-
ance only;Resistancedenotes aerodynamic resistance in series with a canopy or soil resistance;Canopy and snow
resistance denotes a canopy resistance for the vegetation and an extra aerodynamic coupling to the snow surface

(seeFigs. 7.1– 7.2andSubsection 7.2.2). For tiles 6 and 7, and

represent the aerodynamic coupling between the canopy and the soil in the unstable and stable cases, respectively
and the factor 5 represents the longwave radiative exchanges.Unstable/stable refers to the temperature gradient

between the skin layer and the top soil or snow layer.

Λsk Λsk

∞ ∞

Λa u, 5+ Λa s, 5+

Λa u, 5+ Λa s, 5+

Λa u, 15W m 2– K 1–= Λa s, 4.5W m 2– K 1–=

αi

ε

Hi ρacp UL CH i, TL gzL Tsk i,–+( )=

Ei ρa UL CH i, qL qsat Tsk i,( )–[ ]=

ρa UL
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coefficient, that varies from tile to tile because of different atmospheric stabilities. SeeChapter 3for a description

of the exchange coefficients where different roughness lengths for heat and momentum are assumed and a

Obukhov formulation is adopted for the stability dependence.

Figure 7.2 Resistance scheme for three categories of coupling.Potentialrefers to ocean, sea ice and and snow o

low vegetation;(Canopy) resistanceto dry low and dry high vegetation, bare soil, and interception reservoir wh

potential evaporation exceeds the maximum reservoir content;Resistance to snow to snow under high vegetation

For high and low vegetation, an additional canopy resistancerc is added:

(7.7)

with andi indicating the high or low vegetation tiles.rc is a function of downward shortwave

radiationRs, leaf area indexLAI, average unfrozen root soil water , atmospheric water vapour deficitDa and a

minimum stomatal resistancers,min, following Jarvis (1976):

(7.8)

f1 is a hyperbolic function of downward short-wave radiation only:

(7.9)

where , and .

Functionf2 is defined as

Ei
ρa

ra rc+
--------------- qL qsat Tsk i,( )–[ ]=

ra UL CH i,( ) 1–=

θ

rc

rS min,

LAI
-------------- f 1 Rs( ) f 2 θ( ) f 3 Da( )=

1
f 1 Rs( )
----------------- min 1

bRs c+

a bRs 1+( )
----------------------------,=

a 0.81= b 0.004 W 1– m2= c 0.05=
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where the soil moisture at permanent wilting point and at field capacity, and , respectively, are d

in Table 7.5.  is a weighted average of the unfrozen soil water

(7.11)

whereRk is the the fraction of roots in layerk and the fraction of unfrozen soil water, , is a

parameterized function of the soil temperature of layerk , Tk, as specified in Section7.5.2. Table 7.1lists the co-

efficientsar andbr which are used to calculate the root fractionRk according to Zenget al. (1998):

(7.12)

wherezk+1/2 is the depth of the bottom of layerk (in m; z1/2 = 0 m). Contributions from levels exceeding the co

umn depth are added to the deepest soil layer in order to ensure that .Table 7.3lists the distribution of

the roots over the four soil layers.

.

A dependence on atmospheric humidity deficit (Da=esat(TL)-eL, with e the vapour pressure) is included accordin

to

(7.13)

wheregD depends on the vegetation type (Table 7.1), and is non-zero for high vegetation only.

Evaporation from the interception reservoir is given byEq. (7.6)only when the amount of water in the interceptio

reservoir,Wl, is sufficient to sustain potential evaporation during the entire time step . IfWl is limited, an addi-

tional resistancerl, analogue torc in Eq. (7.7), is introduced.rl is calculated from the potential evaporation of th

previous time step. Note that this type of flux-limiter is a time-step dependent feature of the model numeri

TABLE 7.3 ROOT DISTRIBUTION PER VEGETATION TYPE(IN %) OVER THE FOUR LAYERS. VEGETATION INDEXES

REFER TOTable 7.1.

Vegetation
index

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 16 17 18 19

Layer 1 24 35 26 26 24 25 27 100 47 24 17 25 23 23 19 19

Layer 2 41 38 39 38 38 34 27 0 45 41 31 34 36 36 35 35

Layer 3 31 23 29 29 31 27 27 0 8 31 33 27 30 30 36 36

Layer 4 4 4 6 7 7 14 9 0 0 4 19 11 11 11 10 10

1

f 2 θ( )
-------------

0 θ θpwp<

θ θpwp–

θcap θpwp–
--------------------------- θpwp θ θcap≤ ≤

0 θ θcap>










=

θpwp θcap

θ

θ Rkmax f l iq k, θk θpwp,[ ]

k 1=

4

∑=

f l iq k, 1 f fr Tk( )–=

Rk 0.5 arzk 1 2⁄––( ) brzk 1 2⁄––( ) arzk 1 2⁄+–( ) brzk 1 2⁄+–( )exp–exp–exp+exp[ ]=

Rk∑ 1=

1
f 3 Da( )
----------------- gDDa–( )exp=

∆t
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Bare-soil evaporation uses a resistance approach, an analogue to the canopy transpiration formulation (Eq. (7.7)).

The soil evaporation resistance,rsoil, is

(7.14)

with f2 given byEq. (7.10), andrsoil,min= 50 s m-1. By this parameterization, evaporation from bare ground is tre

ed similar to a single leaved canopy with a minimum resistancersoil,min, extracting water from the upper soil laye

only, and not experiencing any additional stress due to limited radiation or dry air.Eq. (7.14)shuts off evaporation

when the top soil moisture reaches permanent wilting point. When compared to observations over semi-arid

an alternative relative humidity formulation (Mahfoufand Noilhan1991;Viterboand Beljaars1995), that does not

have a similar limitation, gave excessive evaporation (van den Hurk et al. 2000).

A special treatment is included in the calculation of evaporation over high vegetation with snow underneat

Fig. 7.2). Evaporation takes place from both the canopy component in the tile (Eveg,7) and from the snow lying

under the vegetation. The canopy evaporation uses a canopy resistance and saturation specific humidity at

opy skin temperature, while the snow evaporationEsn,7 is parameterized with an additional constant aerodynam

resistancera,snand saturation specific humidity at snow temperatureTsn. The evpaoration from tile 7 is the com-

bination of the canopy transpiration and the snow evaporation:

(7.15)

where is the humidity at the connection point of the three resistances (Fig. 7.2). After elimination of ,E7
can be rewritten as:

(7.16)

The first term in the equation above is interpreted asEveg,7 and is treated in the standard way (i.e., implicit in th

tile skin temperature). The second term is interpreted as evaporation from snow (Esn,7) and is handled explicitly.

The values ofra,sndepend on the stability of the subcanopy layer and are functions of and (seeTable

7.2); ra,sn= 67 s m-1 andra,sn= 220 s m-1 for an unstable and stable subcanopy layer, respectively. In spring,

latent heat flux of that tile,LvEveg,7+LsEsn,7 will be dominated by snow evaporation since the frozen soil und

the snow deck will lead to very large values ofrc.

The grid box total sensible and latent heat fluxes are expressed as an area weighted average:

(7.17)

(7.18)

with Hi given byEq. (7.5), andEi by Eq. (7.6)for ocean, sea-ice and snow on low vegetation,Eq. (7.7)for dry

high and low vegetation, the interception reservoir (withrc replaced byrl) and for bare soil (withrc replaced by

rsoil rsoil min, f 2 f l iqθ1( )=

E7 ρa

qL q*–

ra
----------------- ρa

q* qsat Tsn( )–

ra sn,
---------------------------------- ρa

q* qsat Tsk( )–

rc
----------------------------------+= =

q* q*

E7 ρa

qL qsat Tsk( )–

ra rc rc

ra

ra sn,
----------+ +

-------------------------------------- ρa

qL qsat Tsn( )–

ra ra sn, ra sn,

ra

rc
----+ +

--------------------------------------------+=

Λa u, Λa s,

H CiHi

i 1=

8

∑=

E CiEi

i 1=

8

∑=
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rsoil) andEq. (7.16) for high vegetation with underlying snow.

7.3 THE SURFACE ENERGY BALANCE AND COUPLING TO THE SOIL

A skin temperatureTsk forms the interface between the soil and the atmosphere. As detailed inSection 3.5, it is

calculated for each grid box tiles separately, by scanning the surface energy balance solver over the 8 tiles

ing a complete coverage of the specific tile. For a single tile, this procedure is very similar to the derivation

Penman–Monteith equation in which the skin temperature is eliminated from the surface energy balance eq

The numerical approach used in TESSEL has the advantage that the feedback of skin temperature on net

and ground heat flux is included (seeSection 3.5). The input radiation and reference atmospheric temperature (TL),

specific humidity (qL) and wind speed (UL) are identical for each tile. The surface fluxes "seen" by the atmosph

are calculated as an area-weighted average over the tiles (seeEqs. (7.17)and(7.18)). For the high vegetation with

snow underneath, the skin temperature is that of the high vegetation; the temperature of the underlying snow

culated separately.

The energy balance equation solved for each tile takes into account partial absorption of net short-wave ra

1-fRs,i, in the skin layer (seeTable 7.2). The remaining energy is directly passed to the soil or snow:

(7.19)

wherei denotes the tile index,RsandRT are downward short-wave radiation and long-wave radiation, respectiv

is the Stefan–Bolzman constant,T1 the temperature of the upper soil or snow layer,Hi the sensible heat flux,

andLv,sEi the latent heat flux from the skin layer, and , the skin conductivity for tilei. Latent heat of evapo-

ration,Lv, is used for all evaporation terms except snow evaporation, whileLs, the latent heat of sublimation, is

used for evaporation of snow (i.e., tile 5 and the contributionEsn,7 from tile 7, defined byEq. (7.16)).

The tiled surface is thermally coupled to the snow deck, when present, and to a single soil profile. The net fl

the soil is a weighted average of the flux from each tile.

The solution ofEq. (7.19)is performed inside the code for turbulent exchanges in the atmosphere (Chapter 3). The

atmospheric vertical diffusion equations yield a tridiagonal system of equations, with the coupling to the skin

perature given by the matrix row corresponding to the lowest model level. The first step for the solution of th

tem of equations, an LU decomposition, is followed by the solution ofEq. (7.19)before back-substitution. Details

of the computations can be found inChapter 3.

7.4 SNOW

The snow scheme represents an additional “layer” on top of the upper soil layer, with an independent, prog

thermal and mass contents. The snow pack is represented by a single snow temperature,Tsnand the snow mass per

unit area (snow mass for short)S. The net energy flux at the top of the snow pack, , is the residual of the s

energy balance from the snow covered tiles and the snow evaporation from the tile with high vegetation ove

(Eq. (7.15)). The basal heat flux, , is given by equation a resistance formulation modified in case of me

The absorbed energy is used to change the snow temperature or melt the snow, whenTsnexceeds the melting point.

The heat capacity of the snow deck is a function of its depth and the snow density, which is a prognostic q

depending on snow age following (Douville et al. 1995). The snow thermal conductivity changes with changi

snow density. The snow albedo changes exponentially with snow age. For snow on low vegetation it rang

tween 0.50 for old snow and 0.85 for fresh snow (to which it is reset whenever the snow fall exceeds 1 mm-1).

1 f Rs i,–( ) 1 αi–( )Rs ε RT σTsk i,
4–( ) Hi Lv s, Ei+ + + Λsk i, Tsk i, T1–( )=

σ
Λsk i,

Gsn
T

Gsn
B
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The albedo for high vegetation with snow underneath is fixed at 0.15.

7.4.1  Snow mass and energy budget

The snow mass budget reads as:

(7.20)

whereF is snowfall (units kg m-2s-1), S is snow mass (sometimes referred as snow water equivalent) grid-aver

(units 103 kg m-2), is the water density (units kg m-3), EsnandMsnare snow evaporation and melting, respe

tively (units kg m-2s-1), andcsn is the snow fraction (seeEq. (7.2)), i.e. the sum of tiles 5 and 7 (seeEq. (7.4)). In

Eq. (7.20)and in the remaining of this section, all surface fluxes are per unit area and apply only to the snow

(i.e. tile 5 and 7). The snow equivalent waterS applies to the entire grid square and therefore occurs in the equa

divided by the total snow fraction. The snow flux from the atmospheric model,F, is again for the entire grid square

As a general rule, all quantities with subscriptsn will refer to the snow area. InEq. (7.20), the snow evaporation

is defined as

(7.21)

Snow mass and snow depth are related by

(7.22)

whereDsn is snow depth for the snow-covered area (units m; Dsn is NOT a grid-averaged quantity) and is th

snow density (units kg m-3).

The snow energy budget reads as

(7.23)

where and are the ice and snow volumetric heat capacities, respectively (units ),

ice density (units kg m-3, is the net radiation absorbed by the snow pack (units W m-2), Ls is the latent heat of

sublimation (units J kg-1), Hsn, , andQsnrepresent, respectively, the snow sensible heat flux, basal heat flu

the bottom of the snow pack), and energy exchanges due to melting (units W m-2). Eq. (7.23)neglects the thermal

energy brought by precipitation. The snow is composed of an ice fraction, a liquid water fraction and an air fra

, and , respectively, where typically and the liquid water fraction is significantly differe

from zero in melting conditions. The following approximations are made inEq. (7.23)

(7.24)

The melting term couples the mass and energy equation

ρw
∂S
∂t
------- F csn Esn Msn–( )+=

ρw

csnEsn c5E5 c7Esn 7,+=

Dsn

ρw

ρsn
------- S

csn
------=

ρsn

ρC( )snDsn

∂Tsn

∂t
----------- ρC( )sn

ρw

ρsn
------- S

csn
------

∂Tsn

∂t
----------- ρC( )i

ρw

ρi
------ S

csn
------

∂Tsn

∂t
-----------≈ Rsn

N LsEsn Hsn Gsn
B– Qsn–+ += =

ρC( )i ρC( )sn J m 3– K 1– ρi

Rsn
N

Gsn
B

νi νw νa 0.3 νa 0.9< <

ρC( )sn νi ρC( )i νw ρC( )w νa ρC( )a νi ρC( )i νw ρC( )w+≈+ +=

ρsn νiρi νwρw νaρa νiρi νwρw+≈+ +=

ρC( )sn

ρsn
-----------------

νi ρC( )i νw ρC( )w+

νiρi νwρw+
------------------------------------------------

ρC( )i

ρi
--------------≈ ≈
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whereLf is the latent heat of fusion (units J kg-1) and the subscrit m represents melting.

7.4.2  Prognostic snow density and albedo

Following Douville et al. (1995) snow density is assumed to be constant with depth and to evolve exponen

towards a maximum density (Verseghy, 1991). First a weighted average is taken between the current density

the minimum density for fresh snow

(7.26)

The exponential relaxation reads

(7.27)

where timescales , and corresponding to an e-folding time of about 4 days, with m

mum density  kg m-3 and maximum density  kg m-3 (seeTable 7.4).

Snow albedo in exposed areas evolves according to the formulation ofBakeret al. (1990),Verseghy(1991) and

Douville et al. (1995). For non melting-conditions:

(7.28)

TABLE 7.4 SNOW-RELATED PARAMETERS

Symbol Parameter Value

Maximum snow thermal depth 0.07 m

Scr Threshold value for grid box coverage of snow 0.015 m

Minimum albedo of exposed snow 0.50

Maximum albedo of exposed snow 0.85

Albedo of shaded snow 0.2

Ice heat conductivity 2.2 W m-1K-1

Minimum snow density 300 k gm-3

Maximum snow density 100 k gm-3

Ice density 920 kgm-3

Ice volumetric heat capacity 2.05 106 J m-3 K-1

Linear coefficient for decrease of albedo of non-melting snow 0.008

Coefficient for exponential decrease of snow density and melting snow albedo 0.24

Length of day 86400 s

Qsn Lf Msn Lf

ρw

csn
------∂S

∂t
-------

m
–= =

ρ∗sn
Sρsn

t ∆tF ρw⁄( )ρmin+

S ∆tF ρw⁄( )+
-------------------------------------------------------=

ρsn
t 1+ ρ∗sn ρmax–( ) τf ∆t τ1⁄–( ) ρmax+exp=

τ1 86400 s= τf 0.24=

ρmin 100= ρmax 300=

Dsn
max

αmin

αmax

αsn f,

λi

ρmin

ρmax

ρi

ρC( )i

τa

τf

τ1

αsn
t 1+ αsn

t τa∆t τ1⁄–=
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where , which will decrease the albedo by 0.1 in 12.5 days. For melting conditions :

(7.29)

where and . If snowfall kg m-2hr-1, the snow albedo is reset to the maximum valu

.

The above formulae are inadequate to describe the evolution of the surface albedo of snow cover with hig

tation. Observations suggest a dependence on forest type but, by and large, the albedo changes from a valu

0.3 just after a heavy snowfall to a value around 0.2 after a few days (seeBettsand Ball(1997) and the discussion

in Viterboand Betts(1999)). This change reflects the disappearance of intercepted snow, due to melt (for suffi

ly warm temperatures) or wind drift (for cold temperatures). Ways of describing those two mechanisms wou

volve either a separate albedo variable for the snow in the presence of high vegetation, or the introductio

interception reservoir for snow. In the absence of any of the two, we define for the snow in the

ence of high vegetation. This value was chosen to match the overall forest albedo in the presence of snow f

results ofViterbo and Betts (1999).

7.4.3  Additional details

7.4.3 (a)  Limiting of snow depth in the snow energy equation.Initial experimentation with the snow mode

revealed that the time evolution of snow temperature was very slow over Antartica. The reason is rather ob

the snow depth over Antartica is set to a climatological value of 10 m which can respond only very slowly t

atmospheric forcing due to its large thermal inertia. In previous model versions, the properties of layer 1 we

placed by snow properties when snow was present, which kept the timescale short. A physical solution wou

been to introduce a multilayer snow model, with e.g. four layers to represent timescales from one day to a f

nual cycle. As a shortcut, a limit is put on the depth of the snow layer in the thermal budget,

energy equation reads:

(7.30)

7.4.3 (b)  Basal heat flux and thermal coefficients.The heat flux at the bottom of the snow pack is written a

a finite difference in the following way:

(7.31)

wherersn is the resistance between the middle of the snow pack and the middle of soil layer 1, with two co

nents: the resistance of the lower part of the snow pack and the resistance of the top half of soil layer 1:

(7.32)

where the second term is the skin layer conductivity for bare soil (tile 8), which can be seen as an approxi

of . The snow thermal conductivity, is related to the ice thermal conductivity according toDouvilleet

al. (1995):

τa 0.008= Msn 0>

αsn
t 1+ αsn

t αmin–( ) τf ∆t τ1⁄–( ) αmin+exp=

αmin 0.5= αmax 0.85= F 1>
αsn

t 1+ αmax=

αsn f, 0.2=

Dsn
max 0.07 m=

ρC( )snD∗sn
∂Tsn

∂t
----------- Rsn

N LsEsn Hsn Gsn
B– Qsn–+ +=

D∗sn min Dsn Dsn
max,( )=

Gsn
B Tsn T1–

rsn
---------------------=

rsn 0.5
D∗sn

λsn
------------ 1

Λsk 8,
------------+=

0.5 D1 λT⁄( )
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Table 7.4 contains the numerical values of the ice density and ice heat conductivity.

7.4.3 (c)  Numerical solution for non-melting situations.The net heat flux that goes into the top of the sno

deck is an output of the vertical diffusion scheme

(7.34)

In the absence of melting, the solution ofEq. (7.30)is done implicitly. The preliminary snow temperature, prior t

the checking for melting conditions, , is given by

(7.35)

(7.36)

where superscriptt refers to the current time step and superscript * to the preliminary value at the next time

The solution for  is obtained from

(7.37)

The basal snow heat flux to be used as input for the thermal budget of the soil (in the snow covered fraction o

(7.38)

Finally, a preliminary new value for the snow mass, , is computed from snow fall and snow evaporation

(7.39)

7.4.4  Treatment of melting

7.4.4 (a)  No melting occurs.If no melting occurs and the preliminary values and b

come thet+1 values, while the basal heat flux is given byEq. (7.38).

7.4.4 (b)  Melting conditions.If , snow melting occurs and the time step is divided in two fraction

, where the first fraction,  brings the temperature toT0 with no melting:

λsn λi

ρsn

ρi
------- 
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=
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N Rsn

N LsubEsn Hsn+ +=
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T∗sn Tsn
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rsn
------------------------–=

A1 min ρC( )i

ρw

ρi
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max,=
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max ρC( )i

ρw
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T∗sn

T∗sn 1 ∆t
rsnA1
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  Tsn
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rsn
------+

 
 
 

+=

Gsn
B T∗sn T1–

rsn
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ρw
S∗ St–
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------------------ F csnEsn+=
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(7.40)

while, during the second fraction, , melting occurs with no resultant warming of the snow:

(7.41)

If not all the snow melts, i.e., ifSt+1>0, the following heat flux is passed to the soil

(7.42)

When all the snow melts, i.e., ifSt+1<0, the melting time step is redefined as:

(7.43)

and the basal heat flux is redefined as

(7.44)

7.5 SOIL HEAT TRANSFER

In the absence of internal phase changes, the soil heat transfer is assumed to obey the following Fourier law

fusion

(7.45)

where is the volumetric soil heat capacity , is the soil temperature (units K), is

vertical coordinate—the distance from the surface, positive downwards—(units m), and is the th

conductivity . The above equation assumes that heat fluxes are predominantly in the ve

direction, that the effects of phase changes in the soil and the heat transfer associated with the vertical mo

of water in the soil can be neglected (de Vries1975), and that the effects of hysteresis can be neglected (Milly

1982).

The boundary condition at the bottom, no heat flux of energy, is an acceptable approximation provided that th

soil depth is large enough for the time-scales represented by the model or, in other words, the bottom of the

specified at a depth where the amplitude of the soil heat wave is a negligible fraction of its surface amplitud

∆1t
A1 T0 Tsn
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7.5.1  Discretization and choice of parameters

For the solution ofEq. (7.45)the soil is discretized in four layers, of depths , , the temperatu

are defined at full layers ( ), and the heat fluxes, at half layers ( is the heat flux, positive downw

units , at the interface between layer and ). An energy-conserving implicit algorithm is used,

ing to a tridiagonal system of equations with solution detailed inSection 7.8.

The boundary condition at the bottom is:

(7.46)

At the top, the boundary condition is the soil heat flux at the surface, computed as a weighted average over t

For the snow free tiles, the flux into the soil consists of two parts. Apart from the diffusion of heat governe

(seeEq. (7.19)), the net shortwave radiation not absorbed by the skin layer (fRs,i) provides energy

to the soil.Table 7.2lists the values of andfRs,i for each of the tiles. For the snow tiles, the heat flux into th

soil is the snow basal flux, calculated using a resistance formulation and modified in the case of partial melti

TABLE 7.5 PARAMETERS IN THE LAND-SURFACE SCHEME. SEE Table 7.4FOR SNOW-RELATED PARAMETERS.

Symbol Parameter Value

Clapp and Hornberger soil parameter

Interception efficiency

Depth of soil layer 1

Depth of soil layer 2

Depth of soil layer 3

Depth of soil layer 4

Fraction of gridbox covered by convective rainfall

Heterogeneity factor for convective precipitation

Highest temperature for existence of ice water

Lowest temperature for existence of liquid water

Maximum water amount on single leaf

Hydraulic conductivity at saturation

Heat conductivity of dry soil

Heat conductivity of soil matrix

Heat conductivity of liquid water

Volumetric soil heat capacity

Soil moisture at saturation

Soil moisture at field capacity

Soil moisture at permanent wilting point

Matric potential at saturation

b 6.04

bI 0.25

D1 0.07 m

D2 0.21 m

D3 0.72 m

D4 1.89 m

Fcv 0.5

k 0.5

T f 1 T0 1+

T f 2 T0 3–

W lmax 0.0002 m

γ sat 4.57 104–× m s 1–

λdry 0.190W m1– K 1–

λsm 3.44W m 1– K 1–

λw 0.57W m 1– K 1–

ρC( )soil 2.19 106 J m 3– K 1–×

θsat 0.472 m3 m 3–

θcap 0.323 m3m 3–

θpwp 0.171 m3m 3–

ψsat 0.338 m–

Dk k 1 2 3 4, , ,=( )
Tk Ĝk 1 2⁄+

W m 2– k k 1+

G 4 1 2⁄+ 0=

Λsk i, Tsk i, T1–( )
Λsk i,
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Eqs. (7.31), (7.38), (7.42), and(7.44)).

The net heat flux into the soil is given by:

 , (7.47)

where the summation scans all snow free tiles.

The volumetric soil heat capacity is assumed constant, with value (seeTable 7.5for a list of

constants used by the model). The heat conductivity, , depends on the soil-water content followingPeters-Lidard

et al.(1998) (see alsoFarouki1986;Johansen1975) and is given by a combination of dry and saturated

values, weighted by a factor known as the Kersten number,Ke:

 , (7.48)

where  and

 , (7.49)

where the heat conductivity of the soil matrix, and the thermal conductivity of wate

. Eq. (7.49) represents a simplification of Peters–Lidard formulation, neglecting

changes in conductivity due to ice water and assuming the quartz content typical of a loamy soil. Final

Kersten number for fine soils was selected inPeters-Lidard et al. (1998):

(7.50)

The depths of the soil layers are chosen in an approximate geometric relation (seeTable 7.5), as suggested in Dear-

dorff (1978).Warrilow et al. (1986) have shown that four layers are enough for representing correctly all tim

cales from one day to one year. Using the numerical values of the heat capacity and soil depths defined iTable

7.5, the amplitude and phase response of the numerical solution ofEq. (7.45)were analysed byViterboand Bel-

jaars (1995) for typical values of soil moisture inEq. (7.48), and for harmonic forcings at the surface with period

ranging from half a day to two years. The analysis points to an error in the numerical solution of less than 2

amplitude and 5% in phase for forcing periods between one day and one year.

7.5.2  Soil-water phase changes

At high and mid latitudes the phase changes of water in the soil have an important effect on the water and

transfer in the soil. A proper consideration of the solid phase of soil water requires modifications including, in

of importance:

(a) The thermal effects related to the latent heat of fusion/freezing (e.g.Rouse 1984);

(b) Changes in the soil thermal conductivity due to the presence of ice (e.g.Penner1970, not included

in TESSEL as mentioned in the previous section);

(c) Suppression of transpiration in the presence of frozen ground (e.g.Bettset al. 1998) and already

described inEq. (7.11); and

(d) Soil water transfer dependent on a soil water potential including the effects of frozen water

Lundin 1989), represented in a proxy way byEq. (7.66).

G1 2⁄ Ci Λsk i, Tsk i, T1–( ) f Rs i, 1 αi–( )Rs+[ ] csGsn
B+

i
∑=

2.19 106× J m 3– K 1–

λ
λdry λsat

λ Ke λsat λdry–( ) λdry+=

λdry 0.190W m1– K 1–=

λsat λsm
1 θsat–

λw
θ=

λsm 3.44W m 1– K 1–=

λw 0.57W m 1– K 1–=

Ke max 0.1
θ

θsat
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The latent-heat effects are described in the following. The main impact will be to delay the soil cooling in th

ginning of the cold period, and to delay the soil warming in spring, although the latter effect is less importa

cause it occurs when the solar forcing is significant. Both effects make the soil temperatures less responsiv

atmospheric forcing and damp the amplitude of the annual soil temperature cycle. More details on the soil-fr

scheme and its impact on forecasts and the model climate are described inViterbo et al. 1999.

The soil energy equation,Eq. (7.45), is modified in the presence of soil water phase changes as

(7.51)

where is the volumetric ice-water content. Without loss of generality, for the grid squares characteristic of

models it can be assumed that

(7.52)

where  is the total soil-water content (liquid + ice), and

(7.53)

whereTf1 andTf2 are characteristic temperatures limiting the phase change regime. In reality, the values ofTf1 and

Tf2 and the functionffr(T) have complicated dependencies on soil texture and composition (see e.g.Williamsand

Smith1989), but here they are approximated in a simple way. For an idealized homogeneous, one-compon

ffr(T) would be a step-function. The physical reasons for having an interval over which melting/freezing is a

rather than a threshold temperature, include (Williams and Smith 1989):

(a) Adsorption, resulting from forces between the mineral parts of the soil and the water;

(b) Capillarity, related to the fact that the water-free surface is not plane;

(c) Depression of the freezing point due to the effect of dissolved salts; and

(d) Soil heterogeneity.

To avoid an undesirable coupling between the temperature and water equations in the soil,Eq. (7.52)is simplified

to

(7.54)

where is a constant, representing the amount of soil water that can be frozen (thawed). For sim

. The scaling with the vegetated fractions is the simplest way of distinguishing between

(vegetation-sparse areas, e.g. deserts) and wet (vegetated) areas. CombiningEq. (7.54) with Eq. (7.51) results in

(7.55)

showing that the effect of freezing can be interpreted as an additional soil heat capacity, sometimes referre

literature as the ‘heat-capacity barrier’ around freezing; not considering the process of soil water freezing/m

can lead to very large artificial temperature changes that do not occur in nature when sufficient soil water is

able.
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Finally, functionffr(T), is given by

(7.56)

with Tf1 = T0 + 1, Tf1 = T0 – 3.

7.6 SOIL -WATER BUDGET

The vertical movement of water in the unsaturated zone of the soil matrix obeys the following equation (seeRich-

ards (1931),Philip (1957),Hillel (1982), andMilly (1982) for the conditions under whichEqs. (7.57)and(7.58)

are valid) for the volumetric water content :

(7.57)

is the water density ( ), is the water flux in the soil (positive downwards, ), and

volumetric sink term ( ), corresponding to root extraction.  Using Darcy's law,  can be specifie

(7.58)

 ( ) and  ( ) are the hydraulic diffusivity and hydraulic conductivity, respectively.

Replacing(7.58)in (7.57), specifying , and defining parametric relations for and as functio

of soil water, a partial differential equation for is obtained; it can be numerically integrated if the top boun

condition is precipitation minus evaporation minus surface runoff. The bottom boundary condition assume

drainage.Abramopouloset al.(1988) specified free drainage or no drainage, depending on a comparison of a

ified geographical distribution of bedrock depth, with a model-derived water-table depth. For the sake of sim

the assumption of no bedrock everywhere has been adopted.

7.6.1  Interception

The interception reservoir is a thin layer on top of the soil/vegetation, collecting liquid water by the intercepti

rain and the collection of dew, and evaporating at the potential rate. The water in the interception reservo

obeys

(7.59)

where is the water evaporated by the interception reservoir (or dew collection, depending on its sigD
represents the dew deposition from other tiles, and ( ) is the interception—the fractio

precipitation that is collected by the interception reservoir and is later available for potential evaporation. Be

the interception reservoir has a very small capacity (a maximum of the order of 1 mm, seeEq. (7.2)), it can fill up

f fr T( )

0 T T f 1>

0.5 1
π T 0.5T f 1– 0.5T f 2–( )

T f 1 T f 2–
---------------------------------------------------------sin–

 
 
 

T f 2 T T f 1≤ ≤

1 T T f 2<
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or evaporate completely in one time step; special care has to be taken in order to avoid numerical problem

integratingEq. (7.59). In addition, sinceEl is defined in the vertical diffusion code, it might impose a rate

evaporation that depletes entirely the interception layer in one time step. In order to conserve water

atmosphere-intercepted water–soil continuum, the mismatch of evaporation of tile 3 plus dew deposition fr

other tiles (which is not explicitely dealt with by the vertical diffusion) as seen by the vertical diffusion and

intercepted water has to be fed into the soil.

The equation is solved in three fractional steps: evaporation, dew deposition, and rainfall interception. The

provides as outputs

(a) the inteception layer contents at time step ;

(b) Throughfall (ie, rainfall minus intercepted water); and

(c) The evaporation effectively seen by the intercepted layer in each tilei.

First, the upward evaporation ( ) contribution is considered; because depends linearly on (sEq.

(7.2)), an implicit version of the evaporating part of(7.59) is obtained by linearizing :

(7.60)

where is the new value of interception-reservoir content after the evaporation process has been tak

account. After solving for , a non-negative value of evaporation is obtained and the evaporation seen

fractional time step is calculated

(7.61)

The dew deposition is dealt with explicitely for each non-snow tile in succession, for tiles 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, whe

7 is also considered because in the exposed snow tile, the canopy is in direct evaporative contact with the

phere. When the evaporative flux is downwards ( )

(7.62)

where superscript 2 denotes the final value at the end of the this fractional time step.

The interception of rainfall is considered by applying the following set of equations to large-scale and conv

rainfall

n 1 W l
n 1+,+

El 0< C l El W l

C l W l( )El
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W l
∗ W l
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----------------------- C l W l

t( )El
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∗ W l
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W l
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W l
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W l
1 max 0 W l
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W l
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(7.63)

is a modified convective rainfall flux, computed by applying the heterogeneity assumption

convective rainfall only covers a fraction of the grid box, is a coefficient of efficiency

interception of rain. The total evaporation seen by the interception reservoir is for tiles 4, 6, 7, and

 for tile 3.

The interception reservoir model described in this section is probably the simplest water-conserving formu

based on Rutter's original proposition (Rutteret al.1972;Rutteret al.1975). For more complicated formulations

still based on the Rutter concept see, for instance,Mahfoufand Jacquemin(1989),Dolmanand Gregory(1992),

andde Ridder (2001).

7.6.2  Soil properties

Integration ofEqs. (7.57)and(7.58)requires the specification of hydraulic conductivity and diffusivity as a fun

tion of soil-water content.Mahrt and Pan(1984) have compared several formulations for different soil types. T

widely used parametric relations ofClapp and Hornberger (1978) (see alsoCosby et al. 1984) are adopted:

(7.64)

is a non-dimensional exponent, and are the values of the hydraulic conductivity and matric pot

at saturation, respectively. A minimum value is assumed for and corresponding to permanent wilting

water content.

Cosbyet al. (1984) tabulate best estimates of , , and , for the 11 soil classes of the US Depart

of Agriculture (USDA) soil classification, based on measurements over large samples. Since the model de

here specifies only one soil type everywhere, and because the determination of the above constants is not in

ent of the values of  and , the following procedure is adopted.

A comprehensive review of measurements of and may be found inPatterson(1990). Starting from Pat-

terson's estimates of and for the 11 USDA classes, a mean of the numbers corresponding to the m

texture soils (classes 4, 5, 7, and 8, corresponding to silt loam, loam, silty clay loam and clay loam, respec

is taken. The resulting numbers are and . Averaging the values

Cosbyet al.(1984) for soil moisture and soil-water conductivity at saturation for the same classes gives the n

ical values and . The Clapp and Hornberger expression for

matric potential

W l
3 W l
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λ γ
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(7.65)

is used with (–15 bar) and (–0.33 bar) (seeHillel 1982;Jacquemin

and Noilhan1990) to find the remaining constants and . The results are and

The above process ensures a soil that has an availability corresponding to the average value of medium

soils, and yields a quantitative definite hydraulic meaning to and compatible with the Clapp

Hornberger relations (seeTable 7.2 for a summary of the soil constants).

Finally, the water transport in frozen soil is limited in the case of a partially frozen soil, by considering the effe

hydraulic conductivity and diffusivity to be a weighted average of the values for total soil water and a very

value (for convenience, taken as the value ofEq. (7.64)at the permanent wilting point) for frozen water. The so

properties, as defined above, also imply a maximum infiltration rate at the surface defined by the maximum

ward diffusion from a saturated surface. If the throughfall exceeds the maximum infiltration rate, the exces

cipitation is put into runoff. However, in practice the maximum infiltration rate is so large that this conditio

never reached.  Surface runoff is therefore only produced if the soil becomes saturated.

7.6.3  Discretization and the root profile

A common soil discretization is chosen for the thermal and water soil balance for ease of interpretation of

sults, proper accounting of the energy involved in freezing/melting soil water, and simplicity of the code. Equ

Eqs. (7.57)and(7.58)are discretized in space in a similar way to the temperature equations, ie, soil water an

extraction defined at full layers, and , and the flux of water at the interface between

 and . The resulting system of equations represents an implicit, water-conserving method.

For improved accuracy, the hydraulic diffusivity and conductivity are taken as (seeMahrt and Pan 1984)

(7.66)

where . The boundary conditions are given by

(7.67)

The difference between throughfall  and surface runoff  is the soil infiltration at the surfa

(7.68)

and , with a similar equation for . The evaporation at the top of t

soil layer, , is computed as the sum of the evaporations of tile 8 plus the contributions necessary to co

water with the solver of the interception layer:
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θ
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-------- 
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(a) tile 3 mismatch(after the evaporated water used by the interception reservoir for the given

subtracted) ; and

(b) when the evaporative fluxes are downward (i.e., dew deposition), the evaporation for tiles 4,

the canopy evaporation of tile 7.

Root extraction is computed as

(7.69)

where the sum over tilesi is done for tiles 4, 6, and 7 (for which only the transpiration is used) and the sum ovj
is done over all soil levels. In case of dew deposition (i.e., tile downward evaporative flux), .

7.7 SEA/LAKE ICE

Any non-land point (i.e., a grid point with land cover less or equal 0.5) can have two fractions, open water an

A surface analysis defines the ice fraction,cI, and the temperature of the open water fraction; both quantities

kept constant during the forecast. No distinction is made between surface and skin temperature for the ope

fraction (seeTable 7.2).

The ice fraction is modelled as an ice slab, with open water underneath and a skin temperature for the therm

tact with the atmosphere. The main caveats in the sea ice parameterization are:

(a) Fixed depth of the slab (which can be relaxed once there is a reliable data set to spec

geographic distribution;

(b) Fixed fraction, which is a reasonable assumption for a 10-day forecast period, and avoids the

for the momentum balance of the ice and its complex rheology (see, e.g.,Hibler and Flato1992)

and the definition of the ocean currents; and

(c) No snow accumulation on top of the ice (although one of the main effects of snow, i.e., a mark

different surface albedo, is partially emulated by the prescribed seasonal albedo inTable 2.2).

The ice heat transfer is assumed to obey the following Fourier law of diffusion

(7.70)

where is the volumetric ice heat capacity, is the ice temperature,

is the ice thermal conductivity. The boundary condition at the bottom is the temperatu

the frozen water,Tfr = T0 – 1.7 and the top boundary condition is the net heat flux at the surface, obtained

the solution of the ice skin thermal budget.

Eq. (7.70)is solved with the ice disretized in four layers, with the depth of the top three layers as in the soil m

and the depth of the bottom layer defined as

(7.71)

and the total depth of the ice slab, , is prescribed as 1.5 m. In order to ensure a constant ice fraction, the s
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of the ice thermal budget is capped to the ice melting temperature,Tml = T0 at all levels. The details of the numerica

discretization can be found inSection 7.8.

7.8 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE SURFACE EQUATIONS

7.8.1  Recap of the analytical equations

The water budget (Eqs. (7.57)–(7.58), with boundary conditions given byEq. (7.67)), the soil energy budget (Eq.

(7.45), with boundary conditions given byEqs. (7.46)–(7.47)) and the ice energy budget (Eq. (7.70)) can be rewrit-

ten in a generalised form as:

(7.72)

The meaning of the different variables in each individual equations is summarizedTable 7.6, together with the re-

spective upper and lower boundary conditions, .

7.8.2  Implicit numerical solution

Eq. (7.72) is time discretized in the following way:

(7.73)

where

(7.74)

and the semi-implicit coefficient, . If the prognostic variable is defined at full levels and the flu

 are defined at half-levels (the interface between layers),Eq. (7.73) can be discretized in space to give:

TABLE 7.6 VARIABLES IN THE GENERALIZED SOIL/ICE TEMPERATURE AND WATER EQUATION.

Equation UBC LBC

Soil moisture 1

Soil temperature 0 0

Ice temperature 0 0

UBC and LBC stand for upper and lower boundary condition, respectively
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(7.75)

where the horizontal brace means that the term exists only for the ice temperature equation (because of the

temperature boundary condition for ice) and , , , and represent the thickness of layerk, and

the depths of its centre, the top and the bottom interface, respectively:

(7.76)

Eq. (7.75) leads to a triadiagonal system of equations:

(7.77)

with the generalized modified diffusivities, , defined as:

(7.78)

where is the depth of the deepest soil layer. The discretization above conserves water (energy) and is

stable. The coefficients  and  are a function of variable at the current time step, .
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7.9 CODE

The surface parameterization computations are shared between the vertical diffusion routine (VDFMAIN , see

Chapter 3) and the main surface routine,SRFMAIN. In VDFMAIN , the tile fluxes and skin temperatures are com

puted: After the elimination part of the tridiagonal system of equations is computed, the energy budget for ea

is computed before back-substition.

At the start of the model integration, the following setup routine is called to initialize a module specific to the

code:

• SUSOIL. Setup routine for soil/snow/ice constants.

The main subroutine of the surface code (SRFMAIN) is called fromCALLPAR, with: (a) values of the surface

prognostic equations at time step n, convective and large scale rainfall and snowfall, tile evaporation, sensi

latent heat fluxes, and temperatures, net surface longwave flux, tile net shortwave flux as inputs; and (b) ten

for the surface prognostic variables, plus a comprehensive set of diagnostic arrays as outputs.SRFMAIN does a

sequence of computations and subroutine calls:

• SRFSN. Solution of the snow energy and water budget and computation of the next time

density and albedo fields. Inputs: snow depth, temperature, density and albedo at the curre

step, soil temperature, shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes, snowfall, and tile fluxes. Ou

snow depth, temperature, density and albedo at the next time step, meltwater flux, and bas

flux.

• SRFRCG. Computes apparent soil heat capacity, ie including effects of soil freezing. Inputs:

temperature and vegetation covers. Output is volumetric heat capacity.

• SRFT. Solution of the soil heat budget. Inputs: Soil temperature, soil moisture, longwave rad

flux, snow basal heat flux, volumetric heat capacity, tile evaporation, sensible heat flux

shortwave radiative flux. Output: Soil temperature at the next time step. First the modified

diffusivity, the soil energy per unit area and the right-hand sice of the system of equation

computed. The generalized surface tridiagonal solver,SRFWDIF, is called to solve for the semi-

implicit variable, . The soil temperatures for the next time step are computed at the end

• SRFI. Solution of the ice heat budget. Inputs: Ice temperature, longwave radiative flux,

evaporation, sensible heat flux and shortwave radiative flux. Output: Ice temperature at the

time step. First the modified heat diffusivity, the ice energy per unit area and the right-hand s

the system of equations are computed. The generalized surface tridiagonal solver,SRFWDIF, is

called to solve for the semi-implicit variable, . The ice temperatures for the next time ste

computed at the end.

• SRFWL. Solution of the interception layer water budget. Inputs: Interception layer contents,

and high vegetation water cover, maximum capacity of the interception layer, convective and

scale rainfall, snow evaporation of shaded snow tile, and tile evaporation. Outputs: Interce

layer at next time step, convective and large scale throughfall and tile evaporation collecte

depleting) the interception layer.

• SRFWEXC. First part of the computation of the soil water budget, ie, computation of

coefficients of the tridiagonal system of equations for . This includes the partitioning

transpiration into root extraction at the different layers and soil hydraulic coefficients including

effect of frozen water. Inputs: Soil moisture and temperature, convective and large-

throughfall, snowmelt, tile evaporation, tile evaporation collected (or depleting) the intercep

layer, and snow evaporation of the shaded snow tile. Outputs: Modified diffusivity for water, ri

hand side of the tridiagonal system, and layer depths.

T̂ α⁄

T̂ I α⁄

θ̂
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• SRFWDIF. Generalized surface tridiagonal solver. Inputs: Values of at the current time s

generalized modified diffusivities, soil energy (or water) per unit area, and right-hand sid

equations. Output: . The routine computes the coefficients on the left-hand side o

equations and solves the equations using and LU-decomposition and back substitution i

downward scan and one upward scan.

• SRFWINC. Computation of next time step soil water. Inputs: and current time step soil wa

Output: next time step soil water.

• SRFWNG. Bounded-value operator for intercepted water (limited to non-negative values

values below or equal the maximum contents of the interception layer) and soil water (limitte

non-negative values and values below or equal saturation). The “soil column” is scanned from

to bottom and the amount of water needed to satisfy physical limits in each layer are borrowed

the layer below. The water exchanged in this way is accounted for as runoff. Inputs: next time

intercepted water and soil water. Output: Bounded values of the same quantities.

Relevant routines from the vertical diffusion code, discussed in full detail in Chapter 3, include:

• SUVEG. Assignment of vegetation related constants.

• VDFBC. Definition of tile fractions and related characteristics.

• VDFSURF. Definition of bare soil resistance, low and high canopy resistances.

• VDFEXCS. Computation of aerodynamical part of exchange coefficients for heat and mois

including stability computations.

• VDFEVAP. Computation of evapotranspiration for each tile.

• VDFSFLX. Surface fluxes for each tile, defined at timet.
• VDFTSK. Computation of the tile skin temperatures, as a the solution of the tile energy balan

• VDFTFLX. Computation of the tile fluxes at timet + 1.

ψ

ψ̂ α⁄

θ̂ α⁄
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Part IV: P HYSICAL PROCESSES

CHAPTER 8   Methane oxidation

Table of contents

8.1 Introduction

8.2 Methane oxidation

8.3 The parametrization

8.3.1 Methane oxidation

8.3.2 Photolysis in the mesosphere

8.4 A simple test

8.5 Code

8.1 INTRODUCTION

A study of stratospheric humidity in analyses and multi-year simulations has shown that the ECMWF system

to 1999 was capable of producing a broadly realistic distribution of water vapour at, and immediately abov

tropopause, and that the slow upward transfer of water vapour in the tropical stratosphere could be capture

reasonably given sufficiently fine vertical resolution in the model (Simmonset al. 1999). However, values of water

vapour in the tropical upper stratosphere, and throughout much of the extratropical stratosphere, were too lo

deficiency has now been remedied by the introduction of a simple parametrization of the upper-stratospheri

ture source due to methane oxidation. A sink representing photolysis in the mesosphere is also include

scheme was derived as a simplification of an approach adopted by Peter Stott and Anne Pardaens at the De

of Meteorology, University of Edinburgh, notes on which and helpful references were supplied by Bob Har

8.2 METHANE OXIDATION

Methane is produced by natural and anthropogenic sources at the earth’s surface, and is well-mixed in the

sphere. Its volume mixing ratio is currently around 1.7 ppmv. It is carried upwards in the tropical stratosphe

decreases in relative density (due to oxidation) to values of around 0.2–0.4 ppmv around the stratopause

stratospheric descent at higher latitudes results in relatively low values of methane at these latitudes in the

and lower stratosphere.

Brasseurand Solomon(1984) provide an account of the chemistry of carbon compounds in the stratospher

mesosphere. The long chain of reactions starting from methane (CH4) ends with the production of water vapou

(H2O) and molecular hydrogen (H2) in the stratosphere and mesosphere. This occurs such that the sum

is approximately uniformly distributed in the absence of precipitation, where denotes a volume mixing

Le Texieret al. (1988) provide calculations of the relative amounts of H2O and H2, showing that the predominant

production is that of water vapour in the vicinity of the stratopause. They indicate, however, that H2 production in

2 CH4[ ] H2O[ ] H2[ ]+ +

[ ]
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the mesosphere, and relatively strong descent in winter and early spring at high latitudes, may result in th

stratosphere being relatively dry in these seasons and latitudes.

There is, nevertheless, good observational evidence that over much of the stratosphere the quantity

is quite uniformly distributed with a value of about 6 ppmv.Joneset al. (1986) provide evidence for this from the

LIMS and SAMS instruments on the Nimbus 7 satellite launched in 1978, and a particularly clear demons

is given byBithell et al. (1994) based on HALOE data from the UARS satellite. In a pressure–latitude secti

about the austral spring equinox,Bithell et al.show the result to fail significantly only below 10 hPa in the high

latitude southern hemisphere due, presumably, to condensation at the very cold temperatures in the Antarc

vortex.

8.3 THE PARAMETRIZATION

8.3.1  Methane oxidation

We assume that the volume mixing ratio of water vapour  increases at a rate

(8.1)

We further assume that

(8.2)

The rate of increase of volume mixing ratio of water vapour (in ppmv) is thus

(8.3)

In terms of specific humidity, , the source is

(8.4)

where (having divided by to convert from volume mixing ratio in ppmv to specific humidity) the par

eter  has the value , or 3.75 mg/kg.

The rate could be determined, for example, from a 2-D model with comprehensive chemistry, as in the s

developed at Edinburgh University. However, in this first scheme for use at ECMWF we prescribe a simple a

ical form for  which varies only with pressure.

The photochemical life time of water vapour is of the order of 100 days near the stratopause, 2000 days at

and effectively infinite at the tropopause (Brasseurand Solomon1984). A prescription of that gives a reasona

ble profile up to the stratopause is provided by

(8.5)

2 CH4[ ] H2O[ ]+

H2O[ ]

2k1 CH4[ ]

2 CH4[ ] 6 ppmv H2O[ ]–=

k1 6 H2O[ ]–( )

q

k1 Q q–( )

1.6 106×
Q 3.75 106–×

k1

k1

k1

k1
1

86400τ1
--------------------=
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where  is given in s-1 and the timescale, , in days, is given in terms of pressure, , in Pa, by:

(8.6)

where we define

(8.7)

to give a time-scale of 2000 days at the 10 hPa level.

This parametrization moistens rising air in the tropical stratosphere. This air will earlier have been freeze-drie

the tropopause, where specific humidities can locally fall well below 1 mg/kg. Specific humidities approachin

value will be reached near the stratopause. Descent near the poles will bring down air with specific hu

close to . Expression(8.4)will then yield a source term that is weaker in polar than in tropical latitudes, so r

sonable results may be obtained without imposing a latitudinal variation of . (Strictly, should vanish i

polar night, where photodissociation does not produce the excited oxygen O(1D), which in turn produces the OH

radical, these two species being intimately involved in the production of water vapour from methane).

8.3.2  Photolysis in the mesosphere

For model versions with an uppermost level at 0.1 hPa, or lower, there is no strong need to include the sink o

vapour that occurs in the mesosphere and above due to photolysis. However, for completeness we include

representation of this effect, modifying the source term(8.4)by adding a decay term above a height of abo

60 km. The full source/sink term becomes

(8.8)

As for we take independent of latitude with parameters chosen to match the vertical profile of photoc

ical lifetime presented byBrasseur and Solomon(1984). Specifically,

(8.9)

with

(8.10)

and

k1 τ1 p

τ1

100 p 50≤

100 1 α 1
p 50⁄( )ln{ }4

10000 p⁄( )ln
---------------------------------+ 50 p 10000< <

∞ p 10000≥







=

α1
19 10ln

20ln( )4
------------------=

Q
Q

k1 k1

k2q–

k1 Q q–( ) k2 q–

k1 k2

k2
1

86400τ2
--------------------=

τ2

3 p 0.1≤

α2 0.5 100ln α2+( ) 1 π p 20⁄( )ln
0.005ln

----------------------------cos+ 
 –

 
 
 

exp 0.01–
1–

0.1 p 20< <

∞ p 20≥










=
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(8.11)

The vertical profile of the photochemical lifetime of the combined scheme, , is shown below inFig.

8.1, in which we have converted to height as a vertical coordinate assuming an isothermal atmosphere with

perature of 240 K. Comparison of this profile with that for H2O shown in Fig. 5.21 ofBrasseurand Solomon(1984)

indicates reasonable agreement

.

Figure  8.1   Combined photochemical lifetime, , as a function of altitude for the analytical

specification given by equations(8.5) to (8.7) and(8.9) to (8.11).

8.4 A SIMPLE TEST

A simple check of the realism of the scheme is provided by calculating the vertical profile of specific humidit

der uniform ascent without mixing. This is an approximation to conditions in the tropical stratosphere. The

curve inFig. 8.2 shows the results for an ascent speed of 10 km/year with a specific humidity of 2 mg/kg presc

at 16.5 km (approximately 100 hPa, the lower limit of the parametrization) for a 240 K isothermal atmosphe

air moves upwards its humidity is increased, reaching values very close to (3.75 mg/kg) a few kilometres

the stratopause. Above this level the humidity is close to the equilibrium solution given by setting the sourc(8.8)

to zero:

(8.12)

The dashed curve inFig. 8.2 is an average over a number of tropical profiles of specific humidity retrieved fr

HALOE measurements, from a set supplied to ECMWF by John Harries of Imperial College, London. Agree

is reasonable, given the simplicity of the calculation.

Average near-stratopause specific humidities from the set of HALOE profiles are shown for diff
domains inTable 8.1. A parametrization scheme that forces model humidities to be close to 3.75 m

α2
1
3
--- 0.01+ 

 ln=

k1 k2+( ) 1–

k1 k2+( ) 1–

Q

q
k1Q

k1 k2+
-----------------=
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near the stratopause at all latitudes and seasons appears to provide a reasonable first approxim

Figure  8.2   Vertical profiles of specific humidity. Line A denotes the steady numerical solution computed

uniform ascent of 10 km/year with a specific humidity of 2 mg/kg specified at a height of 16.5 km. Line B den

mean retrieved tropical humidities from UARS measurements.

8.5 CODE

The calculations for methane oxidation and photolysis of water vapour are performed in subroutineMETHOX.

This routine calculates the tendency of water vapour due to methane oxidation and due to photolysis fol

(8.8). The order of the calculations is as follows:

• find time-scale for methane oxidation following(8.6)

• solve first part of(8.8)

• find time-scale for water vapour photolysis following(8.10)

• solve second part of(8.8)

The setup of the constants used inMETHOX is performed inSUMETHOX which is called fromSUPHEC. The

constants are kept in moduleYOEMETH. The controlling switch for the methane oxidation isLEMETHOX which

is part of namelistNAEPHY.

TABLE 8.1 MEAN RETRIEVED0.3 hPa, 0.7 hPaAND 1.4 hPaSPECIFIC HUMIDITIES(mg/kg)FROM HALOE

Tropics
Mid-latitude

winter
Mid-latitude summer High-latitude spring High-latitude summer

0.3 hPa 3.9 3.8 3.4 3.5 3.7

0.7 hPa 3.7 3.7 3.5 3.8 3.8

1.4 hPa 3.4 3.4 3.8 3.6 4.0

A
B
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Part IV: P HYSICAL PROCESSES

CHAPTER 9   Climatological data

Table of contents

9.1 Introduction

9.3 Mean orography

9.4 Land sea mask

9.5 Roughness lengths

9.6 Parameters for gravity-wave and orographic drag schemes

9.7 Vegetation parameters

9.8 Albedo

9.9 Aerosols

9.10 Ozone

9.1 INTRODUCTION

The ECMWF model uses a series of climate fields of different origin which have different resolution and diff

projections.Brankovicand Van Maanen(1985) describe a set of programs (known as PREPCLIM software) to

terpolate the different fields to the requested target resolution. The software handles all the target resolutio

are in use at ECMWF and either full or reduced Gaussian grids. Grid areas at the model resolution are refe

as ECMWF or model grid squares. This appendix describes the different climate fields and the procedures to

the fields that are needed by the model.

9.2 TOPOGRAPHIC DATA

The model orography and land use fields are based on the terrain elevation data set GTOPO30 at 30” re

(Geschand Larson, 1998), the terrain elevation data for Greenland KMS DEM also at 30” resolution (Ekholm,

1996) and the Global Land Cover Characteristics (GLCC) data set at 1 km resolution.

The GTOPO30 data set, as used in the IFS, was completed in 1996 through a collaborative effort led by

Geological Survey’s Data Centre (EDC, see http://edcwww.cr.usgs.gov/landdaac/gtopo30/gtopo30.html) a

derived from a variety of information sources. It contains terrain elevation above mean sea level at a resolu

30 arc seconds with -9999 code for sea points. A lake mask is not included.

Greenland KMS DEM replaces GTOPO30 for the Greenland area, because of the better accuracy of the Gr

data.

The Global Land Cover Characteristics (GLCC) data set has been derived from 1 year of Advanced Very Hig

olution Radiometer (AVHRR) data, digital elevation models, ecoregions and map data. The nominal resolu

1 km, and the data comes on a Goode Homolosine global projection. The data base provides for each pixel

classification based on several of the popular classifications, including BATS, SiB and SiB2. The BATS clas
137
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tion has been adopted for the IFS because it contains inland water as one of its classes.

Due to their high resolution and global coverage, these data sets are rather big and therefore difficult to ha

the standard PREPCLIM software. Therefore the original data has been converted to an intermediate reso

2’30” which is much easier to handle by the standard PREPCLIM software. The derived 2’30” data set co

the following fields:

• Mean elevation above mean sea level

• Land fraction

• Lake fraction

• Fractional cover for all 20 BATS biome classes (seeTable 9.1

Finally, also the original US-Navy 10’ data is still used for the subgrid orography contribution to the rough

length. It contains the average terrain height of each grid element, as well as maximum and minimum

number and orientation of significant ridges, and percentages of water and urban areas. In future the rou

length computation will be upgraded to make optimal use of the high resolution GTOPO30 data.

TABLE 9.1 LAND USE CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TOBATTS

Index Vegetation type H/L veg

1 Crops, Mixed Farming L

2 Short Grass L

3 Evergreen Needleleaf Trees H

4 Deciduous Needleleaf Trees H

5 Deciduous Broadleaf Trees H

6 Evergreen Broadleaf Trees H

7 Tall Grass L

8 Desert -

9 Tundra L

10 Irrigated Crops L

11 Semidesert L

12 Ice Caps and Glaciers -

13 Bogs and Marshes L

14 Inland Water -

15 Ocean -

16 Evergreen Shrubs L

17 Deciduous Shrubs L

18 Mixed Forest/woodland H

19 Interrupted Forest H

20 Water and Land Mixtures L
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9.3 MEAN OROGRAPHY

Orography, or geopotential height, is derived from the 2’30” data by averaging. Source and target grid are ov

and weighted averages are computed by considering the fractions of source grid areas that cover the tar

square.

Figure  9.1 Orography at T511 resolution.

The orography is spectrally fitted to ensure consistency in spectral space between the orography and the m

olution. Smoothing is applied in spectral space with a operator, where damping by a factor 5 is applied

smallest scales. This applies to all operational resolutions (TL95, TL159, TL255, TL319 and TL511). Orographic rip-

ples appear as a consequence of the spectral fitting.Fig. 9.1 shows the orography at T511 resolution.

9.4 LAND SEA MASK

Each grid point of the model is provided with a land fraction parameter, derived from the 2’30” data. The m

converts this parameter into a mask where grid points that have more than 50% land are considered as lan

9.5 ROUGHNESS LENGTHS

The model uses ‘effective’ roughness lengths for momentum ( ) and heat/moisture ( ) in the surface b

ary conditions for wind and temperature/moisture respectively. These parameters represent the effect on tu

transport of small-scale surface elements ranging from vegetation and small-scale obstacles to subgrid oro

The roughness lengths area a blend of three contributions: vegetation, urbanization and subgrid orograp

Figs. 9.2 and9.3). The following procedure is applied:

(a) The vegetation roughness length is taken from a grid from Munich Univers

(Baumgartneret al., 1997) and interpolated to the requested model grid. Symbols

 will be used for the pure vegetation roughness lengths.

4∇

z0m z0h

5° 5°×
z0mVeg

z0hVeg
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(b) The fraction of urbanisation is computed for every model grid square from the US-Navy d

Figure  9.2    (a) Roughness length for vegetation  as provided byBaumgartner et al. (1977) on a

grid.

Figure  9.2   (b) The roughness length field including orographic effects (as used by the model)  at T

resolution plotted on a  grid.

FUrb

z0mVeg

5° 5°×

z0m

1° 1°×
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Figure  9.3   Logarithm of the effective roughness length for heat/moisture  at T511 resolution.

(a) The vegetation roughness length for momentum is blended with the urbanization rough

length ( ) using a blending height . The blending-height concept is based on the idea

internal boundary layers merge at a certain height which depends on the horizontal scale

inhomogeneities (Claussen1990). Below the blending height the different areas have their o

logarithmic profile and the resulting stresses are averaged proportional to the area covered

different roughness lengths. An effective roughness is defined such that over a homoge

surface it would provide the same drag as the average over the two different surfaces. The ef

roughness length due to fraction with roughness length and fract

 with roughness length  can be found by solving:

The blended roughness length for heat  is computed from

,

where m,  and  m.

(b) To compute the orographic contribution to the roughness lengths, a slope parameter ( ) is n

and a characteristic height ( ) of the subgrid orography. From these the typical horizontal sc

z0h

z0mVeg

z0mUrb hU

z0mVeg1 FUrb z0mUrb

1 FUrb–( ) z0mVeg
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the subgrid orography can be derived ( ). Because the horizontal scales up to 10 km are th

important ones for the roughness lengths, we use also US-Navy information about max

height, minimum height and number of significant ridges inside the squares.

contributions to the subgrid standard deviation are computed (i.e. subgrid to the ECMWF mo

the standard deviation resolved by the data and the standard deviation subg

the  data

where:

Mason(1991) uses slope parameter , where the summation is over all obstacl

area (an ECMWF grid square) and is the frontal, or wind-swept area, of the obstacles

swept area of the resolved part is estimated from and the number of relative maxima i

ECMWF grid square . We assume that the height difference between valleys and hill to

about . So the resolved part of is (assuming that the individual hills have a ver

dimension of and a horizontal dimension of and that there are hills in a g

square):

Similarly for the unresolved part:

= Number of relative  maxima in the ECMWF grid square,

= Surface area of the ECMWF grid square,

= Number of significant ridges in theith  grid square,

= Mean height in theith  grid square,

= Maximum height in theith  grid square,

= Minimum height in theith  grid square,

= Surface area of theith  grid square6

= Proportion of the ECMWF grid square occupied by theith grid
square.
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where

The total  is:

.

(c) For the computation of the effective roughness lengths, two different formulations are use

principle: the gentle orography approximation (Taylor 1987) and the steep orography formulatio

(Mason1991). For the gentle orography approximation we need the horizontal wavelength o

subgrid terrain which we estimate as:

, where .

The effective roughness lengths  and  for gentle slopes is determined by:

with . For steep slopes the effective roughness lengths  and  are computed fro
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where , and the transition from gentle to steep formulation should be at a

. In practise the quality of the US-Navy data is not sufficient to resolve the ge

slopes, so the treshold is set to 0 which implies that the steep formulation is always used. An

disadvantage of the transition from the gentle to steep slope formulation is that it is discontin

which reflects the sudden transition from attached to separated flow.

Orographic corrections are not applied for m and for . is not allowed

become larger than  and is clipped at 100 m;  has an imposed lower bound of .

(d) A Gaussian filter (the same as for the mean orography) is applied to and , th

points are reset to and . Because of the wide dynamical range

parameter ,  is GRIB-coded and provided as input to the model.

9.6 PARAMETERS FOR GRAVITY -WAVE AND OROGRAPHIC DRAG SCHEMES

The following subgrid parameters are needed: standard deviation , anisotropy , orientation

slope . They are computed as follows (seeLott and Miller 1997;Bainesand Palmer1990):

(a) For every point (index ) of the 2’30” data, and are computed by cen

differencing with help of the points to the north, south, east and west. These derivative

computed after subtracting the mean orography at target resolution to avoid contributions fro

slope of the resolved orography. The central differences in the North South direction use ad

points; derivatives in the East West direction use adjacent points in the tropics but use equid

points rather than equi-longitude points when approaching the polar regions (to maintain a un

resolution over the globe). Then parameters , , and are computed by summation, t

into account the weights  of every  area in the ECMWF grid:

(b) Anisotropy , orientation , and slope  are computed from ,  and :
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and the standard deviation :

.

No further filtering is applied to the fields. Results are shown inFigs. 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, and9.7.

Figure  9.4   Anisotropy  of subgrid orography (1 indicates isotropic, 0 means maximum anisotrop
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Figure  9.5   Orientation  of subgrid orography.

Figure  9.6   Slope  of subgrid orography.

θGW

σGW
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Figure  9.7   Standard deviation  of subgrid orography.

9.7 VEGETATION PARAMETERS

Vegetation is represented by 4 climatological parameters: vegetation cover of low vegetation, vegetation c

high vegetation, low vegetation type and high vegetation type. These parameters are derived from the 2’30”

data by averaging over the target grid squares. The fractional covers for low and high vegetation are obta

combining the fractions from all the low and high vegetation types ofTable 9.1. The index of the dominant low

and high vegetation types are also coded as climatological fields for use by the land surface scheme. The la

fields can not be interpolated by standard procedures to another resolution. The resulting fields are shownFig.

9.8, Fig. 9.9, Fig. 9.10 andFig. 9.11. Table andTable 9.3contain statistical information on the number of point

in each vegetation class.

TABLE 9.2 PERCENTAGE OF LAND POINTS ATT511FOR EACH LOW VEGETATION TYPE

Index Vegetation type
Percentage of
land points

1 Crops, Mixed Farming 22.1

2 Short Grass 10.0

7 Tall Grass 13.0

9 Tundra 8.9

10 Irrigated Crops 4.7

11 Semidesert 13.5

13 Bogs and Marshes 2.0

16 Evergreen Shrubs 1.5

µGW
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Figure  9.8   Fractional cover of low vegetation.

17 Deciduous Shrubs 4.6

20 Water and Land Mixtures 0

- Remaining land points
without low vegetation

19.7

TABLE 9.3 PERCENTAGE OF LAND POINTS ATT511FOR EACH HIGH VEGETATION TYPE

Index Vegetation type
Percentage of
land points

3 Evergreen Needleleaf Trees 7.1

4 Deciduous Needleleaf Trees 3.3

5 Deciduous Broadleaf Trees 6.3

6 Evergreen Broadleaf Trees 12.8

18 Mixed Forest/woodland 3.9

19 Interrupted Forest 29.6

- Remaining land points
without high vegetation

37.0

TABLE 9.2 PERCENTAGE OF LAND POINTS ATT511FOR EACH LOW VEGETATION TYPE

Index Vegetation type
Percentage of
land points
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Figure  9.9   Fractional cover of high vegetation.

Figure  9.10   Low vegetation type
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Figure  9.11   High vegetation type

9.8 ALBEDO

The monthly climatological background albedo (in absence of snow) is interpolated to the model grid fro

resolution data byDormanand Sellers(1989). The fields for January, April, July and October are sho

in Fig. 9.12, Fig. 9.13, Fig. 9.14, andFig. 9.15. To obtain a smooth evolution in time, the model does a line

interpolation between successive months, assuming that the monthly field applies to the 15th of the mon

model adapts the background albedo over water, ice and snow as documented in the chapter on radiation

1° 1°×
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Figure  9.12   Climatological background albedo for January.

Figure  9.13   Climatological background albedo for April.
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Figure  9.14   Climatological background albedo for July.

Figure  9.15   Climatological background albedo for October.

9.9 AEROSOLS

Aerosols are considered in the model followingTanreet al. (1984). The continental, maritime, urban and dese

aerosols are geographically distributed over ice-free land, open sea, industrialized area and desert using a
152
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sian horizontal filter of radius 2000 km to get overlapping distributions of each aerosol type, with a maximum

tical thickness of 0.2, 0.05, 0.1, and 1.9, respectively (seeFigs. 9.16(a)–(d) for the geographical distributions an

Fig. 9.16(e) for the corresponding profiles). Well-mixed (vertically and horizontally) tropospheric background

osols with an optical thickness of 0.03 and stratospheric background aerosols with an optical thickness of 0.

added to the previous amounts with a rate of change of optical thickness with pressure of 0.037 and 0.23

respectively. The transition from troposphere to stratosphere is obtained by multiplication of the background

with  and  respectively (seeFig. 9.16(e)).

Figure  9.16   Distribution of (a) maritime and (b) continental type aerosols.

1 Lstratos– Lstratos

(a)

(b)
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Figure  9.16  Distribution of (c) urban and (d) desert type aerosols.

(d)

(c)
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Figure  9.16   (e) Type 1 (full line) profiles apply to maritime, continental and urban type aerosols; type 2 

dashed line) applies to desert type; the third curve (long dashed line) represents and is used to det

the transition from tropospheric to stratospheric background aerosols.

9.10 OZONE

The ozone climatology that is operational since August 1997, distributes the ozone mixing ratio as a func

pressure, latitude and month followingFortuin and Langematz (1994).

Figure  9.17   Ozone climatology prescribed as a zonal mean according to the climatology by Fortuin a

Langematz (1994). Operational in the ECMWF model since August 1997 (mixing ratio  on 60 leve

Lstratos

107×
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	1.1 Introduction
	Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of the different physical processes represented in the IFS model.
	The physical processes associated with radiative transfer, turbulent mixing, subgrid�scale orogra...
	This part (Part IV ‘Physical processes’) of the IFS documentation describes only the physical par...
	The time integration of the physics is based on the following:
	1) it has to be compatible with the adiabatic part of the IFS;
	2) the tendencies from the different physical processes are computed in separate routines;
	3) as a general approach, the value of a prognostic variable is updated with the tendency from on...
	4) explicit schemes are used whenever possible, but if there are numerical stability problems the...
	The radiation scheme is described in Chapter 2 ‘Radiation’ and is the first process to be called ...
	The turbulent diffusion scheme is called just after radiation (Chapter 3 ‘Turbulent diffusion and...
	The subgrid�scale orographic drag scheme is called after the turbulent diffusion and is described...
	The moist convection scheme is described in Chapter 5 ‘Convection’ . The scheme is based on the m...
	In Chapter 6 ‘Clouds and large-scale precipitation’ the prognostic cloud scheme is described. It ...
	The soil/surface scheme is described in Chapter 7 ‘Surface parametrization’ . The scheme includes...
	Chapter 8 ‘Methane oxidation’ describes a simple parametrization of the upper-stratospheric moist...
	Chapter 9 ‘Climatological data’ describes the distributions of climatological fields.

	1.2 Overview of the code
	CALLPAR, the routine that controls the physical parametrization package, is called by CPGLAG that...
	In CALLPAR the physics routines are called in the following order:
	RADSRF: Computes radiative properties of the surface.
	CLDPP: Computes cloud parameters required for the post processing (e.g. total cloud cover)..
	RADHEATN: Computes the temperature tendencies and the downward radiation fluxes at the surface wi...
	VDFMAIN: Controls the computation of the vertical exchange of , , and by turbulence.
	GWDRAG: Controls the computation of the tendencies for , and due to the parametriz-
	ation of subgrid�scale orographic drag.
	CUCALLN: Interface to call CUMASTRN that controls the computation of the tendencies for ,
	, and due to the parametrization of moist convective processes.
	CLOUDSC: Controls the computation of tendencies for , , , , and due to the
	parametrization of the cloud processes.
	SRFMAIN: Controls the soil/surface scheme.
	METHOX: Computes tendencies for due to methane oxidation and water vapour photolysis.

	Part IV: Physical processes

	CHAPTER 2 Radiation
	Table of contents
	2.1 Radiative heating
	2.2 Longwave radiation
	2.2.1 The pre-cycle 22r3 scheme
	2.2.2 Vertical integration
	2.2.3 Spectral integration
	2.2.4 The incorporation of the effects of clouds
	2.2.5 The Rapid Radiation Transfer Model (RRTM)
	2.3 Shortwave Radiation

	2.3.1 Spectral integration
	2.3.2 Vertical integration
	2.3.3 Multiple reflections between layers
	2.3.4 Cloud shortwave optical properties
	2.4 Horizontal interpolation
	2.5 Input to the radiation scheme

	2.5.1 Model variables
	2.5.2 Clouds
	2.5.3 Aerosols
	2.5.4 Carbon dioxide, ozone and trace gases
	2.5.5 Ground albedo and emissivity
	2.5.6 Solar zenith angle
	2.6 The radiation code

	2.6.1 Set-up routines
	2.6.2 Main routines
	2.6.3 Specialized routines
	2.6.4 Heating rate computation

	2.1 Radiative heating
	The radiative heating rate is computed as the divergence of net radiation fluxes :
	, (2.1)
	where is the specific heat at constant pressure of moist air
	,
	and and are the specific heats at constant pressure of dry air and water vapour, respectively. Se...
	A description of the inputs, in particular the climatologically defined quantities of radiative i...

	2.2 Longwave radiation
	Since cycle 22r3, two longwave radiation schemes are available in the ECMWF model, the pre-cycle ...
	The rate of atmospheric cooling by emission-absorption of longwave radiation is
	(2.2)
	where is the net longwave radiation flux (the subscript ‘LW’ is omitted in the remainder of this ...
	Assuming a non-scattering atmosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium, is given by
	(2.3)
	where is the monochromatic radiance at wavenumber at level , propagating in a direction (the angl...
	Subsections 2.2.1 to 2.2.4 describe the pre-cycle 22r3 scheme, and Subsection 2.2.5 describes the...
	2.2.1 The pre-cycle 22r3 scheme
	After separating the upward and downward components (indicated by superscripts + and –, respectiv...
	(2.4)
	where, taking benefit of the isotropic nature of the longwave radiation, the radiance of (2.3) ha...

	2.2.2 Vertical integration
	The integrals in (2.4) are evaluated numerically, after discretization over the vertical grid, co...
	(2.5)
	where is the pressure corresponding to the Gaussian root and is the Gaussian weight. and are the ...

	2.2.3 Spectral integration
	The integration over wavenumber is performed using a band emissivity method, as first discussed b...
	1) 0 – 350 & 1450 – 1880
	2) 500 – 800
	3) 800 – 970 & 1110 – 1250
	4) 970 – 1110
	5) 350 – 500
	6) 1250 – 1450 & 1880 – 2820
	corresponding to the centres of the rotation and vibration-rotation bands of H2O, the 15 band of ...
	Integration of (2.4) over wavenumber within the spectral region gives the upward and downward flu...
	(2.6)
	(2.7)
	The formulation accounts for the different temperature dependencies involved in atmospheric flux ...
	(2.8)
	the second one for calculating the integral term in (2.4) is the weighted average of the transmis...
	(2.9)
	where is the pressure weighted amount of absorber.
	The effect on absorption of the Doppler broadening of the lines (important only for pressure lowe...
	In the scheme, the actual dependence on is carried out explicitly in the Planck functions integra...
	(2.10)
	where is an effective amount of absorber which incorporates the diffusivity factor , the weightin...
	(2.11)
	The temperature dependence due to Wien’s law is incorporated although there is no explicit variat...

	2.2.4 The incorporation of the effects of clouds
	The incorporation of the effects of clouds on the longwave fluxes follows the treatment discussed...
	(2.12)
	Upward fluxes above the cloud ( for ) and downward fluxes below it (for ) can be expressed with e...
	(2.13)
	where is now the total Planck function (integrated over the whole longwave spectrum) at level , a...
	Whereas the maximum and random overlap assumptions are also available in the code (Morcrette and ...
	(2.14)
	In case of semi-transparent clouds, the fractional cloudiness entering the calculations is an eff...
	(2.15)
	where is the condensed water mass absorption coefficient (in ) following Smith and Shi (1992).

	2.2.5 The Rapid Radiation Transfer Model (RRTM)
	As stated in Mlawer et al. (1997), the objective in the development of RRTM has been to obtain an...
	The main point in the correlated-k method (Lacis and Oinas, 1991; Fu and Liou, 1992) is the mappi...
	In the ECMWF model, no provision is presently taken for scattering in the longwave. Therefore, in...
	The spectrally averaged radiance (between and ) emerging from an atmospheric layer is
	(2.16)
	where is the incoming radiance to the layer, is the Planck function at wavenumber and temperature...
	(2.17)
	where is an effective Planck function for the layer that varies with the layer’s transmittance su...
	For a given spectral interval, the domain of the variable is partitioned into subintervals (see T...
	(2.18)
	where is the size of the sub-intervals ().
	The accuracy of these absorption coefficients has been established by numerous and continuing hig...
	For the relevant spectral intervals of the RRTM schemes, ice cloud optical properties are derived...


	2.3 Shortwave Radiation
	The rate of atmospheric heating by absorption and scattering of shortwave radiation is
	(2.19)
	where is the net total shortwave flux (the subscript SW will be omitted in the remainder of this ...
	(2.20)
	is the diffuse radiance at wavenumber , in a direction given by the azimuth angle, , and the zeni...
	(2.21)
	is the extinction coefficient, equal to the sum of the scattering coefficient of the aerosol (or ...
	(2.22)
	is the incident solar irradiance in the direction , is the single scattering albedo () and is the...
	2.3.1 Spectral integration
	Solar radiation is attenuated by absorbing gases, mainly water vapour, uniformly mixed gases (oxy...
	(2.23)
	and the flux averaged over the spectral interval can then be calculated with the help of any band...
	(2.24)
	To find the distribution function , the scattering problem is solved first, by any method, for a ...
	where and .
	The atmospheric absorption in the water vapour bands is generally strong, and the scheme determin...
	(2.25)
	where is an absorption coefficient chosen to approximate the spectrally averaged transmission of ...
	(2.26)
	where is the total amount of absorber in a vertical column and . Once the effective absorber amou...
	(2.27)
	Absorption by ozone is also taken into account, but since ozone is located at low pressure levels...
	is the diffusivity factor (see Section 2.2), and is the magnification factor (Rodgers, 1967) used...
	(2.28)
	To perform the spectral integration, it is convenient to discretize the solar spectral interval i...

	2.3.2 Vertical integration
	Considering an atmosphere where a fraction (as seen from the surface or the top of the atmosphere...
	where the subscripts ‘’ and ‘’ refer to the clear-sky and cloudy fractions of the layer, respecti...
	(2.29)
	where and are the reflectance at the top and the transmittance at the bottom of the th layer. Com...
	(2.30)
	where is the cloud fractional coverage of the layer within the cloudy fraction of the column.

	2.3.2 (a) Cloudy fraction of the layer
	and are the reflectance at the top and transmittance at the bottom of the cloudy fraction of the ...
	(2.31)
	of the total single scattering albedo
	(2.32)
	of the total asymmetry factor
	(2.33)
	of the reflectance of the underlying medium (surface or layers below the th interface), and of th...
	(2.34)
	with the effective total cloudiness over level
	(2.35)
	and
	(2.36)
	, and are the optical thickness, single scattering albedo and asymmetry factor of the cloud in th...
	(2.37)
	In that case, when the phase function is expanded as a series of associated Legendre functions, a...
	where is the angle between incident and scattered radiances. The integral in (2.20) thus becomes
	(2.38)
	where
	is the asymmetry factor.
	Using (2.38) in (2.20) after integrating over and dividing by , we get
	(2.39)
	We obtain a pair of equations for and by integrating (2.39) over
	(2.40)
	For the cloudy layer assumed non-conservative (), the solutions to (2.39) and (2.40), for , are
	(2.41)
	where
	The two boundary conditions allow to solve the system for and ; the downward directed diffuse flu...
	which translates into
	(2.42)
	The upward directed flux at the bottom of the layer is equal to the product of the downward direc...
	which translates into
	(2.43)
	In the Delta-Eddington approximation, the phase function is approximated by a Dirac delta functio...
	where is the fractional scattering into the forward peak and the asymmetry factor of the truncate...
	(2.44)
	The solution of the Eddington’s equations remains the same provided that the total optical thickn...
	(2.45)
	Practically, the optical thickness, single scattering albedo, asymmetry factor and solar zenith a...

	2.3.2 (b) Clear-sky fraction of the layers
	In the clear-sky part of the atmosphere, the shortwave scheme accounts for scattering and absorpt...
	As the optical thickness for both Rayleigh and aerosol scattering is small, and , the reflectance...
	(2.46)
	The optical thickness of an atmospheric layer is simply
	(2.47)
	where is the Rayleigh optical thickness of the whole atmosphere parametrized as a function of the...
	For aerosol scattering and absorption, the optical thickness, single scattering albedo and asymme...
	(2.48)
	(2.49)
	where is the backscattering factor.
	Practically, and are computed using (2.49) and the combined effect of aerosol and Rayleigh scatte...
	(2.50)
	As for their cloudy counterparts, and must account for the multiple reflections due to the layers...
	(2.51)
	and is the reflectance of the underlying medium and is the diffusivity factor.
	Since interactions between molecular absorption and Rayleigh and aerosol scattering are negligibl...
	2.3.3 Multiple reflections between layers
	To deal properly with the multiple reflections between the surface and the cloud layers, it shoul...
	(2.52)
	where and are the conservative fluxes and the distributions of absorber amount corresponding to t...
	Fouquart and Bonnel (1980) have shown that a very good approximation to this problem is obtained ...
	From those two sets of layer reflectance and transmittances () and () respectively, effective abs...
	(2.53)
	where and are the layer reflectance and transmittance corresponding to a conservative scattering ...
	Finally the upward and downward fluxes are obtained as
	(2.54)
	(2.55)

	2.3.4 Cloud shortwave optical properties
	As seen in Sub-section 2.3.2 (a), the cloud radiative properties depend on three different parame...
	Presently the cloud optical properties are derived from Fouquart (1987) for the water clouds, and...
	is related to the cloud liquid water amount by
	where is the mean effective radius of the size distribution of the cloud water droplets. Presentl...
	In the two spectral intervals of the shortwave radiation scheme, is fixed to 0.865 and 0.910, res...
	(2.56)
	These cloud shortwave radiative parameters have been fitted to in situ measurements of stratocumu...
	For the optical properties of ice clouds, we have
	(2.57)
	where the coefficients have been derived from Ebert and Curry (1992) for the two intervals of the...



	2.4 Horizontal interpolation
	As stated in the introduction, the cost of the radiation scheme described in the previous section...
	In order to cut down the computing costs, the full radiation scheme is only used every 3 hours (“...
	To do so we define an effective transmissivity at each of the model level such that:
	(2.58)
	where is the solar (shortwave) flux and is the solar flux at the top of the atmosphere. The value...
	The interpolation is done only in the zonal direction because of the strong meridional variation ...

	2.5 Input to the radiation scheme
	2.5.1 Model variables
	Temperature values are needed at the boundaries of the layers, where the fluxes are computed. The...
	(2.59)
	At the bottom of the atmosphere, either the surface temperature or the temperature at 2 m is used...

	2.5.2 Clouds
	Cloud fraction, and liquid/ice water content is provided in all layers by the cloud scheme.

	2.5.3 Aerosols
	Horizontal distributions for four climatological types of aerosols (oceanic, desert, urban, and s...

	2.5.4 Carbon dioxide, ozone and trace gases
	Carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, CFC-11 and CFC-12 have constant volume concentrations of ...
	Two climatologies are available for the ozone distribution. In the first one (NOZOCL = 0), the oz...
	(2.60)
	The constants and are related to the total amount of ozone and the height of its maximum mixing r...

	2.5.5 Ground albedo and emissivity
	The background land albedo,, is interpolated to the model grid from the monthly mean values of a ...
	Spectral albedos for parallel and diffuse radiation are needed by the radiative code. In addition...
	(2.61)
	For sea ice, monthly values based on Ebert and Curry (1993) albedos for the Arctic Ocean are inte...

	Table 2.1 Diffuse and parallel albedo and window emissivity for each tiles
	0.06
	Ebert and Curry
	(1993)
	0.15
	Taylor et al.
	(1996)
	Ebert and Curry
	(1993)
	0.15
	0.99
	0.98
	0.96
	0.93–0.96
	0.98
	0.93–0.96
	0.93–0.96
	0.93–0.96
	The thermal emissivity of the surface outside the 800–1250 spectral region is assumed to be 0.99 ...
	2.5.6 Solar zenith angle
	Equations to compute the annual variation of the solar constant , the solar declination and the d...
	(2.62)
	where is the earth radius and is the atmospheric equivalent height. is fixed at 0.001277.



	2.6 The radiation code
	Routine RADHEAT or RADHEATN (depending whether the diagnostic or prognostic cloud scheme is used)...
	Table 2.2 Spectral distribution of the absorption by atmospheric gases in RRTM
	10-250
	8
	H2O
	H2O
	250-500
	14
	H2O
	H2O
	500-630
	16
	H2O, CO2
	H2O, CO2
	630-700
	14
	H2O, CO2
	O3, CO2
	700-820
	16
	H2O, CO2, CCl4
	O3, CO2, CCl4
	820-980
	8
	H2O, CFC11, CFC12
	CFC11, CFC12
	980-1080
	12
	H2O, O3
	O3
	1080-1180
	8
	H2O, CFC12, CFC22
	O3, CFC12, CFC22
	1180-1390
	12
	H2O, CH4
	CH4
	N.B.: CCl4 and CFC22 are presented not accounted for in the ECMWF model.
	2.6.1 Set-up routines
	• SUECRAD provides the interface with the user, via the namelist NAERAD. It defines the constants...
	• ECRADFR modifies the frequency of full radiative computations (from CNT4).
	• SUAERL and SUAERSN set up the longwave and shortwave radiative characteristics of the aerosols ...
	• SUAERH defines the geographical distribution of aerosols, in terms of spectral coefficients (fr...
	• SUAERV defines the globally averaged vertical distribution of the aerosols (from SUECRAD).
	• SUCLOP sets up the longwave and shortwave radiative properties of the ice and water clouds (fro...
	• SUECOZO computes the Legendre coefficients for the ozone distribution according to the time of ...
	• SULWN sets up the coefficients for the longwave radiative computations (from SUECRAD).
	• SURDI sets up the concentrations of radiatively active gases and security parameters for the ra...
	• SUSAT sets up position and altitude of geostationary satellites in case of diagnostic simulatio...
	• SUSWN sets up the coefficients for the shortwave radiative computations (from SUECRAD).
	• UPDTIER updates the time for full radiative computations (from ECRADFR).
	• The routines SUAERH , SUECOZO are called only once per full radiation step, at the first row.
	• SURRTAB precomputes the array linking gaseous optical thickness and the transmission function (...
	• SURRTFTR includes all coefficients related to the -point configuration (RRTM). (called from SUE...
	• SURRTPK defines the limits of the spectral intervals, and the coefficients of the spectrally de...
	• SURRTRF defines the pressure and temperature reference profiles used for the tabulation of the ...
	• RRTM_CMBGBn, for each of the 16 spectral intervals, remaps the absorption coefficients from 16 ...
	• RRTM_INIT_140GP performs the -point reduction from 16 per band to a band-dependant number (colu...
	• RRTM_KGBn contain the various absorption coefficients for all gases relevant to the different s...

	2.6.2 Main routines
	• RADINT is called by RADDRV to launch the full radiation computations. Zonal mean diagnostic of ...
	• RADLSW is the driver routine of the solar and thermal fluxes by calling specialized routines SW...

	2.6.3 Specialized routines
	• RADSRF is called from RADPAR/CALLPAR to compute surface albedo and emissivity. It computes the ...
	• LW organizes the longwave computation by calling in turn LWU, LWBV, LWC.
	• LWU computes the effective absorber amounts including the pressure and temperature dependencies...
	• LWBV calls LWB and LWV
	• LWB computes the Planck function with relation to temperature for all levels and spectral inter...
	• LWV organizes the vertical integration by calling LWVN which deals with the contribution to the...
	• LWTT and LWTTM compute the relevant transmission functions needed in LWVN, LWVD, and LWVB.
	• LWC introduces the effect of clouds on the longwave fluxes.
	• SW organizes the shortwave computation by calling in turn SWU, SW1S, and SW2S.
	• SWU computes the effective absorber amounts including the pressure and temperature dependencies...
	• SW1S and SW2S deal with the shortwave radiation transfer in the two spectral intervals used to ...
	• SWTT and SWTT1, computes the relevant transmission functions.
	• RRTM_RRTM_140GP organizes the longwave computation by calling in turn, within a loop on the ind...
	• RRTM_ECRT_140GP defines the surface spectral emissivity, and the spectral aerosol thickness, an...
	• RRTM_SETCOEF_140GP computes the indices and frcations related to the pressure and temperature i...
	• RRTM_GASABS1A_140GP launches the calculation of the spectrally defined optical thickness for ga...
	• RRTM_RTRN1A_140GP computes the downward then upward fluxes, using a diffusivity-type approximat...

	2.6.4 Heating rate computation
	• RADHEAT or RADHEATN, depending whether the diagnostic or the prognostic cloud scheme is used, r...
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	Planck function integrated over the half sphere with the factor invoving absorbed: in units
	of flux ()
	fractional cloud cover
	specific heat at constant pressure of moist air
	specific heat at constant pressure of dry air
	specific heat at constant pressure of water vapour
	incident solar radiance in the direction
	radiative flux
	fractional scattering into the forward peak
	acceleration of gravity
	asymmetry factor for aerosol scattering
	absorption coefficient
	monchromatic radiance at wavenumber
	magnification factor ()
	ozone mixing ratio
	scattering phase function
	pressure
	probability of a photon encountering an absorber amount between and
	specific humidity
	diffusivity factor ()
	mean effective radius of cloud water droplets
	reflectance
	solar flux at the top of the atmosphere
	transmittance
	temperature
	monchromatic transmission at wavenumber
	absorber amount
	surface albedo
	cloud particle absorbtion coefficient
	extinction coefficient
	scattering coefficient
	molecular absorption of gases
	optical depth
	cloud emissivity
	wavenumber
	single scattering albedo ()
	scattering phase function
	azimuth angle
	zenith angle
	direction of incident solar beam
	angle between incident and scattered radiances
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	3.1 Introduction
	The parametrization scheme described in this chapter represents the turbulent transfer of heat, m...
	The equation for the vertical diffusion of any conservative quantity is:
	(3.1)
	The vertical turbulent flux (positive downwards) is written using a first-order turbulence closur...
	(3.2)
	where is the pressure at the top of the atmosphere. For heat and moisture the surface boundary co...
	The vertical diffusion process is applied to the two horizontal wind components, and , the specif...
	(3.3)
	where and , , and are the specific heats at constant pressure of dry air, water vapour and moist ...
	The problem is simplified by assuming that remains constant with respect to time during the turbu...
	The surface boundary condition is applied between the downward scanning elimination and the upwar...
	Finally, the tendency of the variable temperature is computed, modified by the effects of local d...

	3.2 The surface layer
	The surface layer approximation is applied between the lowest model level (about 10 m above the s...
	(3.4)
	The scaling parameters , and are expressed in terms of surface fluxes:
	(3.5)
	The stability parameter is the Obukhov length defined as
	(3.6)
	is the virtual temperature flux in the surface layer, is the Von Kármán constant (), is a referen...
	In the surface layer, the gradient functions (3.4) can be integrated to profiles
	(3.7)
	(3.8)
	(3.9)
	(3.10)
	, and are the roughness lengths for momentum, heat and moisture. The stability profile functions ...
	In extremely stable situations, i.e. for very small positive , the ratio is large, resulting in u...
	3.2.1 Surface fluxes
	Surface fluxes for heat and moisture are computed separately for the different tiles, so most of ...
	Assuming that the first model level above the surface is located in the surface boundary layer at...
	(3.11)
	where , and are provided by the land scheme, , and is the apparent surface humidity also provided...
	The transfer coefficients can be expressed as follows
	(3.12)
	(3.13)
	(3.14)
	The wind speed is expressed as
	(3.15)
	with the free convection velocity scale defined by
	(3.16)
	The parameter is a scale height of the boundary layer depth and is set to constant value of 1000�...

	3.2.2 Stability functions
	The empirical forms of the dimensionless gradient functions (equations (3.4)) have been deduced f...
	(a) In unstable conditions, , the gradient functions proposed by Dyer and Hicks are used (Dyer, 1...
	(3.17)
	These functions can be integrated to the universal profile stability functions, , (Paulson, 1970):
	(3.18)
	with . The -functions are used in the surface layer and the -functions for unstable stratificatio...
	(b) For stable conditions, , the code contains gradient function as documented by Hogström (1988)...
	(3.19)
	These functions were meant to be used for local closure above the surface layer, but are not used...
	The stable profile functions as used in the surface layer, are assumed to have the empirical form...
	(3.20)
	where , , , and .

	3.2.3 Computation of the Obukhov length
	The transfer coefficients needed for the surface fluxes require the estimation of stability param...
	(3.21)
	with
	(3.22)
	where and are the virtual potential temperatures at level and at the surface, and is a virtual po...
	(3.23)
	Knowing at time , a first guess of the Obukhov length is made from fluxes computed at the previou...
	In contrast to the previous formulation used in the model (Louis et al., 1982), the present schem...

	3.2.4 Roughness lengths
	The integration constants , and , in the equations for the transfer coefficients , and , (equatio...
	• Over land, roughness lengths are assumed to be fixed climatological fields as described in Chap...
	• Over sea, the specification of surface roughness lengths is particularly important. Because of ...
	(3.24)
	These expressions account for both low and high wind regimes:
	• At low wind speed the sea surface becomes aerodynamically smooth and the sea surface roughness ...
	• At high wind speed the Charnock relation is used. The chosen constants are , , and (Brutsaert, ...
	The smooth-surface parametrization is retained in high wind speed regimes for heat and moisture b...
	(3.25)
	with from equation (3.16) using fluxes from the previous time step.


	3.3 The exchange coefficients above the surface layer
	3.3.1 General
	A first order closure specifies the turbulent flux of a given quantity at a given model level pro...
	(3.26)
	The exchange coefficients are estimated at half model levels. The computation of the exchange coe...
	(3.27)
	Given the value of , in stable local conditions the stability parameter is deduced from precomput...

	3.3.2 The exchange coefficients
	3.3.2 (a) Turbulence length scale
	The mixing lengths used in the surface layer are bounded in the outer layer by introducing asympt...
	(3.28)
	The underlying idea is that vertical extent of the boundary layer limits the turbulence length sc...
	. (3.29)
	Parameter is 1 in the boundary layer but reduces the length scales above the boundary layer in or...
	(3.30)
	where and .

	3.3.2 (b) M–O similarity with Ri< 0 (Area 1 in Fig. 3.1 )
	In this regime, the exchange coefficients are based on local similarity (Nieuwstadt, 1984) statin...
	(3.31)
	Here it is used for the unstable regime above the boundary layer, basically to provide strong ver...

	3.3.2 (c) Revised Louis scheme for Ri > 0 (Area 1 in Fig. 3.1 )
	The use of Eq. (3.31) to define the exchange coefficients in the stable regime was found to be de...
	(3.32)
	The functional dependencies of and with are:
	(3.33)
	with and (these functions are revised versions of the Louis et al., 1982 functions and were intro...

	3.3.2 (d) Unstable at the surface (Area 2 in Fig. 3.1 )
	In unstable surface conditions (), the exchange coefficients are expressed as integral profiles f...
	First a characteristic turbulent velocity scale is computed:
	(3.34)
	The velocities and are defined by equations (3.25) and (3.16) respectively.
	Since the most energetic transporting scales of turbulent motion in the convective boundary layer...
	(3.35)
	The mixed-layer depth, , is then defined in terms of the first level k above the surface where , ...
	• Area 2.1 in Fig. 3.1 . In the surface layer above the first atmospheric level, , the exchange c...
	(3.36)
	• Area 2.2 in Fig. 3.1 . In the unstable outer layer (), similar expressions are used:
	(3.37)
	The Prandtl number is evaluated at .
	• Entrainment zone. Entrainment at the top of the convective boundary layer is taken into account...
	(3.38)
	where the entrainment constant is determined from experimental data. The numerical value of 0.2 i...
	Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the different regions of the boundary layer.
	Knowing the flux at the top of the mixed layer, the exchange coefficient can be expressed as:
	(3.39)
	Then at :
	(3.40)
	Instead of the exchange coefficients themselves, the scaled quantities are computed
	(3.41)
	where is the implicitness factor of the finite difference scheme (see equation (3.44)).


	3.4 Solution of the vertical diffusion equation
	The equations for turbulent transfer are solved with the tendencies from the adiabatic (subscript...
	(3.42)
	Since the thickness of the model layers is small near the ground, the time-stepping procedure mus...
	(3.43)
	where
	(3.44)
	The parameter determines the implicitness of the scheme. For the scheme is explicit, for we have ...
	The previous equation can be written as
	(3.45)
	leading to the inversion of a tridiagonal matrix to solve for . The coefficients are defined from...
	At the lowest level () the equation includes the surface fluxes which are obtained by averaging o...
	(3.46)
	with and
	(3.47)
	Eq. (3.46) can be re-written
	(3.48)
	Term at on the right hand side is obtained from coupling this last equation with the calculation ...
	At the top of the atmosphere () turbulent fluxes at set to zero and we have
	(3.49)
	which can be re-written
	(3.50)
	The tridiagonal matrix equation is solved by a downward elimination scan followed by an upward ba...

	3.5 The skin temperature
	The surface energy balance is satisfied independently for the tiles by calculating the skin tempe...
	The following general discussion applies to each tile but the parameters are tile dependent as di...
	(3.51)
	where and are the net shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes at the surface and the right hand s...
	(3.52)
	(3.53)
	(3.54)
	In order to solve for the skin temperature implicitly, the surface energy balance is solved toget...
	(3.55)
	(3.56)
	Since the vertical diffusion equation is formulated in terms of the time extrapolated parameters ...
	(3.57)
	(3.58)
	Also needs to be expressed in surface variables. For this purpose the moisture correction in is e...
	(3.59)
	(3.60)
	The net long-wave radiation at the surface is linearized with respect to skin temperature at the ...
	(3.61)
	Substituting in (3.57) and replacing and in surface energy balance equation (3.51) by equations (...
	(3.62)
	with from equation (3.60). Following the downward elimination scan of the tridiagonal matrices fo...
	This procedure is fully implicit for the dominant tile in the sense that atmospheric and skin var...

	3.6 Tendency calculations and energy dissipation
	Total wind and specific humidity tendencies after the vertical diffusion (including also the dyna...
	(3.63)
	The kinetic energy lost by the mean flow through the diffusion process, , is
	(3.64)
	The kinetic energy lost is assumed to be transformed locally into internal energy. This procedure...
	(3.65)

	3.7 Shorter time step in the vertical diffusion scheme
	The vertical diffusion scheme is called three times in every physics time step, with a time step ...

	3.8 Diagnostic computations for postprocessing
	3.8.1 Diagnostic boundary layer height
	Because of its importance for applications (e.g. in air pollution modelling), the boundary layer ...
	(3.66)
	where index indicates the lowest model level and indicates the boundary layer height i.e the leve...

	3.8.2 Wind at 10 m level
	Wind at the 10 m level is computed for postprocessing because it is the standard level for SYNOP ...
	In order to make the postprocessed wind compatible with SYNOP observations, the concept of exposu...
	The interpolation procedure is as follows. First the blending height and the interpolation roughn...
	(3.67)
	(3.68)
	where , is the horizontal wind speed at the blending height either interpolated from model levels...

	3.8.3 Temperature and humidity at the 2 m level
	Computation of temperature and moisture at the 2 m level is based on interpolation between the lo...
	(3.69)
	(3.70)
	with , if , and otherwise and . Temperature is derived from and with equation (3.3). Also the dew...

	3.8.4 Wind gusts
	The computation of gusts is intended to be compatible with WMO observing practise for wind extrem...
	First the horizontal wind speed at the 10 m level is computed from the lowest model level (no exp...
	(3.71)
	To simulate gusts, the standard deviation of the horizontal wind is estimated on the basis of the...
	(3.72)
	with . The difference between the gust and is proportional to , where the multiplier has been det...
	(3.73)
	From the controlling parameters it is clear that the effects of surface friction (through surface...


	3.9 Code
	Vertical diffusion, which affects temperature, velocities and specific humidity, is performed in ...
	At the start of the model integration the following setup routines are called to initialize modul...
	• SUVDF. Setup routine for a number of parametrization constants.
	• SUVDFS. Setup routine for constants and tables related to the stability functions. Stability fu...
	• SUVEG. Setup routine for vegetation and tile parameters.
	The main subroutine (VDFMAIN) does a sequence of computations and subroutine calls:
	• The tiled surface fluxes and tiled skin temperatures are cycled from time step to time step (fl...
	• VFDUPDZ0. This routine computes roughness lengths for momentum, heat and moisture over ocean su...
	• The dry static energy is computed on model levels.
	• A grid box average of the surface albedo is computed from the tile albedo and the tile fractions.
	• VDFSURF. This routine prepares the surface boundary conditions for temperature and humidity and...
	• VFDEXCS. This routine determines the drag transfer coefficients between the surface and the low...
	• VDFEVAP. This routine computes for each tile the equivalent evapo-transpiration efficiency and ...
	• VDFSFLX. This routine computes surface fluxes for each tile (heat flux, evaporation, momentum f...
	• VDFDPBL. This routine diagnoses the boundary layer height for time level . This boundary layer ...
	• VFDEXCU. This routine determines the turbulent diffusion coefficients between the model levels ...
	• VDFDIFM. This routine solves the diffusion equation for momentum, by Gaussian elimination of th...
	• VDFDIFH. This routine solves the diffusion equations for dry static energy and specific humidit...
	• VDFINCR. This routine computes the tendencies of the prognostic variables and estimates the kin...
	• VDFTFLX. This routine computes the tile fluxes at the new time levels. These are also the fluxe...
	• VDFPPCPL. This routine computes the surface 2 metre temperature and humidity (dew point and spe...
	• VDFPPGUST. This routine computes wind gusts as they are typically observed by standard WMO SYNO...

	APPENDIX A List of symbols
	transfer coefficient for heat
	transfer coefficient for momentum (drag coefficient)
	transfer coefficient for moisture
	specific heat at constant pressure of moist air
	specific heat at constant pressure of dry air
	specific heat at constant pressure of water vapour
	kinetic energy lost by the diffusion process
	Coriolis parameter
	horizontal wind speed at blending height (for pp of 10 m wind)
	horizontal wind speed at 10 m level (for pp)
	acceleration of gravity
	diagnosed boundary layer height
	blending height (for pp of 10 m wind)
	vertical turbulent flux of
	surface humidity flux
	surface flux of dry static energy
	surface momentum flux
	turbulent exchange coefficient for
	turbulent exchange coefficient for heat
	turbulent exchange coefficient for momentum
	turbulent exchange coefficient for moisture
	Obukhov length
	latent heat of vaporization/sublimation
	mixing length for heat
	mixing length for momentum
	number of tiles
	pressure
	Prandtl number
	specific humidity
	virtual temperature flux in the surface layer
	saturation specific humidity
	gas constant for dry air
	gas constant for water vapour
	net long wave radiation at the surface
	net short wave radiation at the surface
	relative humidity at the surface
	local Richardson number
	bulk Richardson number for the surface layer
	dry static energy
	virtual dry static energy
	temperature
	time
	horizontal wind speed
	, horizontal wind components
	friction velocity
	free convection velocity scale
	turbulent velocity scale
	roughness length for momentum (aerodynamic roughness length)
	roughness length for heat
	roughness length for moisture
	scale height of the boundary layer
	height of the lowest model level
	roughness length for momentum at SYNOP station
	roughness length for heat at SYNOP station
	roughness length for moisture at SYNOP station
	height of sreen level observation (2 m)
	height of surface wind observation (10 m)
	implicitness factor for diffusion equation
	Charnock parameter
	scaling parameter for asymptotic mixing length
	time step
	vertical grid length
	virtual potential temperature
	Von Kármán’s constant
	asymptotic mixing length
	conductivity of
	kinematic viscosity
	density
	standard deviation of horizontal wind
	geopotential
	universal gradient stability function for wind
	universal gradient stability function for temperature
	universal gradient stability function for moisture
	symbolic reference to a conservative quantity
	universal profile stability function for wind
	universal profile stability function for temperature
	universal profile stability function for moisture
	Subscripts:
	tile index
	level index (counted from model top downwards)
	referring to lowest model level
	referring to the skin layer
	referring to the surface
	Superscrips:
	index for old time level, indicating beginning of time step
	index for new time level, indicating end of time step
	index referring to the latest full radiation time step
	Special symbols:
	implicit variable defined by equation (3.44)
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	4.1 General principles
	The influence of subgridscale orography on the momentum of the atmosphere, and hence on other par...
	The scheme is based on ideas presented by Baines and Palmer (1990), combined with ideas from bluf...
	(4.1)
	where is the maximum height of the obstacle, is the wind speed and is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency...
	At small all the flow goes over the mountain and gravity waves are forced by the vertical motion ...
	. (4.2)
	In the simple case when the incident flow is at right angles to the ridge the surface stress due ...
	(4.3)
	provided that the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations apply. In Eq. (4.3) is a function of ...
	At large , the vertical motion of the fluid is limited and part of the low-level flow goes around...
	(4.4)
	where is a critical non-dimensional mountain height of order unity. The depth can be viewed as th...
	(4.5)
	Here represents the horizontal width of the obstacle as seen by the flow at an upstream height an...
	(4.6)
	In Eq. (4.6), it is assumed that the level is raised up to the mountain top, with each layer belo...
	. (4.7)
	However, when the non-dimensional height is close to unity, the presence of a wake is generally a...
	. (4.8)
	The addition of low-level drag below the depth of the blocked flow, , enhances the gravity-wave s...
	In the present scheme the value of is allowed to vary with the aspect ratio of the obstacle, as i...

	4.2 Description of the scheme
	Following Baines and Palmer (1990), the subgrid-scale orography over one grid-point region is rep...
	The scheme uses values of low-level wind velocity and static stability which are partitioned into...
	(4.9)
	In the inequality (4.9), the wind speed, , is calculated by resolving the wind, , in the directio...
	In the following subsection the drag amplitudes will be estimated combining formulae valid for el...
	4.2.1 Blocked-flow drag
	Within a given layer located below the blocking level , the drag is given by Eq. (4.5). At a give...
	, (4.10)
	where, by comparison with Eq. (4.6), it is also supposed that the level (i.e. the model mean orog...
	(4.11)
	where is the angle between the incident flow direction and the normal ridge direction, , For one ...
	. (4.12)
	Furthermore, the number of consecutive ridges (i.e. located one after the other in the direction ...
	. (4.13)
	Relating the parameters and to the subgrid-scale orography parameters and and, allowing the drag ...
	, (4.14)
	and the drag per unit area and per unit height can be written
	. (4.15)
	The drag coefficient is modulated by the aspect ratio of the obstacle to account for the fact tha...
	(4.16)
	where the constants and are defined below. The difference between Eq. (4.15) and Eq. (4.16) has b...
	In practice, Eq. (4.16) is suitably resolved and applied to the component from of the horizontal ...

	4.2.2 Gravity-wave drag
	This gravity-wave part of the scheme is based on the work of Miller et al. (1989) and Baines and ...
	(4.17)
	where , and is a constant of order unity. Furthermore, when or are significantly smaller than the...
	(4.18)
	where has been replaced by , and by .
	It is worth noting that, since the basic parameters , , are evaluated for the layer between and a...
	(4.19)
	Above the height are waves with an amplitude such that .


	4.3 Specification of subgrid-scale orography
	For completeness, the following describes how the subgrid-scale orography fields were computed by...
	(i) The net variance, or standard deviation, , of in the grid-point region. This is calculated fr...
	(ii) A parameter which characterizes the anisotropy of the topography within the grid-point region.
	(iii) An angle , which denotes the angle between the direction of the low-level wind and that of ...
	(iv) A parameter which represents the mean slope within the grid-point region.
	The parameters and may be defined from the topographic gradient correlation tensor
	,
	where , and , and where the terms be calculated (from the USN data-set) by using all relevant pai...
	, (4.20)
	the principal axis of is oriented at an angle to the -axis, where is given by
	. (4.21)
	This gives the direction where the topographic variations, as measured by the mean-square gradien...
	,
	where , and are given by Eq. (4.20). The anisotropy of the orography or ‘aspect ratio’. is then d...
	(4.22)
	If the low-level wind vector is directed at an angle to the -axis, then the angle is given by
	. (4.23)
	The slope parameter, , is defined as
	, (4.24)
	i.e. the mean-square gradient along the principal axis.

	4.4 Code
	The code mirrors the basic form of the scheme. Hence there is a routine defining all the basic in...
	The orography parametrization is called from CALLPAR as GWDRAG which in turn calls GWSETUP, and G...
	4.4.1 GWSETUP
	This defines various reference model levels for controlling the vertical structure of the calcula...
	(a) The definition of the Brunt–Väisälä frequency on half levels
	(4.25)
	(b) The definition of the mean wind components in the layer (where is the standard deviation of t...
	(4.26)
	and similarly for ; likewise the mean static stability, , and the mean density, are calculated.
	(c) The calculation of necessary geometry pertaining to geographical orientation of subgridscale ...
	(4.27)
	(4.28)
	(4.29)
	and , where is the orientation of ridges relative to east, and the calculation of Phillips (1984)...
	, (4.30)
	where is the anisotropy of the subgridscale orography.
	(d) The calculation of the vertical wind-profile in the plane of the gravity wave stress. Defining
	and similarly for , where ,
	then the wind profile is defined level-by-level as
	, (4.31)
	where and ; the values of are also used to compute half level values etc. by linear interpolation...
	(e) The calculation of basic flow Richardson Number
	(f) The calculation of the depth of the layer treated as ‘blocked’ (i. e. experiencing a direct d...
	(4.32)
	where is a constant defined later.
	(g) The calculation of the layer in which low-level wave-breaking occurs (i. e. the layer experie...
	; (4.33)
	the value of is not allowed to be less than .
	(h) The calculation of the assumed vertical profile of the subgridscale orography needed for the ...
	(4.34)

	4.4.2 GWPROFIL
	This computes the vertical profile of gravity-wave stress by constructing a local wave Richardson...
	,
	where is the Richardson number of the basic flow. The parameter in whichrepresents the amplitude ...
	When low-level breaking occurs the relevant depth is assumed to be related to the vertical wavele...
	(4.35)
	where the asterisk subscript indicates that the value is at the level .

	4.4.3 GWDRAG
	This is the main routine. After calling GWSETUP, it defines the gravity-wave stress amplitude in ...
	(4.36)
	(where is a constant defined later and is the mean slope of the subgrid-scale orography) and then...
	(4.37)
	where is a constant defined later and is the mean slope of the subgrid-scale orography.
	(4.38)
	where is the necessary geometric function to generate components, (similarly for ).
	Next the low-level blocking calculations are carried out for levels below . These are done level-...
	, (4.39)
	where and and have been defined earlier, Eq. (4.39) is evaluated in the following partially impli...
	then and . Hence
	This calculation is done level-by-level.
	Finally the tendencies are incremented. This includes local dissipation heating in the form
	where , and etc.
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	5.1 Introduction
	Cumulus convection is parametrized by a bulk mass flux scheme which was originally described in T...

	5.2 Large-scale budget equations
	The contributions from cumulus convection to the large-scale budget equations of heat moisture an...
	(5.1)
	where, are the net contributions from all clouds to the updraught and downdraught mass fluxes, an...
	(5.2)
	where and are the fluxes of precipitation in the forms of rain and snow at height z. and are the ...

	5.3 Cloud model equations
	5.3.1 Updraughts
	The updraught of the cloud ensemble is assumed to be in a steady state. Then the bulk equations f...
	(5.3)
	where and are the rates of mass entrainment and detrainment per unit length, is the updraught clo...
	The vertical integration of (5.3) requires knowledge of the cloud-base mass flux and of the mass ...
	Entrainment of mass into convective plumes is assumed to occur (1) through turbulence exchange of...
	(5.4)

	5.3.1 (a) Entrainment and detrainment rates
	Turbulent entrainment and detrainment are parametrized as
	(5.5)
	where the fractional entrainment/detrainment rates depend inversely on cloud radii in the updraug...
	(5.6)
	By assuming typical cloud sizes for the various types of convection, average values of entrainmen...
	(5.7)
	For penetrative convection and mid-level convection we deliberately impose a very small value typ...

	5.3.1 (b) Organized entrainment and detrainment
	Organized entrainment is applied to deep and mid-level convection. The formulation used is discus...
	Organized detrainment is estimated from the vertical variation of the updraught vertical velocity...
	(5.8)
	with
	(5.9)
	where is the updraught kinetic energy, is the virtual temperature of the updraught and the virtua...
	() is the virtual mass coefficient (Simpson and Wiggert 1969), the factor () is introduced becaus...
	enters the scheme in several ways: (i) for the generation and fallout of rain (Section 5.6), (ii)...
	determines the level to which convection penetrates (where it reduced to zero). This allows conve...
	(5.10)
	This assumes that the cloud area remains constant in the detraining layer and neglects the vertic...

	5.3.2 Downdraughts
	Downdraughts are considered to be associated with convective precipitation from the updraughts an...
	(5.11)
	The vertical distribution of the downdraught mass flux, dry static energy, moisture and horizonta...
	(5.12)
	is the evaporation of convective rain to maintain a saturated descent; the moistening and cooling...
	Entrainment and detrainment in downdraughts are highly uncertain as relevant data are not availab...

	5.3.2 (a) Turbulent entrainment and detrainment
	For turbulent mixing
	(5.13)

	5.3.2 (b) Organized entrainment and detrainment
	Organized entrainment for the downdraught is based upon a formulation suggested by Nordeng (1994);
	(5.14)
	where is the vertical velocity in the downdraught at the LFS (set to 1 m s-1).
	The scheme has no explicit rain water equation for the downdraught and so is estimated by
	(5.15)
	Organized detrainment from the downdraught occurs when either the downdraught becomes positively ...


	5.4 Convective types
	In using a bulk mass flux scheme, as opposed to a scheme which considers an ensemble of convectiv...
	For convection initiating from the surface, the original version of the convection scheme (Tiedtk...
	Once the type of convection has been determined its intensity (controlled by the cloud-base mass ...
	5.4.1 Deep convection
	Following Fritsch and Chappell (1980) and Nordeng (1994), the cloud base mass flux for deep conve...
	(5.16)
	where
	(5.17)
	where and describe the vertical variation of the updraught and downdraught mass flux due to entra...
	(5.18)
	Using Eq. (5.18) in Eq. (5.16) results in an expression for the cloud base mass flux. CAPE is est...
	(5.19)
	In practice the vertical variation of the updraught and downdraught mass fluxes (a and b above) i...
	The adjustment time scale is rather arbitrary but experience suggests that to prevent grid-scale ...
	(5.20)
	where is the grid-scale vertical velocity. The magnitude of the grid-scale vertical velocity roug...
	(5.21)
	However for resolutions of the deterministic forecasts (TL319) this leads to a value for of 1400s...
	As horizontal resolution increases, parts of convective cloud systems may become better resolved ...
	The vertical distribution of the updraught mass flux above cloud base is determined by assuming t...
	(5.22)
	Organized entrainment is only considered in the lower part of the cloud layer where large-scale c...

	5.4.2 Shallow convection
	Here we consider cumulus convection, which predominantly occurs in undisturbed flow, that is in t...
	(5.23)
	with
	(5.24)
	The moisture supply to the shallow cumulus is largely through surface evaporation as the contribu...
	An initial estimate for the updraught base mass flux is obtained using Eq. (5.23). If downdraught...
	(5.25)
	Again downdraught properties are obtained using the original estimate of the updraught base mass ...
	No organized entrainment is applied to shallow convection. As turbulent entrainment and detrainme...

	5.4.3 Mid-level convection
	Mid-level convection, that is, convective cells which have their roots not in the boundary layer ...
	Although it is not clear how significant the organization of convection in mesoscale rain bands i...
	The convective mass flux at cloud base is set equal to the vertical mass transport by the large-s...
	(5.26)
	following the notation of Subsection 5.4.1 above. Again two estimates of the updraught base mass ...
	In addition to the injection of mass through cloud base, we assume again that cloud air is produc...


	5.5 Sub-cloud layer
	The first level at which convective mass, momentum and thermodynamic fluxes are estimated is clou...
	Care must be taken to ensure that fluxes of liquid water are zero below cloud base. Through the c...
	(5.27)
	where refers to the value of at the level immediately below cloud base. is given by
	(5.28)
	and is the surface pressure.
	For deep and shallow convection is set to 1 (implying a linear decrease in the flux with pressure...
	For the remainder of the sub-cloud layer, fluxes at level ‘B+1’ are reduced to zero at the surfac...
	(5.29)
	where is the pressure at level of the model.
	The cloud-mass and momentum fluxes in the sub-cloud layer are treated in a similar manner.

	5.6 Cloud microphysics
	5.6.1 Freezing in convective updraughts
	We assume that condensate in the convective updraughts freezes in the temperature range maintaini...

	5.6.2 Generation of precipitation
	The conversion from cloud water/ice to rain/snow is treated in a consistent way with that in the ...
	(5.30)
	where and . is the updraught vertical velocity and is limited to a maximum value of 10 m s-1 in E...
	Sundqvist (1988) takes account of the Bergeron-Findeisen process for temperatures below through a...
	(5.31)
	where
	(5.32)
	,and .
	Eq. (5.30) is integrated analytically in the vertical.

	5.6.3 Fallout of precipitation
	The fallout of rain water/snow is parametrized as (e.g. Kuo and Raymond, 1980)
	(5.33)
	where is the model layer depth. The terminal velocity is parametrized as (Liu and Orville, 1969)
	(5.34)
	where is given in units of . Since the fall speed of ice particles is smaller than that of water ...

	5.6.4 Evaporation of rain
	The evaporation of convective rain is parametrized following a proposal of Kessler (1969), where ...
	(5.35)
	where is a constant being zero for .
	As the density of rain is not given by the model it is convenient to express it in terms of the r...
	(5.36)
	where is the mean fall speed of rain drops which again is parametrized following Kessler (1969).
	(5.37)
	(Note that this is different from the formulation used in the estimation of the fallout of precip...
	Thus we have
	(5.38)
	Since the convective rain takes place only over a fraction of the grid area, the evaporation rate...
	(5.39)
	where the constants have the following values (Kessler, 1969)
	In view of the uncertainty of the fractional area of precipitating clouds a constant value of is ...
	The evaporation rate is calculated implicitly in the model by means of
	(5.40)
	which follows from
	(5.41)
	and
	(5.42)

	5.6.5 Melting and freezing of precipitation
	Melting of snow falling across the freezing level () is parametrized by a simple relaxation towar...
	(5.43)
	where is the amount of snow (kg m2 s) melting and t is a relaxation time scale which decreases wi...
	(5.44)
	The parametrization may produce melting over a deeper layer than observed (Mason 1971) but this h...


	5.7 Link to cloud scheme
	Before the introduction of the prognostic cloud scheme (see Chapter 6 ‘Clouds and large-scale pre...
	(5.45)
	where is the cloud fraction and the grid-box mean cloud water.

	5.8 Momentum transports
	Equation set (5.3) includes a treatment of the vertical transport of horizontal momentum by conve...
	Hence for deep and mid-level convection the turbulent entrainment and detrainment rates used in t...
	(5.46)
	where is the value of in level , while and are given by equation (5.7).
	When (below the mid-level of the cloud) , while if (in the upper part of the cloud) then . Gregor...
	The definition of the horizontal wind in the updraught and downdraught at cloud base and LFS is n...

	5.9 Discretization of the model equations
	The flux divergence in the large-scale budget equations (5.1) and in the cloud equations (5.3) an...
	(5.47)
	The definition of the large-scale variables at half levels pose a problem, when the half-level va...
	(5.48)
	where is the saturation moist static energy. Using an extrapolation like (5.48) for calculating t...
	(5.49)
	As the lines of the saturation moist static energy through point and the updraught moist static e...
	For horizontal winds, values at model half levels are set to those on the full model level below.
	The ascent in the updraughts is obtained by vertical integration of (5.3). Starting at the surfac...
	(5.50)
	Special care has to be taken in the discretization of (5.8) because of overshooting effects. A ce...
	(5.51)
	Finally, we mention that for numerical reasons the environmental air must not be convectively uns...
	(5.52)
	In fact, one of the forecasts with the ECMWF global model became numerically unstable when (5.23)...

	5.10 Structure of code
	The parametrization of cumulus convection is performed in subroutines shown in Fig. 5.1 .
	Figure 5.1 Structure of convection scheme
	CUCALLN
	Provides interface of routines for cumulus parametrization. It takes the input values through arg...
	CUMASTRN
	Master routine for convection scheme.
	CUININ
	Initializes variables for convection scheme (including vertical interpolation to the half model l...
	CUBASEN
	Calculates condensation level for surface air and sets updraught base variables.
	CUASCN
	Calculates ascent in updraughts. CUASCN is called twice, the second time after downdraughts have ...
	CUENTR
	Calculated entrainment and detrainment rates.
	CUBASMCN
	Calculates cloud base properties of mid-level convection.
	CUDLFSN
	Calculates the level of free sinking for downdraughts.
	CUDDRAFN
	Calculates the downdraught descent.
	CUFLXN
	Calculates final convective fluxes and surface precipitation rates taking into account of melting...
	CUDTDQN
	Calculates the tendencies of from convection.
	CUDUDV
	Calculates the tendencies of from convection
	CUADJTQ
	Calculates super/sub saturation and adjusts T and q accordingly.
	EXTERNALS
	Subroutine SATUR for calculating saturation mixing ratio.
	PARAMETERS
	Defined in subroutine SUCUM called from INIPHY.
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	6.1 Theory
	Cloud and large-scale precipitation processes are described by prognostic equations for cloud liq...
	6.1.1 Definitions
	6.1.1 (a) Specific cloud water content and cloud fraction
	The grid-mean specific cloud water/ice content is defined as
	, (6.1)
	where is the density of cloud water, is the density of moist air and is the volume of the grid bo...
	(6.2)
	Furthermore, the definition of the specific cloud water content per cloud area (in-cloud water/ic...
	(6.3)

	6.1.1 (b) Saturation specific humidity
	The saturation specific humidity is expressed as a function of saturation water vapour pressure as
	(6.4)
	where the saturation water vapour pressure is expressed with the Tetens formula
	(6.5)
	where and are different depending on the sign of (i.e. water or ice phase with )

	6.1.1 (c) Mixed phase
	In the scheme only one variable for condensed water species is used. The distinction between the ...
	(6.6)
	and represent the threshold temperatures between which a mixed phase is allowed to exist and are ...
	(6.7)
	where and are the saturation specific humidities with respect to water and ice, respectively. The...
	(6.8)

	6.1.2 Basic equations
	With these definitions and the usual assumption that clouds encountered extend vertically over th...
	(6.9)
	and
	(6.10)
	The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10) represent the following processes:
	• , — transport of cloud water/ice and cloud area through the boundaries of the grid volume
	• , — formation of cloud water/ice and cloud area by convective processes
	• , — formation of cloud water/ice and cloud area by boundary-layer turbulence
	• , — formation of cloud water/ice and cloud area by stratiform condensation processes
	• — rate of evaporation of cloud water/ice
	• — generation of precipitation from cloud water/ice
	• — dissipation of cloud water/ice by cloud top entrainment
	• — rate of decrease of cloud area due to evaporation.
	The large-scale budget equations for specific humidity , and dry static energy after introduction...
	(6.11)
	and
	(6.12)
	where and represent all processes except those related to clouds and radiation. is the latent hea...

	6.1.3 Definition of the source and sink terms
	6.1.3 (a) Convection
	Clouds formed by convective processes are parametrized by considering them to be condensates prod...
	(6.13)
	and the source of cloud area is described as
	(6.14)
	where is the detrainment of mass from cumulus updraughts, is the specific cloud water/ice content...

	6.1.3 (b) Boundary layer clouds
	This part of the scheme considers stratocumulus clouds at the top of convective boundary layers. ...
	(6.15)
	where and are updraught and downdraught specific humidity, respectively, and () is the cloud mass...
	(6.16)
	The subscripts ‘0’ and ‘top’ refer to model levels near the surface and close to the cloud top (i...
	(6.17)
	and the source of cloud air in terms of cloud cover is
	(6.18)

	6.1.3 (c) Formation of stratiform clouds
	Here the formation of clouds by non-convective processes (e.g. large-scale lifting of moist air, ...
	(6.19)
	where is the change of along a moist adiabat through point , is the area-mean generalized vertica...
	(a) in already existing clouds and
	(b) the formation of new clouds
	(6.20)
	Condensation in already existing clouds is described as
	(6.21)
	New clouds are assumed to form, when the grid-averaged relative humidity exceeds a threshold valu...
	(6.22)
	where , with being the pressure and the pressure at the surface, , is the height of the tropopaus...
	, (6.23)
	which can be expressed in terms of grid averages (using the definition ) as
	. (6.24)
	For the application of Eq. (6.24) at values of close to saturation, the constraint is imposed to ...
	The generation of cloud water/ice in newly formed clouds is then
	, (6.25)
	where is the fractional cloud cover produced in the time step by Eq. (6.24).

	6.1.3 (d) Evaporation of cloud water/ice
	The scheme describes evaporation of clouds by two processes in connection with large-scale and cu...
	(6.26)
	The first process is accounted for in the same way as stratiform cloud formation except that . Hence
	(6.27)
	Assuming a homogeneous horizontal distribution of liquid water in the cloud, the cloud fraction r...
	(6.28)
	The parametrization of cloud dissipation as cloud air mixes with environmental air is described a...
	(6.29)
	where the diffusion coefficient is
	(6.30)
	The decrease in cloud cover is parametrized as
	(6.31)
	where is the specific cloud water/ice content per cloud area as defined in Eq. (6.3). Note that b...

	6.1.3 (e) Cloud top entrainment
	Fluxes of heat, moisture, cloud water/ice, and momentum through cloud top due to the cloud top en...
	, (6.32)
	where stands for any of the transported variables and is the entrainment velocity. stands for the...
	. (6.33)
	(i) Clouds at the top of convective boundary layers. In the case of clouds at the top of convecti...
	, (6.34)
	where
	(6.35)
	is the average buoyancy flux in the mixed layer of height and .
	(ii) All cloud tops. The second contribution to the entrainment velocity is parametrized as
	, (6.36)
	where is the longwave radiative flux divergence and .
	Cloud water/ice transported into the cloud free layer above by entrainment is assumed to evaporat...

	6.1.3 (f) Precipitation processes
	Similar to radiation, precipitation processes are treated seperately in clear and cloudy skies. T...
	(6.37)
	with
	(6.38)
	and
	(6.39)
	where the step function, , marks the portion of the grid-cell containing cloud with a condensate ...
	The precipitation fraction in the gridbox is then described as
	(6.40)
	with
	(6.41)
	and
	. (6.42)
	Precipitation sources are represented differently for pure ice clouds and for mixed phase and pur...
	(6.43)
	The distinction is made as a function of temperature according to Eq. (6.6). The rain and snow fo...
	(i) Pure ice clouds. The precipitation process in ice clouds is treated separately for two classe...
	(6.44)
	where
	(6.45)
	is the total ice water content in g m-3, is set to 1 g m-3, b1=0.252 g m-3 and b2= 0.837. The fal...
	(6.46)
	based on Heymsfield and Donner (1990); the constants currently chosen are c1=3.29 and c2=0.16.
	The ice content in particles larger than 100 mm
	(6.47)
	is converted into snow within one timestep.
	Given the fallspeed and the separation by particle size the contribution to from pure ice clouds ...
	, (6.48)
	where is the time-step of the model. For the samll particle ice settling into cloudy area is trea...
	(ii) Mixed phase and pure water clouds. For mixed phase and pure water clouds a parametrization f...
	(6.49)
	where represents a characteristic time scale for conversion of cloud droplets into drops and is a...
	(6.50)
	and
	(6.51)
	to take into account the effect of collection of cloud droplets by raindrops falling through the ...
	(6.52)
	and
	(6.53)
	where is the local cloudy precipitation rate () and is the temperature at which the Bergeron–Find...
	(iii) Evaporation of precipitation. The parametrization of rain and snow evaporation is uncertain...
	(6.54)
	where is the clear-sky precipitation fraction. Evaporation of rain/snow only takes place when the...
	. (6.55)
	(iv) Melting of snow. The melting of snow is parametrized by allowing the part of the grid box th...
	, (6.56)
	where and
	.


	6.2 Numerics
	6.2.1 Integration of the equations for cloud water/ice and cloud cover
	As cloud processes are rapidly varying in time, care must be taken when Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10) ...
	(6.57)
	where C is defined by Eq. (6.13), Eq. (6.17), Eq. (6.21), Eq. (6.25), Eq. (6.27) and Eq. (6.29) a...
	(6.58)
	with , , and defined by Eq. (6.14), Eq. (6.18), Eq. (6.24), Eq. (6.28) and Eq. (6.31). Analytical...
	(6.59)
	and
	(6.60)
	Since there are terms in Eq. (6.57) that depend on and terms in Eq. (6.58) that depend on the fol...
	. (6.61)
	Then Eq. (6.60) is divided by and solved yielding a new value for the in-cloud value which is con...

	6.2.2 Calculation of
	Special care has to be taken in the numerical calculation of from Eq. (6.19). Since the saturatio...

	6.2.3 Convective cloud source
	The vertical discretization of equations (6.13) and (6.14) is achieved with a simple upstream sch...
	(6.62)
	and
	. (6.63)
	Although two of the terms in equation (6.62) depend linearly on it was decided to treat the conve...

	6.2.4 Stratiform cloud source
	It is evident from (6.24) that the stratiform source of cloud cover is quadratically dependent on...
	. (6.64)

	6.2.5 Precipitation fractions
	The method to determine and is as follows. If precipitation is generated in a level through the p...
	, (6.65)
	and the cloudy precipitation flux at the base of level k is given by , where the twiddle symbol i...
	Because the clear precipitation flux is assumed to be horizontally uniform, evaporation does not ...
	, (6.66)
	where represents precipitation evaporation. Note that precipitation evaporation is a function of ...
	At the interfaces between levels, precipitation mass that is in cloud of the upper level may fall...
	There are four possible areas to be defined (see schematic in Figure ??): the area in which cloud...
	, (6.67)
	where is a tiny number set to 10-6. Equation (6.67) gives maximum overlap for clouds in adjacent ...
	. (6.68)
	Equation (6.68) makes the further assumption that there is maximum overlap between the area cover...
	. (6.69)
	The area in which clear precipitation flux of the upper level falls into cloud of the level below...
	, (6.70)
	which assumes maximum overlap between the portion of the cloud in the lower level k which has clo...
	. (6.71)
	Finally, the areas and fluxes at the top of level k can be related to those at the base of level ...
	, (6.72)
	, (6.73)
	, (6.74)
	. (6.75)
	From these equations it is obvious that total precipitation area, , and precipitation flux, , are...

	6.2.6 Precipitation sources
	After the integration of Eq. (6.60) the fallout of condensate (represented by the term in Eq. (6....
	. (6.76)
	The condensate falling out of model level is then distributed into rain, snow or cloud ice in the...
	(i) Pure water clouds. In the case of pure water clouds () all condensate falling out of a model ...
	. (6.77)
	(ii) Mixed phase clouds. In the case of mixed phase clouds () all condensate falling out of a mod...
	(6.78)
	and
	. (6.79)
	(iii) Pure ice clouds. In the case of pure ice clouds () the condensate falling out of a model le...
	(6.80)
	and
	, (6.81)
	where
	. (6.82)
	represents all sources and sinks of cloud ice not related to precipitation processes, whereas is ...
	, (6.83)
	where is the change of total cloud cover from layer to layer as described above. Hence,
	. (6.84)
	With these defintions the generation of snow in level becomes
	. (6.85)
	After the definitions above the precipitation at the surface can be written as
	. (6.86)

	6.2.7 Evaporation of precipitation
	Since the evaporation of precipitation has a threshold value of relative humidity at which the pr...
	(6.87)
	the implicit solution becomes
	, (6.88)
	where refers to the time level at the beginning of timestep . (6.88) ensures that evaporation of ...
	. (6.89)
	The smaller of the values given by (6.88) and (6.89) is then chosen as the true value of evaporat...

	6.2.8 Cloud top entrainment
	After parametrizing the entrainment flux as in Eq. (6.32) and the entrainment velocity as in Eq. ...
	The tendency equation for the cloudy model level, , can be written as
	, (6.90)
	where is the flux of taken at half-level . A similar equation can be written for the level immedi...
	(6.91)
	and
	. (6.92)

	6.2.9 Final moist adjustment
	After the calculation of the liquid water/ice tendency and the corresponding tendencies of temper...


	6.3 Code
	The parametrization of cloud and large-scale precipitation processes is performed in the followin...
	CLDPP
	This routine prepares the cloud variables for radiation calculations and calculates total, high, ...
	CLOUDSC
	This routine carries out all calculations necessary to solve Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10). The calcul...
	• initial setup including calculation of
	•
	• tropopause height for Eq. (6.22)
	• mixed layer buoyancy integral as defined in Eq. (6.35)
	• convective source terms including freezing if different mixed phase assumptions are used for co...
	• entrainment velocity due to longwave cooling (Eq. (6.36))
	• generation of clouds at top of convective boundary layer (Eq. (6.17) and Eq. (6.18))
	• erosion of clouds by turbulent mixing (Eq. (6.29) and Eq. (6.31))
	• calculation of (see section 6.2.2)
	• large-scale evaporation (Eq. (6.27))
	• large-scale cloud formation (Eq. (6.21), Eq. (6.24), and Eq. (6.25))
	• analytical integration of the equation for (Eq. (6.59))
	• moist adjustment (see section 6.2.9)
	• analytical integration of the equation for (Eq. (6.60)) and precipitation (Eq. (6.37) to Eq. (6...
	• melting of snow (Eq. (6.56))
	• evaporation of precipitation (Eq. (6.54))
	• final tendency calculations
	• mixing due to cloud top entrainment (Eq. (6.91) and Eq. (6.92))
	• flux calculations for diagnostics

	APPENDIX A List of symbols
	advective transport through the boundaries of the grid box
	fraction of grid box covered by clouds
	fraction of grid box covered by precipitation
	fractional area of updraughts
	condensation rate
	specific heat at constant pressure
	detrainment in the cumulus updraughts
	rate of evaporation of cloud water/ice
	rate of evaporation of precipitation
	saturation water vapour
	longwave radiative flux divergence
	moisture transport by clouds
	acceleration of gravity
	generation of precipitation that falls out from one level to another
	generation of precipitation from cloud water/ice
	generation of precipitation in the form of rain
	generation of precipitation in the form of snow
	mixed-layer height
	surface humidity flux
	diffusion coefficient
	latent heat
	latent heat of fusion
	latent heat of sublimation
	latent heat of vaporization
	grid-mean specific cloud liquid-water and ice content
	specific cloud water content per cloud area
	specific cloud water/ice content in the cumulus downdraughts
	specific cloud water/ice content in the cumulus updraughts
	rate of snowment
	cumulus-induced subsidence mass flux
	precipitation rate
	local precipitation rate
	pressure
	environmental specific humidity
	specific humidity in the convecive downdraughts
	saturation specific humidity
	saturation specific humidity with respect to ice
	saturation specific humidity with respect to water
	specific humidity in the convecive updraughts
	radiative heating rate in cloudy air
	radiative heating rate in cloud-free air
	gas constant for dry air
	gas constant for water vapour
	= 0.8
	threshold value of the relative humidity
	formation of cloud water/ice by convective processes
	formation of cloud water/ice by stratiform condensation processes
	formation of cloud water/ice by boundary-layer processes
	dry static energy
	virtual dry static energy
	temperature
	= 273.16 K
	= 268 K temperature at which the Bergeron–Findeison enhances the precipitation
	= 250.16 K
	=
	area-mean generalized vertical velocity
	is the cloud mass flux
	entrainment velocity
	terminal fall speed of ice particles
	updraught velocity
	fraction of condensate held as liquid water
	rate of increase of cloud area by boundary-layer processes
	rate of increase of cloud area by convective processes
	rate of increase of cloud area by stratiform condensation processes
	rate of decrease of clopud area due to evaporation
	density of moist air
	density of cloud water
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	7.1 Introduction
	The parametrization scheme described in this chapter represents the surface fluxes of energy and ...
	Figure 7.1 Schematic representation of the structure of TESSEL land-surface scheme
	Over land, the skin temperature is in thermal contact with a four-layer soil or, if there is snow...
	Snowfall is collected in the snow mantle, which in turn is depleted by snowmelt, contributing to ...
	Finally, open water points have a fixed surface temperature. When present, frozen water occupies ...

	7.2 Tiles and surface fluxes
	7.2.1 Tile and vegetation characteristics
	Grid-box surface fluxes are calculated separately for the different subgrid surface fractions (or...
	In each grid box two vegetation types are present: a high and a low vegetation type. An external ...
	The coverage Ci for the tile i depends on the type and relative area of low and high vegetation, ...
	(7.1)

	Table 7.1 Vegetation types and parameter values (see text). H/L refer to the distinction between ...
	1
	Crops, mixed farming
	L
	180
	3
	0.90
	0
	5.558
	2.614
	2
	Short grass
	L
	110
	2
	0.85
	0
	10.739
	2.608
	3
	Evergreen needleleaf trees
	H
	500
	5
	0.90
	0.03
	6.706
	2.175
	4
	Deciduous needleleaf trees
	H
	500
	5
	0.90
	0.03
	7.066
	1.953
	5
	Evergreen broadleaf trees
	H
	175
	5
	0.90
	0.03
	5.990
	1.955
	6
	Deciduous broadleaf trees
	H
	240
	6
	0.99
	0.03
	7.344
	1.303
	7
	Tall grass
	L
	100
	2
	0.70
	0
	8.235
	1.627
	8
	Desert
	-
	250
	0.5
	0
	0
	4.372
	0.978
	9
	Tundra
	L
	80
	1
	0.50
	0
	8.992
	8.992
	10
	Irrigated crops
	L
	180
	3
	0.90
	0
	5.558
	2.614
	11
	Semidesert
	L
	150
	0.5
	0.10
	0
	4.372
	0.978
	12-
	Ice caps and glaciers
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	13
	Bogs and marshes
	L
	240
	4
	0.60
	0
	7.344
	1.303
	14
	Inland water
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	15
	Ocean
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	16
	Evergreen shrubs
	L
	225
	3
	0.50
	0
	6.326
	1.567
	17
	Deciduous shrubs
	L
	225
	1.5
	0.50
	0
	6.326
	1.567
	18
	Mixed forest/woodland
	H
	250
	5
	0.90
	0.03
	4.453
	1.631
	19
	Interrupted forest
	H
	175
	2.5
	0.90
	0.03
	4.453
	1.631
	20
	Water and land mixtures
	L
	150
	4
	0.60
	0
	-
	-
	Each vegetation type is characterized by a series of (fixed) parameters as detailed in Table 7.1:
	• A minimum canopy resistance, rs,min;
	• A leaf area index, LAI;
	• A vegetation coverage, cveg;
	• A coefficient, gD, for the dependence of the canopy resistance, rc, on water vapour pressure de...
	• The root distribution over the soil layers, specified by an exponential profile involving atten...
	The numerical values for the parameters of Table 1 are based both on experiments conducted as des...
	The presence of snow and intercepted water dynamically modifies the coverage fractions. The cover...
	(7.2)
	In the expressions above the minimum snow mass that ensures complete coverage of the grid box is ...
	(7.3)
	or 100% land (tiles 3 to NT, where NT=8 is the number of tiles):
	(7.4)
	Apart from the fractional gridbox coverage, each tile has a couple of additional parameters (see ...
	• The skin conductivity, , provides the thermal connection between the skin level and the soil or...
	• A small fraction fRs of net short-wave radiation that is transmitted directly to the top soil o...

	Table 7.2 Tile Specific Values.
	1
	Open water
	0
	Potential
	2
	Ice water
	58
	58
	0
	Potential
	3
	Interception
	reservoir
	10
	10
	0.05
	Potential
	4
	Low vegetation
	10
	10
	0.05
	Resistance
	5
	Snow on low
	vegetation/bare
	ground
	7
	7
	0
	Potential
	6
	High vegetation
	0.03
	Resistance
	7
	High vegetation
	with snow
	beneath
	0.03
	Canopy and snow
	resistance
	8
	Bare ground
	15
	15
	0
	Resistance
	The resistance scheme describes the way of coupling with the atmosphere: Potential denotes atmosp...
	Finally, the surface albedo, , is similar for all land tiles within a grid box except for those c...

	7.2.2 Surface heat and evaporation fluxes
	A resistance parameterization is used to calculate the turbulent fluxes. Momentum exchange is par...
	(7.5)
	(7.6)
	with the air density, cp the heat capacity of moist air, g the acceleration fo gravity, , TL, qL,...
	Figure 7.2 Resistance scheme for three categories of coupling. Potential refers to ocean, sea ice...
	For high and low vegetation, an additional canopy resistance rc is added:
	(7.7)
	with and i indicating the high or low vegetation tiles. rc is a function of downward shortwave ra...
	(7.8)
	f1 is a hyperbolic function of downward short-wave radiation only:
	(7.9)
	where , and .
	Function f2 is defined as
	(7.10)
	where the soil moisture at permanent wilting point and at field capacity, and , respectively, are...
	(7.11)
	where Rk is the the fraction of roots in layer k and the fraction of unfrozen soil water, , is a ...
	(7.12)
	where zk+1/2 is the depth of the bottom of layer k (in m; z1/2 = 0 m). Contributions from levels ...
	.

	Table 7.3 Root distribution per vegetation type (in %) over the four layers. Vegetation indexes r...
	24
	35
	26
	26
	24
	25
	27
	100
	47
	24
	17
	25
	23
	23
	19
	19
	41
	38
	39
	38
	38
	34
	27
	0
	45
	41
	31
	34
	36
	36
	35
	35
	31
	23
	29
	29
	31
	27
	27
	0
	8
	31
	33
	27
	30
	30
	36
	36
	4
	4
	6
	7
	7
	14
	9
	0
	0
	4
	19
	11
	11
	11
	10
	10
	A dependence on atmospheric humidity deficit (Da=esat(TL)-eL, with e the vapour pressure) is incl...
	(7.13)
	where gD depends on the vegetation type (Table 7.1), and is non-zero for high vegetation only.
	Evaporation from the interception reservoir is given by Eq. (7.6) only when the amount of water i...
	Bare-soil evaporation uses a resistance approach, an analogue to the canopy transpiration formula...
	(7.14)
	with f2 given by Eq. (7.10), and rsoil,min = 50 s m-1. By this parameterization, evaporation from...
	A special treatment is included in the calculation of evaporation over high vegetation with snow ...
	(7.15)
	where is the humidity at the connection point of the three resistances (Fig. 7.2 ). After elimina...
	(7.16)
	The first term in the equation above is interpreted as Eveg,7 and is treated in the standard way ...
	The grid box total sensible and latent heat fluxes are expressed as an area weighted average:
	(7.17)
	(7.18)
	with Hi given by Eq. (7.5), and Ei by Eq. (7.6) for ocean, sea-ice and snow on low vegetation, Eq...


	7.3 the surface energy balance and coupling to the soil
	A skin temperature Tsk forms the interface between the soil and the atmosphere. As detailed in Se...
	The energy balance equation solved for each tile takes into account partial absorption of net sho...
	(7.19)
	where i denotes the tile index, Rs and RT are downward short-wave radiation and long-wave radiati...
	The tiled surface is thermally coupled to the snow deck, when present, and to a single soil profi...
	The solution of Eq. (7.19) is performed inside the code for turbulent exchanges in the atmosphere...

	7.4 Snow
	The snow scheme represents an additional “layer” on top of the upper soil layer, with an independ...
	The heat capacity of the snow deck is a function of its depth and the snow density, which is a pr...
	7.4.1 Snow mass and energy budget
	The snow mass budget reads as:
	(7.20)
	where F is snowfall (units kg m-2s-1), S is snow mass (sometimes referred as snow water equivalen...
	(7.21)
	Snow mass and snow depth are related by
	(7.22)
	where Dsn is snow depth for the snow-covered area (units m; Dsn is NOT a grid-averaged quantity) ...
	The snow energy budget reads as
	(7.23)
	where and are the ice and snow volumetric heat capacities, respectively (units ), is the ice dens...
	(7.24)
	The melting term couples the mass and energy equation
	(7.25)
	where Lf is the latent heat of fusion (units J kg-1) and the subscrit m represents melting.

	7.4.2 Prognostic snow density and albedo
	Following Douville et al. (1995) snow density is assumed to be constant with depth and to evolve ...
	(7.26)
	The exponential relaxation reads
	(7.27)
	where timescales , and corresponding to an e-folding time of about 4 days, with minimum density k...

	Table 7.4 Snow-related parameters
	Maximum snow thermal depth
	0.07 m
	Scr
	Threshold value for grid box coverage of snow
	0.015 m
	Minimum albedo of exposed snow
	0.50
	Maximum albedo of exposed snow
	0.85
	Albedo of shaded snow
	0.2
	Ice heat conductivity
	2.2 W m-1K-1
	Minimum snow density
	300 k gm-3
	Maximum snow density
	100 k gm-3
	Ice density
	920 kgm-3
	Ice volumetric heat capacity
	2.05 106 J m-3 K-1
	Linear coefficient for decrease of albedo of non-melting snow
	0.008
	Coefficient for exponential decrease of snow density and melting snow albedo
	0.24
	Length of day
	86400 s
	Snow albedo in exposed areas evolves according to the formulation of Baker et al. (1990), Versegh...
	(7.28)
	where , which will decrease the albedo by 0.1 in 12.5 days. For melting conditions :
	(7.29)
	where and . If snowfall kg m-2hr-1, the snow albedo is reset to the maximum value, .
	The above formulae are inadequate to describe the evolution of the surface albedo of snow cover w...

	7.4.3 Additional details
	7.4.3 (a) Limiting of snow depth in the snow energy equation
	Initial experimentation with the snow model revealed that the time evolution of snow temperature ...
	(7.30)

	7.4.3 (b) Basal heat flux and thermal coefficients
	The heat flux at the bottom of the snow pack is written as a finite difference in the following way:
	(7.31)
	where rsn is the resistance between the middle of the snow pack and the middle of soil layer 1, w...
	(7.32)
	where the second term is the skin layer conductivity for bare soil (tile 8), which can be seen as...
	(7.33)
	Table 7.4 contains the numerical values of the ice density and ice heat conductivity.

	7.4.3 (c) Numerical solution for non-melting situations
	The net heat flux that goes into the top of the snow deck is an output of the vertical diffusion ...
	(7.34)
	In the absence of melting, the solution of Eq. (7.30) is done implicitly. The preliminary snow te...
	(7.35)
	(7.36)
	where superscript t refers to the current time step and superscript * to the preliminary value at...
	(7.37)
	The basal snow heat flux to be used as input for the thermal budget of the soil (in the snow cove...
	(7.38)
	Finally, a preliminary new value for the snow mass, , is computed from snow fall and snow evapora...
	(7.39)

	7.4.4 Treatment of melting
	7.4.4 (a) No melting occurs
	If no melting occurs and the preliminary values and become the t+1 values, while the basal heat f...

	7.4.4 (b) Melting conditions
	If , snow melting occurs and the time step is divided in two fractions, , where the first fractio...
	(7.40)
	while, during the second fraction, , melting occurs with no resultant warming of the snow:
	(7.41)
	If not all the snow melts, i.e., if St+1>0, the following heat flux is passed to the soil
	(7.42)
	When all the snow melts, i.e., if St+1<0, the melting time step is redefined as:
	(7.43)
	and the basal heat flux is redefined as
	(7.44)


	7.5 Soil heat transfer
	In the absence of internal phase changes, the soil heat transfer is assumed to obey the following...
	(7.45)
	where is the volumetric soil heat capacity , is the soil temperature (units K), is the vertical c...
	The boundary condition at the bottom, no heat flux of energy, is an acceptable approximation prov...
	7.5.1 Discretization and choice of parameters
	Table 7.5 Parameters in the land-surface scheme. See Table 7.4 for snow-related parameters.
	Clapp and Hornberger soil parameter
	Interception efficiency
	Depth of soil layer 1
	Depth of soil layer 2
	Depth of soil layer 3
	Depth of soil layer 4
	Fraction of gridbox covered by convective rainfall
	Heterogeneity factor for convective precipitation
	Highest temperature for existence of ice water
	Lowest temperature for existence of liquid water
	Maximum water amount on single leaf
	Hydraulic conductivity at saturation
	Heat conductivity of dry soil
	Heat conductivity of soil matrix
	Heat conductivity of liquid water
	Volumetric soil heat capacity
	Soil moisture at saturation
	Soil moisture at field capacity
	Soil moisture at permanent wilting point
	Matric potential at saturation
	For the solution of Eq. (7.45) the soil is discretized in four layers, of depths , , the temperat...
	The boundary condition at the bottom is:
	(7.46)
	At the top, the boundary condition is the soil heat flux at the surface, computed as a weighted a...
	The net heat flux into the soil is given by:
	, (7.47)
	where the summation scans all snow free tiles.
	The volumetric soil heat capacity is assumed constant, with value (see Table 7.5 for a list of co...
	, (7.48)
	where and
	, (7.49)
	where the heat conductivity of the soil matrix, and the thermal conductivity of water is . Eq. (7...
	(7.50)
	The depths of the soil layers are chosen in an approximate geometric relation (see Table 7.5 ), a...

	7.5.2 Soil-water phase changes
	At high and mid latitudes the phase changes of water in the soil have an important effect on the ...
	(a) The thermal effects related to the latent heat of fusion/freezing (e.g. Rouse 1984);
	(b) Changes in the soil thermal conductivity due to the presence of ice (e.g. Penner 1970, not in...
	(c) Suppression of transpiration in the presence of frozen ground (e.g. Betts et al. 1998) and al...
	(d) Soil water transfer dependent on a soil water potential including the effects of frozen water...
	The latent-heat effects are described in the following. The main impact will be to delay the soil...
	The soil energy equation, Eq. (7.45), is modified in the presence of soil water phase changes as
	(7.51)
	where is the volumetric ice-water content. Without loss of generality, for the grid squares chara...
	(7.52)
	where is the total soil-water content (liquid + ice), and
	(7.53)
	where Tf1 and Tf2 are characteristic temperatures limiting the phase change regime. In reality, t...
	(a) Adsorption, resulting from forces between the mineral parts of the soil and the water;
	(b) Capillarity, related to the fact that the water-free surface is not plane;
	(c) Depression of the freezing point due to the effect of dissolved salts; and
	(d) Soil heterogeneity.
	To avoid an undesirable coupling between the temperature and water equations in the soil, Eq. (7....
	(7.54)
	where is a constant, representing the amount of soil water that can be frozen (thawed). For simpl...
	(7.55)
	showing that the effect of freezing can be interpreted as an additional soil heat capacity, somet...
	Finally, function ffr(T), is given by
	(7.56)
	with Tf1 = T0 + 1, Tf1 = T0 – 3.


	7.6 Soil-water budget
	The vertical movement of water in the unsaturated zone of the soil matrix obeys the following equ...
	(7.57)
	is the water density (), is the water flux in the soil (positive downwards, ), and is a volumetri...
	(7.58)
	() and () are the hydraulic diffusivity and hydraulic conductivity, respectively.
	Replacing (7.58) in (7.57), specifying , and defining parametric relations for and as functions o...
	7.6.1 Interception
	The interception reservoir is a thin layer on top of the soil/vegetation, collecting liquid water...
	(7.59)
	where is the water evaporated by the interception reservoir (or dew collection, depending on its ...
	The equation is solved in three fractional steps: evaporation, dew deposition, and rainfall inter...
	(a) the inteception layer contents at time step ;
	(b) Throughfall (ie, rainfall minus intercepted water); and
	(c) The evaporation effectively seen by the intercepted layer in each tile i.
	First, the upward evaporation () contribution is considered; because depends linearly on (see Eq....
	(7.60)
	where is the new value of interception-reservoir content after the evaporation process has been t...
	(7.61)
	The dew deposition is dealt with explicitely for each non-snow tile in succession, for tiles 3, 4...
	(7.62)
	where superscript 2 denotes the final value at the end of the this fractional time step.
	The interception of rainfall is considered by applying the following set of equations to large-sc...
	(7.63)
	is a modified convective rainfall flux, computed by applying the heterogeneity assumption that co...
	The interception reservoir model described in this section is probably the simplest water-conserv...

	7.6.2 Soil properties
	Integration of Eqs. (7.57) and (7.58) requires the specification of hydraulic conductivity and di...
	(7.64)
	is a non-dimensional exponent, and are the values of the hydraulic conductivity and matric potent...
	Cosby et al. (1984) tabulate best estimates of , , and , for the 11 soil classes of the US Depart...
	A comprehensive review of measurements of and may be found in Patterson (1990). Starting from Pat...
	(7.65)
	is used with (–15 bar) and (–0.33 bar) (see Hillel 1982; Jacquemin and Noilhan 1990) to find the ...
	Finally, the water transport in frozen soil is limited in the case of a partially frozen soil, by...

	7.6.3 Discretization and the root profile
	A common soil discretization is chosen for the thermal and water soil balance for ease of interpr...
	For improved accuracy, the hydraulic diffusivity and conductivity are taken as (see Mahrt and Pan...
	(7.66)
	where . The boundary conditions are given by
	(7.67)
	The difference between throughfall and surface runoff is the soil infiltration at the surface:
	(7.68)
	and , with a similar equation for . The evaporation at the top of the soil layer, , is computed a...
	(a) tile 3 mismatch(after the evaporated water used by the interception reservoir for the given t...
	(b) when the evaporative fluxes are downward (i.e., dew deposition), the evaporation for tiles 4,...
	Root extraction is computed as
	(7.69)
	where the sum over tiles i is done for tiles 4, 6, and 7 (for which only the transpiration is use...


	7.7 Sea/lake ice
	Any non-land point (i.e., a grid point with land cover less or equal 0.5) can have two fractions,...
	The ice fraction is modelled as an ice slab, with open water underneath and a skin temperature fo...
	(a) Fixed depth of the slab (which can be relaxed once there is a reliable data set to specify it...
	(b) Fixed fraction, which is a reasonable assumption for a 10-day forecast period, and avoids the...
	(c) No snow accumulation on top of the ice (although one of the main effects of snow, i.e., a mar...
	The ice heat transfer is assumed to obey the following Fourier law of diffusion
	(7.70)
	where is the volumetric ice heat capacity, is the ice temperature, and is the ice thermal conduct...
	Eq. (7.70) is solved with the ice disretized in four layers, with the depth of the top three laye...
	(7.71)
	and the total depth of the ice slab, , is prescribed as 1.5 m. In order to ensure a constant ice ...

	7.8 Numerical solution of the surface equations
	7.8.1 Recap of the analytical equations
	The water budget (Eqs. (7.57)–(7.58), with boundary conditions given by Eq. (7.67)), the soil ene...
	(7.72)
	The meaning of the different variables in each individual equations is summarized Table 7.6, toge...

	Table 7.6 Variables in the generalized soil/ice temperature and water equation.
	Soil moisture
	1
	Soil temperature
	0
	0
	Ice temperature
	0
	0
	UBC and LBC stand for upper and lower boundary condition, respectively

	7.8.2 Implicit numerical solution
	Eq. (7.72) is time discretized in the following way:
	(7.73)
	where
	(7.74)
	and the semi-implicit coefficient, . If the prognostic variable is defined at full levels and the...
	(7.75)
	where the horizontal brace means that the term exists only for the ice temperature equation (beca...
	(7.76)
	Eq. (7.75) leads to a triadiagonal system of equations:
	(7.77)
	with the generalized modified diffusivities, , defined as:
	(7.78)
	where is the depth of the deepest soil layer. The discretization above conserves water (energy) a...


	7.9 Code
	The surface parameterization computations are shared between the vertical diffusion routine (VDFM...
	At the start of the model integration, the following setup routine is called to initialize a modu...
	• SUSOIL. Setup routine for soil/snow/ice constants.
	The main subroutine of the surface code (SRFMAIN) is called from CALLPAR, with: (a) values of the...
	• SRFSN. Solution of the snow energy and water budget and computation of the next time step densi...
	• SRFRCG. Computes apparent soil heat capacity, ie including effects of soil freezing. Inputs: so...
	• SRFT. Solution of the soil heat budget. Inputs: Soil temperature, soil moisture, longwave radia...
	• SRFI. Solution of the ice heat budget. Inputs: Ice temperature, longwave radiative flux, tile e...
	• SRFWL. Solution of the interception layer water budget. Inputs: Interception layer contents, lo...
	• SRFWEXC. First part of the computation of the soil water budget, ie, computation of the coeffic...
	• SRFWDIF. Generalized surface tridiagonal solver. Inputs: Values of at the current time step, ge...
	• SRFWINC. Computation of next time step soil water. Inputs: and current time step soil water. Ou...
	• SRFWNG. Bounded-value operator for intercepted water (limited to non-negative values and values...
	Relevant routines from the vertical diffusion code, discussed in full detail in Chapter 3, include:
	• SUVEG. Assignment of vegetation related constants.
	• VDFBC. Definition of tile fractions and related characteristics.
	• VDFSURF. Definition of bare soil resistance, low and high canopy resistances.
	• VDFEXCS. Computation of aerodynamical part of exchange coefficients for heat and moisture, incl...
	• VDFEVAP. Computation of evapotranspiration for each tile.
	• VDFSFLX. Surface fluxes for each tile, defined at time t.
	• VDFTSK. Computation of the tile skin temperatures, as a the solution of the tile energy balance.
	• VDFTFLX. Computation of the tile fluxes at time t + 1.
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	8.1 Introduction
	A study of stratospheric humidity in analyses and multi-year simulations has shown that the ECMWF...

	8.2 Methane oxidation
	Methane is produced by natural and anthropogenic sources at the earth’s surface, and is well-mixe...
	Brasseur and Solomon (1984) provide an account of the chemistry of carbon compounds in the strato...
	is approximately uniformly distributed in the absence of precipitation, where denotes a volume mi...
	There is, nevertheless, good observational evidence that over much of the stratosphere the quantity
	is quite uniformly distributed with a value of about 6 ppmv. Jones et al. (1986) provide evidence...

	8.3 The parametrization
	8.3.1 Methane oxidation
	We assume that the volume mixing ratio of water vapour increases at a rate
	(8.1)
	We further assume that
	(8.2)
	The rate of increase of volume mixing ratio of water vapour (in ppmv) is thus
	(8.3)
	In terms of specific humidity, , the source is
	(8.4)
	where (having divided by to convert from volume mixing ratio in ppmv to specific humidity) the pa...
	The rate could be determined, for example, from a 2-D model with comprehensive chemistry, as in t...
	The photochemical life time of water vapour is of the order of 100 days near the stratopause, 200...
	(8.5)
	where is given in s-1 and the timescale, , in days, is given in terms of pressure, , in Pa, by:
	(8.6)
	where we define
	(8.7)
	to give a time-scale of 2000 days at the 10 hPa level.
	This parametrization moistens rising air in the tropical stratosphere. This air will earlier have...

	8.3.2 Photolysis in the mesosphere
	For model versions with an uppermost level at 0.1 hPa, or lower, there is no strong need to inclu...
	(8.8)
	As for we take independent of latitude with parameters chosen to match the vertical profile of ph...
	(8.9)
	with
	(8.10)
	and
	(8.11)
	The vertical profile of the photochemical lifetime of the combined scheme, , is shown below in Fi...
	.
	Figure 8.1 Combined photochemical lifetime, , as a function of altitude for the analytical specif...



	8.4 A simple test
	A simple check of the realism of the scheme is provided by calculating the vertical profile of sp...
	(8.12)
	The dashed curve in Fig. 8.2 is an average over a number of tropical profiles of specific humidit...
	Average near-stratopause specific humidities from the set of HALOE profiles are shown for differe...
	Figure 8.2 Vertical profiles of specific humidity. Line A denotes the steady numerical solution c...
	Table 8.1 Mean retrieved 0.3 hPa, 0.7 hPa and 1.4 hPa specific humidities (mg/kg) from HALOE
	0.3 hPa
	3.9
	3.8
	3.4
	3.5
	3.7
	0.7 hPa
	3.7
	3.7
	3.5
	3.8
	3.8
	1.4 hPa
	3.4
	3.4
	3.8
	3.6
	4.0


	8.5 Code
	The calculations for methane oxidation and photolysis of water vapour are performed in subroutine...
	This routine calculates the tendency of water vapour due to methane oxidation and due to photolys...
	• find time-scale for methane oxidation following (8.6)
	• solve first part of (8.8)
	• find time-scale for water vapour photolysis following (8.10)
	• solve second part of (8.8)
	The setup of the constants used in METHOX is performed in SUMETHOX which is called from SUPHEC. T...
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	9.1 Introduction
	The ECMWF model uses a series of climate fields of different origin which have different resoluti...

	9.2 Topographic data
	The model orography and land use fields are based on the terrain elevation data set GTOPO30 at 30...
	The GTOPO30 data set, as used in the IFS, was completed in 1996 through a collaborative effort le...
	Greenland KMS DEM replaces GTOPO30 for the Greenland area, because of the better accuracy of the ...
	The Global Land Cover Characteristics (GLCC) data set has been derived from 1 year of Advanced Ve...
	Due to their high resolution and global coverage, these data sets are rather big and therefore di...
	• Mean elevation above mean sea level
	• Land fraction
	• Lake fraction
	• Fractional cover for all 20 BATS biome classes (see Table 9.1
	Table 9.1 Land use classification according to BATTS
	1
	Crops, Mixed Farming
	L
	2
	Short Grass
	L
	3
	Evergreen Needleleaf Trees
	H
	4
	Deciduous Needleleaf Trees
	H
	5
	Deciduous Broadleaf Trees
	H
	6
	Evergreen Broadleaf Trees
	H
	7
	Tall Grass
	L
	8
	Desert
	-
	9
	Tundra
	L
	10
	Irrigated Crops
	L
	11
	Semidesert
	L
	12
	Ice Caps and Glaciers
	-
	13
	Bogs and Marshes
	L
	14
	Inland Water
	-
	15
	Ocean
	-
	16
	Evergreen Shrubs
	L
	17
	Deciduous Shrubs
	L
	18
	Mixed Forest/woodland
	H
	19
	Interrupted Forest
	H
	20
	Water and Land Mixtures
	L
	Finally, also the original US-Navy 10’ data is still used for the subgrid orography contribution ...


	9.3 Mean orography
	Orography, or geopotential height, is derived from the 2’30” data by averaging. Source and target...
	Figure 9.1 Orography at T511 resolution.
	The orography is spectrally fitted to ensure consistency in spectral space between the orography ...

	9.4 Land sea mask
	Each grid point of the model is provided with a land fraction parameter, derived from the 2’30” d...

	9.5 Roughness lengths
	The model uses ‘effective’ roughness lengths for momentum () and heat/moisture () in the surface ...
	(a) The vegetation roughness length is taken from a grid from Munich University (Baumgartner et a...
	(b) The fraction of urbanisation is computed for every model grid square from the US-Navy data.
	Figure 9.2 (a) Roughness length for vegetation as provided by Baumgartner et al. (1977) on a grid.
	Figure 9.2 (b) The roughness length field including orographic effects (as used by the model) at ...
	Figure 9.3 Logarithm of the effective roughness length for heat/moisture at T511 resolution.
	(a) The vegetation roughness length for momentum is blended with the urbanization roughness lengt...
	The blended roughness length for heat is computed from
	,
	where m, and m.
	(b) To compute the orographic contribution to the roughness lengths, a slope parameter () is need...
	where:
	=
	Number of relative maxima in the ECMWF grid square,
	=
	Surface area of the ECMWF grid square,
	=
	Number of significant ridges in the ith grid square,
	=
	Mean height in the ith grid square,
	=
	Maximum height in the ith grid square,
	=
	Minimum height in the ith grid square,
	=
	Surface area of the ith grid square6
	=
	Proportion of the ECMWF grid square occupied by the ith grid square.

	Mason (1991) uses slope parameter , where the summation is over all obstacles in area (an ECMWF g...
	Similarly for the unresolved part:
	where
	The total is:
	.
	(c) For the computation of the effective roughness lengths, two different formulations are used i...
	, where .
	The effective roughness lengths and for gentle slopes is determined by:
	with . For steep slopes the effective roughness lengths and are computed from:
	where , and the transition from gentle to steep formulation should be at about . In practise the ...
	Orographic corrections are not applied for m and for . is not allowed to become larger than and i...
	(d) A Gaussian filter (the same as for the mean orography) is applied to and , the sea points are...

	9.6 Parameters for gravity-wave and orographic drag schemes
	The following subgrid parameters are needed: standard deviation , anisotropy , orientation , and ...
	(a) For every point (index ) of the 2’30” data, and are computed by central differencing with hel...
	(b) Anisotropy , orientation , and slope are computed from , and :
	and the standard deviation :
	.
	No further filtering is applied to the fields. Results are shown in Figs. 9.4 , 9.5 , 9.6 , and 9...
	Figure 9.4 Anisotropy of subgrid orography (1 indicates isotropic, 0 means maximum anisotropy)
	Figure 9.5 Orientation of subgrid orography.
	Figure 9.6 Slope of subgrid orography.
	Figure 9.7 Standard deviation of subgrid orography.

	9.7 Vegetation parameters
	Vegetation is represented by 4 climatological parameters: vegetation cover of low vegetation, veg...
	Table 9.2 Percentage of land points at T511 for each low vegetation type
	1
	Crops, Mixed Farming
	22.1
	2
	Short Grass
	10.0
	7
	Tall Grass
	13.0
	9
	Tundra
	8.9
	10
	Irrigated Crops
	4.7
	11
	Semidesert
	13.5
	13
	Bogs and Marshes
	2.0
	16
	Evergreen Shrubs
	1.5
	17
	Deciduous Shrubs
	4.6
	20
	Water and Land Mixtures
	0
	-
	Remaining land points
	without low vegetation
	19.7

	Table 9.3 Percentage of land points at T511 for each high vegetation type
	3
	Evergreen Needleleaf Trees
	7.1
	4
	Deciduous Needleleaf Trees
	3.3
	5
	Deciduous Broadleaf Trees
	6.3
	6
	Evergreen Broadleaf Trees
	12.8
	18
	Mixed Forest/woodland
	3.9
	19
	Interrupted Forest
	29.6
	-
	Remaining land points
	without high vegetation
	37.0

	)
	Figure 9.8 Fractional cover of low vegetation.
	Figure 9.9 Fractional cover of high vegetation.
	Figure 9.10 Low vegetation type
	Figure 9.11 High vegetation type


	9.8 Albedo
	The monthly climatological background albedo (in absence of snow) is interpolated to the model gr...
	Figure 9.12 Climatological background albedo for January.
	Figure 9.13 Climatological background albedo for April.
	Figure 9.14 Climatological background albedo for July.
	Figure 9.15 Climatological background albedo for October.

	9.9 Aerosols
	Aerosols are considered in the model following Tanre et al. (1984). The continental, maritime, ur...
	Figure 9.16 Distribution of (a) maritime and (b) continental type aerosols.
	Figure 9.16 Distribution of (c) urban and (d) desert type aerosols.
	Figure 9.16 (e) Type 1 (full line) profiles apply to maritime, continental and urban type aerosol...

	9.10 Ozone
	The ozone climatology that is operational since August 1997, distributes the ozone mixing ratio a...
	Figure 9.17 Ozone climatology prescribed as a zonal mean according to the climatology by Fortuin ...
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